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This study represents
the fruit of seven years' work in gender
identity research . It is based solely on - the existing psychoanalytic data available in this area, which I believe to have been
insufficiently
assessed hitherto.
In making this extensive
theoretical
revision,
my concern has been to provide a more
thorough elucidation of the implications of these data, and to
suggest a fresh perspective
on their import.
I am grateful to Lucy Cavendish College, Cambridge, for the
award of Guest Membership while I wrote this book; to numerous
specialist libraries in Oxford and Cambridge,
at which I worked;
to Dr Farrell Toombs of Toronto, for assistance
with some working expenses;
and to my friends,
whose support and prayers
made all the difference to the progress
of this study. The
responsibility
for the opinions here expr e ssed must, of course,
rest with the author alone.
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In the disc u ssion that follows, I consider both homosexua lit y
and transsexualism
from a psychodynamic
point of view. Transsexualism has bee n one of the least explored areas of the human
personality.
The most prominent current h ypo th esis suggests
that the male-to-female transsexua l acquires a gender identit y
through a non-conflictual
process of lea rning (S t oller, 1975).
By contras t, I have suggested that transsexualism
in both
genders has a si milar aetiology, and that the condition stems
from unr esolved childhood trauma . Radica l dis i dentification from
the parent of the same sex results in a psychodynamic structure
of same-sex ambivalence: the re is a defensive det achment from
th e same-se x lov e-source and a reparative
striving for a
restored attachm ent . This same dynamic is involved in homosexua lity, but in varying degree . At one extreme there is little
to distingu ish homo sexual ity from transsexualism,
in t hat both
ar e based on radical disidentificati on , whether or not this
manifests it se lf in th e form of an apparent cross-gender
awareness. More commonl y, homosexuality is marked by a le sser
degree of same-se x ambiv alence. However, t he essentia l dynamic
is the same in all cases, and thu s th e difference be tw een these
condi t ion s is one of degree rather than of kind. The defensive
detachment from the same-sex love-source
implies that the
process of same-sex identification is st ill to some ex t ent incomplete, whether radically or only partially so . On this under standing,
homosexuality itself becomes (l problem of gender
identity.
Freud's well - known hypothes i s of a link between homosexuality
and pa ranoia (the Schreber case, 1911) is exam ined in some
detail . Paranoia is regarded as an extreme form of defensive
detachment from a love-source - a detachment based on a
pathological 'mourning' reaction to childhood tr aum·a. The lo vesource may happen to be the parent of the same sex or, equally,
the parent of th e oppo site sex . In the former case , t he condition
is that known as homosexual paranoia;
in the latter, there i s
gen uinely heterosexual parano ia . Freud's hypothesis is considered to be bo t h ver ifi ed and q ualified. There is a sign ifi cant
link bet ween homosexua lit y and paranoia, but not all paranoia
is homosexual; and, just as importantly,
not all homosexuality
is paranoid.
Homosexuali t y an d tran sse xualism alike imply a defect in the
capacity for re latin g to the same sex - not the opposite sex, as
is commonly assu med . The capacity for same-sex love marks
ix
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onl y one s ide of t he overall phenomenon of same-sex ambivalence.
What is patholog ica l about this is the defensive detachment from
the love-source,
and the missing growth consequen t on this.
Needs for love, dependency and identification
which are no rmally
met through t he medium of an attachment to a (parenta l ) lovesource of the same sex , have remained unmet. Th e capac ity for
same-sex love is the attempt to restore this disrupted attach ment and hence to make up for missing gr owth. Th e homosexu al
respo ns e is itself the reparative
drive towards r es toration,
i.e.
it is no t itself the problem , but rather the a tt empted solution to
th e prob lem. However, the capacity for sam e- se x love is not
essentially
sexual, eve n if it fr equently undergoes
secondary
eroticisation.
Hete rosexuality
is the goal of human development,
but it
implie s a heteropsychologic
personality
structure,
which is based
on the fulfilment of homo-emotional needs and not their abrogation . Homosexuality
is not the goal, but it is the means to the
goal and the goal c a nnot be truly ac h ieved withou t the meeting
of these needs. Therapy should aim at undoing the defensive
de tachm ent from the same-sex love-sourc e , and at bringing the
re parative drive to its fulfilment.
Re s earch hitherto has given relatively littl e at tention to the
lesbi an and the fema le-to-male tr ansse xu a l , and I have attempted
to rectify this imb a lance, though a t the same tim e without
neglecting their male and male-to-femal e counterparts.
In wha t is already a wide -ranging and detailed study, I have
felt unable to include more than a brie f menti on of th e condit ion
of transvestism.
However, my reflections
on homosexuality a nd
transsexualism
may.perhaps
suggest avenues for exploration
which other workers in this field may care t o take up. It should
be noted that this study does not discuss physiolo gica l interse xuality (hermaphrod itism ), as disti n ct from t ransse xualism.
My aim in this study h as been to find and to apply a hypothesis
that has internal coherence,
consist e ncy with the known facts,
and an ab ility to illumin at e hit herto little-understood
phenomena.
The results of this qu est are now offered for general app raisa l.

1 THE SCHREBER CASE AND THE
QUEST FOR HISTORICAL REALITY
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One of the most fa scinating cases in psychoanalytic
literature
is th at of Daniel Paul Schreber (1842- 1911 ) , a judge of the
German high court who spent many of his later years under
psy chi a tric ca r e on a diagnosis of paranoia.
In 1903 , bet ween
his second and third periods of hospitalisation,
he wrote a
detailed account of his expe r iences en ti tled 'Memoirs of My
Ne r v ous Illnes s' . On a t raditional psych iatric understand ing,
these provide abundant evidence of delusions of persecu ti on
and ha llucinations.
Rays; divine 'miracles ' invo lvi ng - for
instance - a sense of heat or co ld or comp r ess ion; an d - most
particularly
- 'so ul murder ', a t tr ib uted in t urn to Schreber ' s
physic ia n, Dr Flec h s ig, and to God; all these are, at fi r st sight ,
st an dard psycho tic material, invo lving a break with rea lity and
the irruption
of path ological intrapsych ic contents.
Th ere has,
however , been a singular ly interesting
line of interpretat ion of
the Schreber case, which has a tt empted to corre late t his
'psychotic'
mater ial wit h Schreber ' s chil dhoo d exper ience s. T o
the ex tent tha t s uch a correlat ion i s va lid, th is would call into
question the s tanda r d assessment
of parano id delusions and
hallucinations
as merely imagin ary . If some genu in e memory
contributed
to their origin, to tha t e xtent they mu st b e seen
as realistic.
This does not, of itself, suggest that t he experiences hitherto denoted as delusions and h alluci n ations are
entirel y justifiab le, and in no way unrealistic . Such an assessment would not be justified solely on the grounds of the
proposed correlation
with ear ly memories. Howv er, the value of
s uch a correlation
should be considerable
. Hence we shall at t empt
here to trace t he quest for histor ic al r eal ity in the condition
known as paranoia.
In 1911, th e y ear of Schreber 's death, Sigmun d Freud wrote
hi s formative accoun t of the Schre b er case, based on the text
of Schreber 's 'Memoirs ' . Since he did not make use of any other
materia l , such as the publis h ed works of Schreber's
fat h er, it
was not ope n to h im to dra w any kind of corre la tio n between
the 'Memoirs' and other data . Freud did, however, commen t
somew h at proph etica lly : 1
It r e mains for the future to dec id e whether ...
there is more
truth in Sch r e b er's delusion t han ot h er people a r e as yet
prepared
to be li eve.

Freud
1

did not h imself deve lop this

lin e of thou ght any fur t her,
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at any rate as regards
the actual case of Schreber . However, he
did suggest the theoretical
basis for such a development
in one
of the writings of his later years,
'Constructions
in analysis'
(1937a). Here he states: 2
Perhaps it may be a general characteristic
of hallucinations
to which sufficient
attention
has not hitherto been paid that
in them something that has been experienced
in infancy and
then forgotten
returns
...
something that the child has seen
or heard at a time when he could still hardly speak and that
now forces its way into consciou snes s, probably distorted
and
displaced owing to the operation of forces that are opposed to
this return.
Freud does not doubt that a distortion ·of present
involved.
He sees the therapeut ic task as one of3

reality

is

liberating
the fragment of historical truth from it s distortions
and its attachments
to the actual present day a nd in leading
it back to the point in the past to which it belongs.
This proposition
of 'a fragment of historical truth I is crucial
for subsequent
developments . Unfortunately,
it was some years
before Freud's
suggestion
was taken up. Waelder (1951) refers
to Freud's idea that it is this element of truth in them that
accoun ts for delusional ideas being held so tenaciously.
He
speaks of 'a return of the disclaimed in distorted
form'. How ever,
Waelder 's discussion
treats only of the paranoid 's intra psychic
conflict, and he makes no at t empt to consider the ac tu al circumstances of Schreber 's,childhood,
wherein this 'element of truth 1
is sup posed to have originated.
In 1956 Baumeyer provided
additional d ata for cons ideration
in the Schreber
case. Shifting the focus from Schreber
himself,
he sheds light on the character
of his parents.
His mother was
nervous and prone to rapid changes of mood. And his father
suffered from obsessional
ideas with hom ic id a l tendencies.
These
facts, gleaned from the case-records
of Schreber's
asylum, are
noteworthy,
and of themselves
suggest a reason for further
investigating
Schreber's
family environment.
Baumeyer adds, on
the ev idence of Schreber's
married sister, th at Schreber's
life
was 'almost entirely under the influence of the overpowering
father figure'.
Freud's clue of the importance
of historical truth was at last
taken up by N iederland
( 1959), whose paper is crucial to the
line of development
here considered.
Taking Freud's
suggesti on
as his start ing -po int, Nied e r land scrutinises
the character
of
Schr eber's father and the nature of his relationship
with his
children,
in the hope of ascertaining
what the father may have
contributed
to the son's psychopathology.
Dr Schreber
(i.e.
Schreber's
father)
was a well - known and much-published
physician and pedagogue.
Hi s numerous writings provide import-

ant evidence for consideration
in the Schreber case - evidence
that Freud did not take into account,
although it had been
available in print for half a century
and more before he wrote
his study of Schreber.
Dr Schreber
believed in the strict and well-regimented
upbringing of children,
and the methods he detailed in his writings were
applied within his own family, ostensibly
to fur ther their hea lt h
and welfare. Upon investigation,
there prove to be notable
similarities
between the 'miracles' detailed in Schreber 's 'Memoi rs'
i·. e. the supposedly
delusional reflections
of a middle-aged
ma n,
and the actual discipl in ary devices and exercises
experienced
by Schreber
as a growing boy, at his father's instigat ion. A.
'compre ss ion-o f-the-chest
miracle' recalls t he iron cross bar
Dr Schreber
used to force children to sit up correctly.
T he
'he ad-compressi n g machine ' recalls a device worn to hold the
head straight.
'Miracles of cold' are suggestive
of the compulsory
co ld baths that were part of the routine of the Schreber household. 'Miracles' affecting
the opening and closing of the ey es
recall the eye exercises
detai led by Dr Schreber.
The poss ibility
of correlation
suggests
itself r epeatedly
and in some detail, as
can be seen by comparing the writings of Schreber
and his
fa ther, and hence the cumulative
weight of the e 'victen ce tends
to suggest that this correlation
is in some sense significant.
In
what precise sense it is s i gnificant is another . matter, and has
rema in ed open to debate.
Without listi ng these correlations
in de tail , Niederland
insists
on their centra l importance.
He notes:
A comparison of the pa ternal and filial texts makes it difficult ,
at times, to know exactly where the father's medical mythology
ends and the son's delusional mythology begins.
Again,
We will .. . encoun te r certain psychic derivatives
of these
experienc es as components
of som e of the 'miracled-up'
delusional format ion s which fill th e pages of the Memoirs.
And,

to press

home the point,

It reads like a highly condensed,
symbo li zed, archaica lly
distorted,
yet essentially
correct version of many of th e
paternal physical maneuvres
to whi c h the young Schreber
s u bjected.

was

While noting the importance of genuine memory-tr aces, it is
equally clear that Niederland
has no doub t that such memories
have become distorted
and are at variance with contemporary
reality.
Whatever may h ave been contributed
by historic al truth
to Schreber's
id eas, they have also be en subject to a pathological
deve lo pment, u nd er the influen ce of in stinctual driv es, libi din a l
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conflicts,
introjective-projective
mechanisms,
and processes of
regression
and restitution.
Nieder land's finding ·s do not, on his
own conclusions,
essentially
disturb the Freudi a n analys is of the
Schreber case.
Over a decade later, Niederland 's findings were t ake n up and
reassessed
by Schatzman ( 1972, 1973). The latter infers that a
finding of genuine persecutory
experiences
is incompatible with
a diagnosis of paranoia,
in which - by definition - the sense of
persecution
is illusory . 4

I

I

To call ( such persons)
paranoid,
which presupposes
they
are not really persecuted,
but imagine it, is false and misleading.
And ,5
What is clinically called paranoia is often the partial realization
- as through a glass darkly - that one has been or is persecuted.
To invalidate a person's
sense of pers.ecution is quite improper .
The correct therapeutic
step is to inv est ig ate t h e social context,
in order to ascertain
the origin of these feelings.
The assu mption
is th at the sense of being per ·secuted is an accurate res ponse
to th e actual behaviour
of other people.
Niederland and Schatzman agree in seeing undeniable cor relations between Schreber 's childhood experiences
and his l ate r
reflections.
They differ r ad ically in their understanding
of what
conclusions
may legitimately
be drawn from these correlations.
In effect , Niederland draws no further
conclusions:
memorytraces a re mere ly an additional datum contributing
to the subsequent psychopathology.
Schatzman,
by contrast,
sees the
historicity
of persecutory
experiences
as tantamount
to the
denial of any psychopathology.
If you have genuinely been
persec uted, you may not be denoted 'paranoid',
in th a t this
would be a self -c ontradictory
statement.
Schatzman does have
a point here, since the actual definition of paranoia has never
been revised.
Despite Freud's sugges tion (1937a) of genuine
memory-traces
in psychotic material, and Niederland's
confir mation of this in the Schreber case ( 1959), paranoid ideas have
generally continued to be regarded
as altoget her illusory. Thus,
it is certainly
improper to
if one has experienced
persecution,
app ly a concept that denies that this is so . To this extent one
may agree with Schatzman.
However, if one were to revise the
definition of paranoia to a llow for t he possibility of its partia l
historicity,
much of the force would be removed from Schatzman ' s
argument . Moreover , it would no longer be contradictory
to
assert that a persecuted
person may be gen uin e ly paranoid,
since the assertion of part ial truth implie s that partial untruth
is also involved. Para noia is ·, on our un derstanding
, neither
tot ally illusory nor totally non - illu sory, but combines elements

I
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of both truth and falsehood. More specifically,
what it would
seem to involve is a mi;x:ture of past truth and present untruth .
The actual experiences
of Schreber's
childhood are given
facts. Their correlation
with Schreber's
later writings is well
argued and highly plaPsible.
But to what extent may authentic
experience
of the past have unfairly affected the understanding
of the present?
On what grounds may on e either argue for, or
rule out, the possibility
of subsequent
di stort ion? Niederland 's
discussion of Schreber suggests that Schreber's
later reflections
were true to the past. But Niederland
does not give grounds for
suggesting
t hat Schreber's
ideas were tru e to the present.
This
is the crucial point. If a sense of persecution
can be justified
entirely by present facts alone, there is no ground for the use
of the term 'paranoia'.
But if a sense of persecution
is not
justified by present facts, or only partially justified by them,
then something is amiss. Whether or not the feeling of being
persecuted
may be legitimate ly referred
to past events, the vital
point is that to a greater or lesser extent there has bee n a loss
of contact with present reality. It is this discrepancy
between
past and present that must be accounted
for. Schatzman does
not do justice to this point, and hence his attempt to draw out
the significance
of Niederland's
data must be considered
unsatis factory in this fundamental respect . One may agree with
Schatzman that feelings of persecution
may at least sometimes be
referred
to actual events in the individual' s social environment.
However, this only informs us that it is important to distinguish
between ..realistic and unrealistic
feelings of persecution.
Once
th e distinction
is drawn, there is no discussion
of unrealistic
fe e lings and their significance.
Schatzman 's work is helpful in
insisting on the significance
of th e reality factor - which may
not have been sufficiently
appreciated
hitherto - but is other wise one-sided.
The combination of past reality with present unreality would
seem to be especially clear in the Schreber
case. However
accurate his thoughts
may be as memories of the past, however
true to the experience
of his childhood,
they are not an
accurate representation
of present reality.
For this reason,
Schatzman 's dichotomy of either para noi a or persecution
is
false to the available data. We may suggest that the present
state of the question may more accurately
be stated thns: How
does genuine persecution,
in the ear ly history of the individual,
lead t o genuine paranoia,
i.e. to a greater or le sser distortion
of subsequen t reality?
In this connection,
it will be of value to comment specifically
on the significance
of the reality factor,
since in practice it
has tended to be either underestimated
(by many psychiatrists)
or overestimated
(by Schatzman, as here criticised).
What the
evide nce suggests
is that t he reality factor is (a) existent,
not
absent;
(b) partial, not entire; (c) lin ked to the past, to the
extent of involving some discrepancy
with the present.
Adding
up these points as here spelled out, we may suggest as a con-

•
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clusion that the so-called delusional contents of the paranoid
state are not imaginary,
but are anachronistic.
It is this
anachronism that remains as yet unaccounted
for, and that
justifies the assumption
of some form of pathological _developrr_ient •
We are still faced with the need to explam why certam experiences of the past should in some way result in a break with
present reality.
Turning aside from delusional contents
in genera l , we shall
focus on the sense of persecution
in particular.
Schreber's
sense of persecution
at the hand s of a fa ther-fig_ure would seem
accurate as related to his actual childhood experiences.
But the
projection of this feeling on to hi s physici an, Dr Flechsig, and
on to God, does not seem justified.
We are to contra st what'. on
the given evidence,
seems an accura te asse~sment of the ch1l_dhood relati,onship
with an inaccurate
evaluation
of a~ult relation ships, based on the unjustified
correlation
of one w1~h t:1e other.
It is the relationship
on which the sense of persecution
is
focused
and in which we find both past reality and present
distor ti~n . It is the relationship
upon which both the genuine
persecution
and the genuine patholo~y are fo_cused_.
.
One may take as one's starting-pomt
the given _situation of
reality, that is, the genuinely persecutory
experience~ that are
to be found in Schreber 's early history.
At this point it would
seem that 'inner reality' and 'outer rea lity' coincided.
If the
young Schreber felt 'pers ecuted',
it was because :1is fat_her :v~s
behaving towards him in a 'persecutory'.
manner, 1.e. '."1th r1g1d
and all-controlling
stri ctness, as there 1s ab und ant evidence to
suggest.
In later life we find Schreber's
abil~ty to relate to
father-figures,
viz. his physician and G~d., 1s affected so as to
involve a di stortion of contemporary
reality.
But what the
distortion involves is in fact an accurate,
if symbolised,
reproduction of the experiences
of Schreber's
early years. This wou l d
suggest that we may find it significant
to link early so_cial interaction, viz. the parent -child relat ionship,
with the child's actual
capacity for relationship.
The former would seem to have
affec t ed the latter,
to the exte nt of permanently
dama_ging the
child's abi lity to re late to father-figures.
What the _ev1denc_e
would seem to suggest
is that the young Schreber mternahsed
the effects of the difficult relationsh ip with hi s father; and
that these traumatic effects remained unresolved
into adult life ,
where they were capable of be in g r eproduced
witho ut ':1odifica tion. Howev er, what this would imp ly is that the basic
mechanism involved in paranoia, at least in the Schreber case,
is not projection,
but transference
.
.
.
Schreber ' s 'psyc h otic' ideas replicate a genume mterpersonal
situation of the past, i.e. they once had an accura t e contact
with external reality.
Their reproduction
in later life may be
termed projection only in so far as the phenomenon know_n as
transference
uses the mechanism of projec ting ear ly reahty on
to a contemporary
situation.
However, this i_s no t. projectio:1 in
the usual, more narrowly defined sense, of 1mposmg material
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that is merely intrapsychic
on to externa l reality. What is
happening is that early social reality is being 'projected' on to
contemporary
socia l re al ity. And t his may most accurately be
described as a transference
situation .
We have thus two referents
for our process of investigation:
Schreber's
childhood,
where reality is not yet distorted;
and
his adult life, where there is a departure
from present re ality
involved prec i se ly by his fidelity t o past reality.
We may attempt
to ascertain the effect of his childhood on hi s capacity for
relationship
from both of these referents.
On the one hand,
from considering
the lik ely effect of known facts, in childhood.
On the other hand , from considering
the na tur e of his subsequent relational capacity,
which is considered
to have been
dist ort e d by effects carried over from the past . By retrospective correlation,
one may attempt to reconstruct
the shape of
the trauma suffered in childhood throug h considering
the
distortion in the analogous relat ionship in adult life , i.e. from
considering
the nature of the t ransference.
One constant factor would seem to be the sense of pers ecut ion
vi s-a -vis a fat h er-figure,
accura t e to the reality of ear ly life
and internalised
and reprod uce d in later life. In later life this
sense of persecution
is found in conjunction
with a sense of
needing to love and be loved by the persecutory
figure . These
two aspec t s, of both hate and love vis -a-vis the self-same
fig ure, a re linked in t he sit uation of adult life, where at any
rate th e emotion of hate is regarded
as part of the t ransference
from the ear ly socia l situation.
What of the p ar allel aspec t of
the need for lov e? Could this too be part of the t r ansference,
i.e. to be linked with the reality of early events? We may
suggest a hypothesis.
Persecutory
experience
in childhood lea ds not only to hatred,
on account of persecut ion; but also bl oc ks the chi ld 's capacity
to receive love from the person who is ac ting in a persecutory
manner . The parent is supposed to be the normal love-sou r ce
in the child 1s process of growth, and for most people it would
seem that t h is process takes place more or less sa t isfactorily.
But if the love-source
beha ves persecutorily,
i s it not plausible
t hat the process may be blocked? The child may not be able to
receive the lov e that is normally received from t he love-source.
This norma l need is , ab normally,
left unmet . Sup pose , th en,
that this unmet need to love and be loved is also repressed
and carried over into adult life, jus t as is th e sense of persecution. On this hypothe s is, one would expect to find in adult
life a twofold phenomenon of need for love and hatred for the
love-source,
which is seen as persecutory
. This is precisely
the so -c a lled 'paranoid'
phenomenon,
and at the same time is a
hypothesis
that would make sense of the known events of ch il dhood in this particu lar case hi st ory. Our hypothesis is that the
paranoid phenomenon is a twofold internalisation
of the effects
<Iifa t raumatic re lationsh ip in ch il dhood, which pe r sists unmodified and with the capacity for replicat ion in later life. Persecutory
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behaviour
would seem not only to have had a traumatic effect
on the libi dinal bond in childhood but, more seriously,
to have
affected the subsequent
libidinal capacity of th e growing
individua l.
In connection with this hypothesis,
it should be not ed that
the emotions involved in paranoia,
lov e and hate alike·, are considered to have been originally grounded
in socia l reality, and
to have been a response to actual behaviour
by some other
p erson. This twofold response
would have been both accurate
to the facts of the ea rly situation,
and readily comprehensible,
as a consequence
of experiencing
persecutory
behaviour.
Hitherto,
the characteristically
paranoid feelings of love and
hate have been assumed to be merely intrapsychic,
a n d not to
be in any way correlated
with external reality.
We here suggest
that what is involved is the replication
of early social reality
with it s abiding traumatic effects. The reality factor applies,
in their origin, to the feelings both of hate and of the need for
love. This point is of particular
impor tance. The clue of an
element of historical truth in psychosis
h as never been adequately followed up. Often it has not been followed up at all.
And, where it has been followed up, the attempt has not been
made to correlate
it with possib le effects on the c hild' s actua l
libidinal capacity;
or, in connection with this, to make the
further correlation
of linking these effects with the typically
'paranoid'
emotions to be found in later life during a period of
overt psychosis.
Freud's well-known analys i s of the emotions of love and hate
6
It makes
in the paranoid is an entirely in trapsychic
construct.
no attempt at correlation
with the early in terpersonal
s ituation,
and indeed assumes that no such correlation
can be made . It
runs as follows: T he emotion of love, 'I (a man) lov e him (a man)',
is denied: 'No; I do not lov e him, I hate him.' The paranoid
then projects his own emo tion of hate on to the person whom he
has denied loving: 'He hates me.' Thus, the hatred of th e
former love-object
is taken as justify ing the paranoid's
own
hatred of him : 'I hate him , because he persecutes
me.' The
psychological
mechanisms of denial and projection are fundamen ta! to this constr uct . If, however,
the paranoid phenomenon
is essentially
one of transference,
these mechanisms become
redundant . The contrasting
emotions may be linked with the
actual facts of the early int erpersonal
s itu ati on. We· may rewrite
the cons truct as follows:
I [ a small boy] need to lo ve and receive lo ve from him [my
father ]. However, he [my father] is behaving persecutorily
to me. Therefore,
l h ate him , on account of his hatefu l
behaviour . Likewise, my need to love and receive love from
him is blocked, because he - the love-source
- is behaving
so hatefully.
Freud

commented
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that the persecutor
is some one who was once loved. ' 7 We would
here suggest that this statement
has far more truth in it than
Fr e ud ever g·ave it credit for. It is not, as he th ought, a description of libidinal conflict isolated from external referents.
it is t he accurate assessment
of a traumatic interpersonal
Rather,
situat ion in early life, which has been in ternalised
with the
potential for subsequent
replication.
Actual persecutory
beh aviour accounts both for the emot ion of hate and for the n eed
for love which - b locked by the hateful behaviour of the lovesource - has been left unmet, and thus has persisted .into
adult lif e as a need yet to be met .
This hypothesis
has the advantages
of internal consistency
and of plaus ibility vis -a-vis the known facts of the Schreber
case. However , a difficulty that prt!sents itself in the investigation is the question of how one may val idly generalise from
the findings of the Schreber case to other cases of paranoia .
The correlation
between the experiences
of childhood a nd those
of adult life is not easy to parallel,
and certainly not in detail.
Dr Schreber's
medical writings may have le d some at least of
his readers to use h is methods of c hild - rearing,
but we do not
have information available as to whether this led to other
instances
of paranoia . More importantly,
we cannot invariab ly
or even of t en find evidence of early 'persecution'
in the case
histories of paranoid persons ge n erally. However, if the link
with past reality were true only of the Schreber case, or of
only a few other cases, it would be necessary
to return to the
traditional
view of paranoia as, in general, altogether illusory.
The reali ty factor in a few cases wou ld be of mere ly peripheral
interest,
and not of general value. However, it is not in fact
,necessary
to draw this conclusion.
The details of the Schreber
case may not be readily paralleled,
but the question of diffi culties in the father-child
re lationship
- s t emming perhaps
from a variety of causes - has a far greater potent ial for
generalisation.
If difficulties in ear ly relation ship are in fact
central to this p henomenon , then we must look at other kinds
of early difficulties
in relationship,
to assess their potential
for leading to similar effects. What, in childhood, can block
love and cause hate ? This must form the next step of our
investigation.
One of the potentia lly most pathogenic
events of c hildh ood is
the separat ion of the child from its parents at an early age .
There is an extens iv e lit erature
on t hi s; and, since this tends
to focus more atte nt ion on the mother tha n the father, we will
beg in by considering
separa ti on-trauma
in these terms, and
only later consider the possible significance
of the difference
of gender of whichever parent is involved.
The tie betwe en mother and child has ordinarily been est ablished .by the middle of the first year. If for some reaso n
separation
occurs thereaf ter, this will evoke separation anx iety
and grief and set in t rain processes
of mourning. Foll owing the
studies of Bowlby (1952, 1956 , 1960, 1961, 1963, 1973) and
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other worker s, it is evident that in the ear ly years of life there
is a notable risk th at the processes of mourning set in train by
such separation
may involve unfavourable
consequences
for
later personality
development,
possibly resulting in more or less
permanent impairment of the ability to make re lationships.
It is by now widely recognised that loss of the mother figure
in the period between about six months and three or four or
more years is an event of high pathogenic potential. The
reason for this, I post ulat e, is that the processes of mourning
to which it habitually gives rise all too readily at this age
take a course unfavourable
to futur e personality
development .
(Bowlby, 1960)
In considering · responses t o ea rly lo ss and the nature of the
processes evoked by the loss of a love-object,
certain phenomena
become apparent . Three main phases may be observed:
initial
protest, which gives way to sub sequent despair , and finally
leads to detachment. If the separation is t emporary and reunion
takes place, these processes are not necessarily
reversed
immediate ly . After brief separations,
detachment usually gives
way after a few hours or days, and is commonly succeeded by a
period of ambivalent behaviour,
when the child is alternate ly
demanding and hostile or re jecting towards his parents.
However,
if the separation
is longer or is repeated,
it i s possible that the
detachment may p ersist indefinitely
(Bowlby, 1973), though it
is assumed that such rejection of th e mother as a love-object
is not common (Bowlby, 1952, 1956). It is important to note that
detachment is cons itlered (Bowlby et al., 1956) to be based on
the repression
of the child 's need for his mother. The attachment need does not mere ly disappear,
but remains as a dynamic
fo r ce in the subconscious.
The basis for thi s observation
is
the exces si ve attachment behaviour that may sudd en ly appear
after a period of apparent detachment.
The repression
of the
need means that the need still persists and still requires to be
met.
The child may a lso sho w hostility at reunion.
Th e child's anger
with the mother for staying away may lead to rejection of her,
i.e. rejection of the person for whom the child has an attach ment need. Thus, rejection of the mother of itse lf implies the
repression
of the attachme nt need. Bow lby et al . ( 1956) comment :
In general,
the children who continue to repress their need
for attachmen t manifest the most marked hostility,
whilst those
few who have an apparent absence of ho st ility come from the
group with excessive need for attachment .
Hostility per se wou ld not be abnormal. Anger is a functionally
healthy response to the experience of trauma; and, with Fair bairn (1952), we may see hostility towards an attachment figure
In the case of separation,
as specifically a respon.se to frustration.

the purpose of anger is to promote re un ion and to discourage
further separation . However, an excess of anger may militate
aga in st its own purposes,
as by mainta ini ng the repression of
the attachment-need
when the atta chment-figure
has become
available again. 8
Clinical experience suggests that the situations of sepa ra tion
and loss with which this work is concerned
are especially
liable to result in anger with an attachment
figure that crosses
the threshold
of intensity and beco mes dysfunctional.
(Bowlby,
1973)
If anger of such intensity motivates the repression of the
attachment need, we may suggest that the danger t o the growing
child's personality
is likely to be considerab le. The mourn in greaction set in train by se paration may of course be resolved
sooner or later, and in many cases it would seem t hat this
resolution has taken place: ambivalence may be worked through,
leading to the restoration
of a good relationship.
But wha t if the
mourning-reaction
is not worked through?
Bowlby ( 1963) mentions two variants of patho logical mourning:
repressed yearning
for the loved object, and repressed
reproaches
against it, i.e .
the repression
of the two norma l responses
to separation and
loss. He considers each of these abnormal responses as of regular
occurrence
in childhood. Moreover, should th e loss be prolonged or p ermanent, he states that there is a greater danger
of one or more variants pe r sisting,
to the detriment of the
person's capacity for object relations.
He does not, however,
detail spe cifi c disturbances
stemming from such tra uma apart
from an increased tendency to patholog ical mourning in the
adul t (confirmed by the frequency
with which adults prone to
pathological mourning have experienced
lo ss of a parent in
ch ildhood ). However , our concern here is not to correlate
childhood mourning with adult mourning,
at any rate with what
is ov ertly recognised as mourning in the adult. I wish to
suggest the possibility of linking childhood mourning with other
ab norm a l or pathological processes in the adult, which have
not hitherto been linked with unresolved
and repressed
infantile
trauma or recognised as derivatives
of the mourning process .
Suppose that both repressed yearning
fo r the love object and
repressed
reproaches against it persist
(a) together;
(b) into
ad ulthoo d. Supposing such a sta t e to become reactivated,
what
form is it like ly to take? An intense need for love, together with
an intense anger against the love-object,
are indeed to be
foun d in some adul t s. Clinically, is this not the very condition
we were discussing earlier, viz . paranoia?
I wish to hypothesise
in adult life, of unreso lved
that paranoia is the reactivation,
infantile trauma, caused by separat ion or other trauma that
similarly affected th e child's libi dina l capacity.
Paranoia is very
precisely to be correlated with the twofold cond iti on of pathological mourning in childhood that Bowlby refers to: both the
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longing for the 'lost' object, and repro aches against it, have
persisted
unresolved.
It not on ly involves but is, itself, the
repressed
reproaches
of the young child against the source of
love that 'betrayed'
it, together
with the repressed
need for
attachment
which has persisted
as a need still requiring
to be
fulfilled.
Paranoia is the end-result
of a pathological
sequence,
but it has n ot hith erto been recognised
what the beginning
of
this sequence was.
If our hypothesis
here is correct,
this would rein force our
previous conclusion,
based on the Schreber case, that paranoia
is esse ntially a transference
situation,
not a mere projection;
and that there is a reality fac tor in vo lv ed which is of central
importance.
The paranoid does not actually project his own
anger,
but is accurate in ascribing
hurt .ful behaviour
to a
love -s ource in early years . The paranoid 's own anger is a response to this, and an entirely logical respon se when the facts
are known.
It may be asked on what grounds
separation
trauma (as here
discussed)
and ill -treat ment (as in the Schreber
case) may both
alike be considered
causative of the paranoid phenomenon.
The
common aetiological factor is their abiJity to block the attachment to t he needed love-source
and to cause hate, as a twofold
response
to what is justifiably
interpreted
as a hateful action by
the love-source.
An important consideration
to note is that such
action by the parent need not have been wilfully h armful separation
may oft en be involuntary
- but the point is that the
child did in fact have justification
for regarding
the love-source
situation
as harmful, even if in a numb er of cases the traumatic
did not actually involve any malicious inten t .
From th e foregoing analysis it becomes clear that the repression
of the love - need is integrally
linked with the repression
of
hostility towards the love-source.
These are, in effect, the two
sides of the same phenomenon.
Neither can persist
without presuppos ing the persistence
of the other. Hostility towards the
love -source blocks the ability to rec eive love from that source,
thus resulting
in an unmet love-need.
The capacity for attach ment to a love-source
is damaged through trauma and through
hatred for the agent of the trauma, viz . the former love - source.
Since the unmet love -need implies a defensive detachment
from
the love -s ource, the persistence
of the inability to receive love
from that source presupposes
the persistence
of th e defensive
process.
When a young child is in the phase of detac hment in the
mourning process,
stro ng defensive processes
are at work
(Bowlby,
1963). In psychoanalytic
terms, there is countercathexis,
rather than withdrawal of cathexis . A defensive
barrier
is erected.
The nature of this barrier
has not yet been
sufficient ly appreciated.
Loss con evoke defence - and th e
defence is one against receiving love from the source of love
that betrayed
one. The most fundamental
defence is an unwillingness to receive lov e. And, once thi s particu lar defence h as
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occurred
as a response
to trauma, it may persist as an incapacity
to receive love. On this hypothesis , if the trauma is sufficiently
severe, then, even if love is offered by the love-source
subsequent to trauma,
such love can no Ion ger be received.
The
sheer capacity to receive lov e, through
attachment
to a lovesource,
has been repressed.
And this repressed
need for love,
which is normally met in the earlier years of life, persists unmet
into adulthood,
as a need still requiring
to be met. The paranoid 's desire to receive love from the 'persecutory'
love-source
is but the reactivation
of this early in fan tile need, which has not
as yet been met, due to traumatic repression.
The paranoid 's
lov e-need is essentially
the young child's need for love from its
parent.
The repression
in early childhood of the love-need and
of the hatred for the 'persecutory'
love - source means that at
the conscious level there will be an apparent
adjustment . The
child may seem to have 'got over' whatever
the original trauma
may have been. But this superficial
ad ju stment proves to be
based on massive repression;
and to the extent that the
repression
is lifted, the phenomena known as paranoid symptoms
will appear,
as the tragedy of ear ly years is re-enacted.
Of course,
not all early trauma results
in such consequences.
Trauma may be genuinely resolved,
whether entirely or in some
It is vital to give due weight to this.
greater or lesser degree.
However, at the same time it is important
to bear in mind what
the consequences
of unresolved
trauma may be. If paranoia a condition which is generally regarded
as mysterious,
tragic
and almost incurable - is correctly
identified
as a reactivation
of a repressed,
pathological mourning-reaction
of childhood,
then the seriousness
of the potential risk involved in childhood
trauma must never be underestimated
.
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2 THE STRUCTURES
OF AMBIVALENCE

The paranoid position in effect involves an intense approachavoidance conflict: an overwhelming
unmet need for love is
blocked by a defen sive barrier of distrust and even hatred for
the source of love that once 'betr ayed' one. It is particularly
to be noted that the sex of the 'persecutor'
does not have to be
the same as t_hat of the paranoid.
The original so urce of trauma
may have been the parent of the same sex; but, equa lly, the
traumatic event may have involved a parental love-source
of the
opposite sex. Freud's original theoretical position, which assumed
that the 'p ersecutor ' must be of the same sex as the paranoid,
has to be revised in this respect.
The paranoid position always
involves a defensive barrier against a distrusted
love-source,
but that love-source
may be of either gender . Either father or
mother may, wittingly or unwit tin gly, have been t he source of
trauma to either a young son or a young daughter.
Thus far we have discussed the implications of the paranoid
phenomenon without in fact explicitly discussing a central
feature of Freud's hypothesis,
viz. the link between paranoia
and homosexuality.
We have pointed out that the persecutory
love-source
need not be of the same sex as the paranoid,
though
in many cases the two do happen to be of the· same sex. Whatever the sex of the 'persecutor'
the basic structure
of the
paranoid phenomenon is the same: there is a need for love from
a love-source
that is seen as persecutory.
However, when the
persecutory
love - source is of the same sex as the paranoid,
this phenom e non is labelled homosexual.
I have not previously
used th is particular
term in the discussion,
because I did not
wish to prejudge the available data or to introduce premature
evaluation s . Our discussion of paranoia has so far considered
the repression
of the young child's normal need for love, consequent on trauma, and his hatred of the love - source th a t was
t he agent of such trauma. The repressed
love - need of th e
young child may be reactivated
in later years. This is the
phenomenon which, when it happens to invo lv e a lov e-source of
the same sex, is labelled homosexual. On our data, this condition is essentially
the reactivation
of a thwarted infantile lov eneed, that has persisted
unmet and hence still r equ ire s to be
met. We are not, however,
suggesting
on account of this that
homo se xuality is not truly involved in this condition.
What we
are suggest.in 'g is that this is the so-called homosexual condition
in its essence, viz. an unmet need for lov e from the parent of
the same sex.
14
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We may suggest that the present
discussion offers us the
possibility of drawing up a defin itiv e critique of Freud's hypothesis. Studies subsequent
to Freud confirmed that at any rate
there is some coincidence of the conditions of paranoia and
homosexuality,
but it also became evident that in many instan ces
this link cannot be established.
Many para noi acs do not give
evidence of homosexual concerns,
whether manifest or latent
(Klein and Horwitz, 1949; Pl anansky and Johnston,
1962); and,
on the othe r hand, many do show evidence of heterosexual
concern.
This evidence faced one with the question as to what
extent there might be a link between the two conditions,
of
paranoia and hom osexual ity. What would be th e nature of such a
link - mere coincidence or some form of causa l connection - and
what would be the limits of its applicability?
Studies of the
incidence of these conditions have been of value, but ultimately
can do no more t han indicate that the two do not always coincide,
and hence that Freud's hypothesis
cannot be of universal
applicability.
However, despite this restriction
of its app lic ability,
the hypothesis
as such was not disproved.
What remained to be
further investigated
was the actual nature of the link between
the two conditions.
At th e same tim e, this necessitates
a greater
understanding
of the intrinsic nature of both parano ia and
homosexuality.
The genesis of paranoi a is seen to involve the formation, in a
young child, of a defensive barrier against a love-source
that is
behaving h urtfull y . In other words, the child represses
his
normal love-need,
and the defensive barrier of mistrust and even
hatred towards the hurtful love - source blocks the normal process
If the lov e - source happens to
of attachment
to that love-source.
be of the same sex as the child, whether a boy or a gir l, th e
If the
resultant
condition may be denoted 'homosexual-paranoid'.
love - source happens to be of the oppos ite sex from the child,
whether a boy or a girl, the resultant
condition may be denoted
'heterosexual-paranoid'.
The one essential and constant factor
of the paranoid condition is that it involves a repressed
lo veneed. The gender of the mistrusted
love-source
is acc idental.
However, in each of these two types of paranoia it shou ld be
noted that th e repressed
love - need is - as just explained - an
intrin sic part of the structure
of the paranoid phenomenon.
Paranoia of the heterosexua l type is, itself, a defensive barrier
against a love-source
of the opposite sex, i. e. the young child's
need for lov e from the parent of the opposite sex has pers isted
repressed
and hence unmet. Likewise with homosexual paranoia:
this is, itself, the defensive repression
of the young child's
need for love from the parent of the same sex. In this way it
may certainly be asserted that when homosexuality
and paranoia
do coincide, they are intrinsically
lin ked, since they are but the
two sides of the same phenomenon.
To this extent we may agree
with Freud. But we must differ sharp ly from the traditional
hypothesis
by insisting that not all paranoia is homosexual, i.e.
that not a ll such distrust of a love-source
is directed towards a
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love -source of the same sex . Not all paranoia is homosexua l ; nor
- very importantly - is all homosexuality
paranoid,
i.e . not all
unmet needs for love from the parent of the same sex are reinforced by a defens ive barrier of the same magnitude and severity
as that involved in the condition known as paranoid.
There are
other degrees of homosexuali ty, that may not be denoted
paranoid.
But more of this later.
The love-need that is repressed
by a defens ive bar r ier in the
paranoid condition is in each instance to be correla ted with a
particular
love -s ource, whether of the same sex or the opposite
sex. Conversely,
hatred for a particular
love-source
is to be
linked back to a repressed
love - need for that same particular
love-source . To be more explicit, this implies that paranoia is
misunderstood
if it is seen so lely in terms of negative emotio n s,
viz. distrust and hate. These negative emotions are present,
but their function has been the defensive repression
of a loveneed, in response to early trauma. The very existence of the
defensive barrier imp lies the persistence
of a need for love that
has not yet been met (not met precisely because of this defensive
barrier).
The negative emotions of paranoia are but one side of
th is more complex psychodynamic
structure.
Strictly speaking,
therefore,
it is not appropriate
to speak of the coincidence of
paranoia with a p at hological love - need, as if they were two
separate conditions.
As we h ave seen, they are but t he two
as pects of one and the same phenomenon . The love-need that
is to be found in the paranoid is an integra l aspect of the
paranoid condition.
Conversely,
a similar conclusion should be drawn with regard
to the persisting
love-n eed. The r e pression of the capacity for
attachment h as not only prevented
the fulfilment of the child's
love-need in the normal course of growth. So long as the defensive barrier is a dynamic force within the personality,
i.e. in
adult life as well as in childhood,
it has the potential for hindering the fulfilment of the love-need . The very lack of fulfilment
is, as we have seen, based on a defensive incapacity to receive
love from the mistrusted
love -so urx:e, i.e . the presence of such
an unmet love-ne ed imp lies the presence of an underlying
con flict. In other words, the love-need of itself implies an ambivalence towards the needed lov e-s ource. The lov e- need cannot b e
isolated from the defensive
process th at has shaped it and
caused it to persist unmet . Whet h e r involving homosexu ality or
pathological heter osex uality (i.e. the child's unm et love - needs
vis-a-vis th e parent of the same or the opposite sex), the love need is but one s ide of this larger phenomenon,
in which t he
need for love and hate for the once-persecutory
love -so urce are
inextricably
combined. The _homosexual or hetero se xual who
'b eco mes paranoid' is merely manifesting the dynamic proces ses
underlying
his par ticular love-need.
The two emotions are not
separable,
but twin aspects of the same condition.
In practice, the term 'paranoia ' has focused on the negativ e
side of this larger and more comp lex phenomenon.
The terms
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'homos exuality ' or 'pathological heterosexuality'
would likewise
tend to focus on the love-need in abstraction
from t he underlying defensive barrier . Such defin itions are misleading because
one-sided.
For too long they have permitted people to assume
that two separate conditions are under discussion.
They have
obscured the dynamics of the love -ha te phenomenon in its
entirety;
and, moreover, they have at the same time led to gross
inaccuracy in the definition of each side of this larger phenom enon. A particular
example of this i s to be found in cases where
the love-need is vis-a-vis a love-source
of the same sex. Homosexuality has frequently
be en defined as 'love for the same sex'.
On our present analysis,
it would be far truer to define it as
ambivalence towards the same sex. There is certainly a loveneed involved, but it is based on a defensive detachment from
the needed love -so urce . Similarly when the love-need is directed
towards a love-source
of th e opposite sex. In one and the
same condition we find both defensive
detachment from a lovesource and an abiding n eed for attachment
to that love- source,
which the defensive barrier has b locked . And, because defensive
det ac hment a nd the fulfilment of an attachment-need
are mutually
incompatible in operation,
the under lying conflict is considerable.
The defensive barrier against the fulfilment of a love -need i s
involved in th e very genesis of paranoia,
and indeed is th e
cause of the subsequent
pathology . Paranoi a as a clinical
phenomenon may become apparent
only later in life , typically
after the age of 35. But it is vitally important to note that the
defen s ive barrier that is termed paranoid has bee n present from
early infancy, and has persisted
from that time on wards. The
defensive manoeuvre may manifest it self only in adult life, but
it is most certainly
not an adu lt manoeuvre per se. Rather , it is
t):le re-emergenc e of the young child's defensive response which
has subsequent ly been repressed.
Both the attachment-need
and the hatred for the persecutory
If the repression
love-source
were repr esse d in ear ly childhood.
fails in later years, e ither both aspects of this am bi valence may
become manifest or - as often - one side only of _what is
essentially
a unitary ambiva lent structure . It is this latter
poss ibility th at has contributed
to the failure to reali se that the
unmet love -nee d and the defensive barrier are essentially linked
and not se parable phenomena.
When Freud spoke of paranoia as
a defence against latent homosexuality,
he was in effect indicatin g that often only the n ega tive side of the ambivalence emerges
from repress ion . And the lifting of the repr essi on implies not
the disappearance
of the defence, but merely its overt mani festat ion , in full force .
Converse ly, the defensive bar r ier might remain l atent , while
the repr esse d n ee d for lov e might come t o th e surface and
express its elf in some form of a tt achmen t, in an attempt to meet
and fulfil the hitherto unm et need . However , since the defensive
barrier is still present in the psyche,
there is alway s a r isk that
it too may come to the surface,
and lead to a growing negativity
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t owards the new love -s ource, as the full scope of the tr a11sfe rence becomes manifest . Pa r anoid symp to ms may ei ther ·emerge
in is olat ion or else deve lop within t h e context of a restored
attachment,
i.e. the n eg at ive side of the ambivalence may emerge
from repression
by itself, or else a s a consequence
of the positive
side of the ambivalence having already emerged from r ep ression.
Thus, too, both sides of the ambivalence may become manifest
at the same time . 1 Although in such in stances the likelihood of
conflict is considerable,
such a phenomenon does not contradict
our theoretical
position, but mere ly manifests it in its fullest
dimensions . The simple Freudian position, which refers only to
la t ent homosexuality,
is inadequate.
The thwarted need for love,
whether repressed
or manifest, is an essent ial characteristic
of the paranoid structure.
It should also be added that in a number of persons both sides
of the ambivalence are repressed.
This is true, firstly, as a
generally applicable statement.
We shou ld remind ourselves
that persons who manifest either side of the ambiva lence in adult
life are merely giving conscious expression
to the intrapsychic
wound that they have borne repressed
within them ever since
ear ly childhood. Moreover, it is quite poss ible th at in some
instances this twofold repression
never come s to the surface.
Although such a statement is, ,of its very na t ure, inca pa ble of
practical demonstration,
the probability
of its occurrence
is
undoubted.
The ve r y length of the period of repression
in those
individua ls who do eventually
manifest some aspect of the
ambivalence is a notab le pointer.
And if in some instances the
repression
is adequately
maintained,
there may never be sufficient
material to attract clinical attention . Howeve r, from the nature
of the underlying
intrapsychic
trauma, such a perso n' s capacity
for interpersonal
relationships
would not be that of a more
norm al person, i.e. someone who had not been thu s traum at ised.
And it is likely that t hey, just a s perso ns who do later present
overt symptoms, cou ld in some cases be rather withdrawn
individuals,
and maybe unhappy ones too. The persistence
of
early trauma is a l ways a human tragedy,
whether or not it
manifests it self in socially disturbing
behaviour.
We have so far structured
our discussion around the arguments
of Freud, but it will be evident th a t studies subsequent
to Freud
may also be criticised on the basis of the present hypothesis .
The position of Knight (1940) reverses
that of Freud by see ing
love as a defence ag ain st hate, instead of hate as a defence
against love:
The drive to love and to be loved b y the object of the homo se xu a l wish is s upport ed mainly by the int ~mse need to
neutralize
and ero tize a tremendous
unconscious hate .
We would see this as an incorrect
statement of th e relation
betw ee n these two powe rful emotions. The drive for love is not
a defensive manoe uvre against an underlying
anal -s adistic hate,
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but rather is the young child's normal need for lo ve t ha t has
been blocked by the hate t hat is an accurate response to ear ly
trauma. Knight asks two questions:
What is the basis of the
strong homosexual wish? And : Why is the paranoiac compelled
to deny this wish so utterly? The answer to the fir st is th at the
young child's need for at t achment to the parent of the same sex
has been thwarted and hence has persisted
as a love-need that
still requires fulfilment. The seco nd question may be answered
by recalling the mean ing of t he paranoid phenomenon as a
defensive detachment from a needed b ut hurtfu l love - source.
The denia l of the love-need is intrinsic
to the genesis of the
paranoid posit ion . To ask why the paranoiac denies this loveneed is merely to ask why the paranoiac is paranoid. As such ,
the question becomes redundant
when one has understood
how
paranoia a ris es in the first place. Any denia l of the love-need
in adult life is but t he de-repression
and re-activation
of the
early defensive manoeuvre against the hurtf ul love-source.
Bak ( 1946) regards p aranoia as delusiona l masochism - th is in
spite of the fact th at he fleetingly acknowledges
that the
paranoiac is not infr equently a person who has experienced
persecution in hi s past. Unfortunately,
no attempt is made to link
p arano id mech a nism s with early social r eality, and we a re
pres ented with an accou nt of merely intrapsychic
conflict, in
which projection and other defence mechanisms are prominent.
Bak speaks of the ego defending
itself against a masochistic
threat coming from the id, and of th e projec ti on of sadism on
to a lov e- object. There is no under s tanding of how this might
be not a projection,
but the r eact iv ation of a t r ansference,
in
which the sense of being persec uted was in its origin an accurate
response t o persecutory
behaviour ..
Waelder ( 195 1) likewise sees paranoid mechanisms as a means
of dealing with troublesome ins t inctua l drives, rather than as
the correlate of difficulties in an actua l interpersonal
situation.
Denia l is regar ded as the centra l mechanism of defence, an d it
is applied in order t o reso lve a conflict involving homosexual
drives. It is explicitly stat ed that the denial is not in such an
instance directed towards external facts, and herein Waelder 's
argument differs most significantly
from our present hypo t hesi s .
We would see the need for love from a member of the same sex
as an attachment need, the young child's normal need for
at t achmen t to the parent of the same sex. In the case of t he
paranoid,
th is attachment need has been blocked b y a defensive
detachment consequent
on trauma from th e love-source . It i s
the denial of the normal lov e - need, as a response to tra um a,
th at creates the conflict in the first place. Denial is not the
solut ion to the problem of an unacceptable
drive, but is the
means by wh ich a normal attachmen t need is rendered incapable
of fulfilment.
Ehrenwald (1960) speaks of symb iotic perso ns being faced
wit h two a lternatives:
compliance with an omnipotent parent
lead ing to passive homosexu alit y, or resistance and rebellion
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leading to paranoia. We would not see these phenomena as
genuinely a lternati ve to each other, but as intrinsically linked the two sides of the same phenomenon of ambivalence, arising
out of a defensive deta chm ent from a needed love-source.
Genuine compliance cou ld not result in a s ub seque nt homosexual
response,
since the capacity for such a response is created by
the thwarting of the attachment-need
in th e course of growth.
Compliance understood as unwilling submission could create a
defensive detachment, but as such it is not an alternative to
resistance,
but would itself be the resistance to normal attachment that constitutes
the paranoid phenomenon.
Sch wartz (1963) suggests that the paranoid lacks the capacity
for self-refer red responsibility.
We should wish to disagree with
this verdict. It is not that the paranoid is unable to ascribe
blame or responsibility
to himself. It is simply that in the
genes is of the paranoid position, the paranoiac does in fact
have justification for seeing the needed love-source as persecutory
In other words, the paranoiac 's referral of responsibility
to
someone else is an accurate app raisal of an early interpersonal
situation, and not a sign of incapacity.
The theories just detailed all a,:;sume the possibility of exp laining paranoia as a mere ly intrapsychic
phenomenon. An attempt
at correl ation with social reality was undert aken by Cameron
(1943a, 1943b, 1959a), but unfortunately
this correlation focuses
on present reality rather than the early hi st ory of the paranoiac.
in that it
For this reason it must be regarded as unsatisfactory,
is unable to do _jus tice either to the meaning of the con t e mporary
distortion of realit y or to the past tr a uma from which this s ubsequent distortion derives. Cameron sees delusion as a disorder
of interpretation
arising from defective socialisation. Through
such misinterpretation,
the paranoiac organises th e world around
him into a pseudo-community.
Imaginary functions are predicated
of real persons, based on fragments of their actual behaviour.
The paranoiac 's own asocial behaviour contributes to the very
situation to which he then responds negatively.
Cameron's attempt at an explanation in terms of social re ality
is recast in a more conservative form in his later writing on the
subject ( 1959a). The importance of the defences of denial and
projection is emphasised. The paranoiac sees people as hostile
due to the projecting of his own hostility on to them, which
results in a distortion of external reality. Indeed, the paranoiac
needs to experience hostility from outside as a defence against
being overwhelmed by his own, internal,
aggression.
Without
withdrawing his concept of the paranoid pseudo-community,
Cameron has in effect returned to a more tradition al pos ition by
allowing for the importance of in trapsychic conflict. And with
this one is faced yet again with the question of how such conflict
arises in th e first place. The attempt at correlation with soc ial
reality cannot be viably maintained unless linked with the
situa tion in which the paranoid position originated,
not that in
which it may currently manifest itself. The quest for correlation
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is a proper one, but mus t be undertaken
with reference to the
correct set of data .
All of these theories of paranoia may be considered inadequate
through not doing ju stice to historical reality. Waelder makes
mention of Freud's th eory of an element of historical truth in
psychosis, but even so he does not attempt to correlate paranoid
symptoms with external social rea lity. Cameron's correlation
with social reality ignores the need to consider past history.
Other theories altogether ignore the need for correlation with
socia l reality and pr esent paranoia as a merely intrap sychic
phenomenon. Hence it is not recognised
that what we are dealing
with is essentially a transference,
rather than a matter of projection. Moreover, by isolating paranoid symptoms from the
social context which gave rise to them, it is impossible either to
explain them accurately or to do justice to the essential unity
of the phenomenon of ambivalence . The thwarted love-need,
and the defensive barrier against the love-source,
are not
separable ph e nomen a, or alternatives
to each other, but are
integr a lly linked.
We must a lso differ from Klein et al. ( 1952), who regard the
first three or four months of life of any infant as a 'paranoidschizoid position'. What we are speaking of here is not a
regression to an early but normal phase of development, but the
abnormal blocking of normal growth, and at a somewhat later
stage in the young child's development.
Since we would see the
genesis of the paranoid position in a patho logical 'mourning'
reaction in early childhood, we would follow the chronology of
Bowlby and assign the period of vulnerability
to after the
establishment of a libidinal tie at about six months. The first
few years of ear ly infancy are the period in which there is a
risk of trauma resulting in the establishment
of i1 'paranoid'
ambivalence towards the needed but hurtful source of love.

I

We have discussed th e basic str ucture of the para noid phenomenon and its aetiology. Another matter of importance is to consider some of the derivatives of the basic phenomenon, and to
link them to the given structure.
How, on our present hypothesis, does one account for the symptoms characteris tic of the
paranoid syndrome?
Idea s of persecution are seen to be not th e pro jection of the
paranoiac 's own unacceptable feelings of aggression, but the
reproduction
of an accurate percep tion of early interpersonal
reality. Short of a full-scale systematised
sense of persecution,
there are also various type s of behaviour that may be referred
to this central, and essentially accurate,
sense of 'having been
wronged'. Prior to 'overt psychosis',
i.e. the restoration to
consciousness
of the negative side of the repressed ambivalence,
the latent paranoiac may in any case be a suspicious and mistrustful person. Such att itude s are comprehensible when seen
as motivated by the ear ly, unresolved
trauma. Fundamentally,
the paranoiac is suspicious of the lov e-source that did actually
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'b etr ay ' or 'persec ute' him ( whether wilfully or involuntarily).
Likewise, the tendency of the pa r anoia c to be querulous and
eve n litigiou s is motivated b y the wis h to 'get back at ' the lovesourc e that was genu inely hurtful and ge nuine ly provided cause
for complaint, i.e. for 'lit igation'. Hostility, too, is a log ical
response to the hurtfulness
of the love-sou rc e .
When, after a more or less prolonged period of repre ssio n and
consequent
latency, the ambivalence begins to approach co n sciousness,
the initial prodromal symptoms may be the develop ment of ide as of ref e r ence. The sense of 'something is wrong;
something is the matter - with refere nce to me' is undoubt e dly
true to intrapsychic
reality as it has been shape d b y ear ly
trauma. Then, it wou ld seem, thi s leads the parano iac to find
out wh at it is that is wro ng . Th e se ns e of somet hin g being amiss
has to b e g·iven some sort of concrete s hap e , and hence the
para noi a c is driven to look for this meaning in the events around
him . Thus, somet hing th a t was true vis-a-vis
ear ly socia l rea lity
is reactivated
in a contemporary
con text to which it does not
properly
belong. I de as of reference
may develop in to fu ll -scale
referential
sys t ems as the drive to find the meaning of thi s
sense of unease persists and increases.
We would r e ga rd it as
misl ead in g to speak of these as delusional systems, sinc e wh at is
involved is not in its esse nce de lusional, even thou gh t he
a ccurate response to ear ly socia l reality mus t be se en as
anach r oni s t ic when ascribed,
incorr ec tly , to c ont empora ry social
re a lity . It is hardly surprising
th at a so-called 'd elusional'
system tends to be un shakeab le, since the esse nti al truth of the
underlying
fee lin gs would ·make it surpris in g if it were not held
on t o tenaciously.
The paranoiac may not do ju st ice to prese nt
reality, but we commit an equally ser iou s mi stake if we assume
that there is no possib le correlation
with reality -at an y point.
To persuade the paranoiac that hi s convictions a re e sse ntially
untr u e, as distinct from misplaced, is n ot a prope r therapeutic
goal , and one t hat deserves to fa il in th e at tempt.
The essentially
accurate id ea of 'some thin g i s the matter with
me ' tak es on a specia l form when it is ascri bed to bodily health.
The hypochondria
that is a characteristic
manifestation of pa rano ia
may be seen as st emmin g from this same underlying
conviction.
Th e meaning of the intr apsychic wound is sough t and found in
th e person's st a t e of hea lth .
As the intrapsychic
wound involves the blocking of th e
c apac ity to receive love from a needed love-so u rce , it sho ul d be
possible to exp lain meg alomani a and 'de lu sions' of grandeur a_s
a developmen t from th is . Receiving love in interpersona l r e lat ions hip s i s the normal means of r ece ivin g a sense of personal wor th.
Hen ce, if the former is blocked, the lat t er sho uld be cor re spondingly affected.
Th is is in fact what we find. T he basic
asser tion of megalomania is the p ropos it ion: 'I must be of great
worth. ' However, this assertion arises precisely from the blocking of its means fo r fulfilment. The assert ion is one of u nm et
need, not of accomplished fact. And it is b eca u se th e n ee d is so
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overwhe lming - since it is a basic need that has for so long been
lef t un f ulfille d - that t he assert ion is correspondi n gly strong.
Mega loman ia is thus the corre late of a sev ere inferiori t y comp lex.
It asserts , not 'I am of worth', but 'I s hould be of worth, b u t
h ave no t in fact been granted th i s sense of worth.' The attainmen t of a sense of pe r sonal wor th cannot be ach ieved by the
person concerned act ing by hi mse lf, but is somet hing that i s
med iat ed through his relations hip s with other pe ople . Thus,
disruption
of an infant's capacity for attachment to a love - so ur ce
is bo und in turn t o have pathologica l consequences
for the sense
of se lf -worth.
T hi s p rese nt ation agai n con tra sts with the Freudian understanding of pa ran oid overva lu at ion of the ego. Freud sees this as yet
another form of den ial of homosexual lov e , i.e . 'I lov e him' is
con t rad icted by 'I love nobody,'
which fur ther implies 'I love
only myself.' On the cont r ary, we would assert that the
megalomaniac does no t love hims e lf, in an y true sense of the
word 'love' . The asse r tion of grandeu r is the asse rtion 'I despera tel y need to b e valued - by others'.
And underlying
this
pos iti on is th e defensive detach me nt of the young c hild from t he
hurtful love- source , a detachment
which prevented
the ch il d
from r ece ivin g the sense of worth that is normally mediated
th roug h receiving love . The proposition
involved is no t 'I do
not lov e him , ' b ut 'I canno t receive love fro m h im or her.' And
if , in some paranoiacs,
there is no over t megalomania, t he
underlying
wound to normal self -este em is there nevertheless.
Ideas of passivity and the sense that one's t houghts are being
read might, we su ggest, be yet another aspect of the reproduc tion of the psy ch ic wor ld of the yo un g child. The infant vis-a.v is t he adu lt is in a pos it ion of powerlessness
and passivity.
From such a position, it would not be surprising
if the adult
appeared
omni po ten t and omni scient . If the emotion s bound up
with e arly tr auma may be accurately
p rese rved and rep rod u ced
in adu lt life, as we have here hypothesised,
t his would also
s u ggest the possibil it y of the preservation
and rep r oduction of
other aspects of th e in fa ntile ps yche, dating from th at self same period in which the t r auma occurred.
The b asic princ iple being put forward in this discussion is
th at the paranoid phenomenon in its vario u s aspe ct's is derived
from , and may be correlated
with, the effect of trauma in early
infa n cy. This socially realistic interpretat
ion is one t hat aims
to do justice both to pas t reality a n d subse q uent pathology.
In
this , it c ontrasts with the main stream of psychiatric
th eory,
which has focused on t he reality of presen t pa t hology and has
minimised or ignored th e facto r of historical truth ; and contrasts
a lso wit h more radical presenta tions, which show some understanding of the truth - factor, but interpret
this as a denia l of
pathology.
Freud's descriptions
of parano id states are mistaken in hi s
ascribing
them to th e results of intrapsychic
transformations,
i.e. as defence s against unacceptable
instinc t s rather th an a s
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responses to an unbearable interpersonal
sit uation. Freud takes
as his starting-point
the proposition 'I (a man) love him (8 man),'
and goes on to consider the ways in which this - which he considers to be an unacceptable instinctual drive - is denied. But
Freud's starting-point
proves to be incorrect.
Th e actual
starting-point
may be represented
by the proposition:
'He or
she (a lo ve-source of the same or opposite sex) behaved hurtfully towards me. ' The starting-point
is in the actua l interpersonal situatio n; and the lov e-source involved need not be
of the same sex as the young child, though in a number of
instances this happens to be the c ase. Moreover, the defensive
denial is not app lied to an abnormal drive, but t o a n orma l
attachment ne ed - th e young child's need for love from the
parent of the same or the opposite sex _. However, the blocking
of the capacity for attachment impli es, in turn, that the
in stinc tu al drive or love-need that is normally fulfilled through
such an atta chm ent does in fact persist unfulfilled . In this
secondary sense, one may speak of the denial uf an instinctu a l
drive. However, it is important that its derivative nature is
recognised:
the persisting love-need of the paranoid canno t be
explained as an isolated intrapsychic
phenomenon, but is t o be
linked with and seen as a consequence of the damage to the
attachment-capacity,
in response to a traumatic interpersonal
situation.
The instinctual drive as such is not to be lab e lled
abnormal; but the blocking of the channe l for its fu lfilment,
and hence the blocking of its actual fu lfilment, is certainly
abnormal.
As a corollary to this, it may be suggested that the unfulfilled
love-need ought to be fulfilled, if the intrapsychic
damage in the
paranoid is to be truly hea led. It is not the overt symp toms of
psychosis that constitute the essential problem of paranoia, for
these are merely the point at which the underlying problem
begins to sho w signs that are socially disturbing.
The central
problem - one which has been in existence sin ce the traumatic
events of early infancy - is the unmet love-need and the defensive detachment from the love-source that has caused thi s norm al
love-need to persist unmet. Hence the twofold therapeutic
goal
must involve both the undoing of traumatic detachment and,
thr ough meeting· the unmet love-need,
the restoration
of missing
growth.

3 DISIDENTIFICATION

The defence against receiving love forms t he central dynamic and the central problem - of the paranoid phenomenon, and th is
is t rue wheth er th e love-source in question is of the same sex
or the opposite sex. However, when the defence happens to be
against a same-sex source of love, there is an addit ional complication. Relating to a parent of the same sex is important for
the process of identi fication. Hence any disruption in th is
relationship
will in turn affect the identificatory
process. The
b locking of the capacity to receive love implie s the blocking of
the ability to identify with the love-source.
Moreover, just as
the urimet love-need presupposes
a defensive detachment from
the love-source,
similarly there is involved not a mere absence
of the identificatory
process, but a defensive reaction against
ide ntific ation. The aversion to the love-source implies an aversion
to identifyin g with the love-source - or, in other words, a disidentification
from the love-source.
Di sident if ication is thus a consequence
of the pathological
mourning reaction in infancy that we would see as the genesis
of paranoia. This may be contrasted
with Freud's suggestion
(1917 (1915)) of identification as a response to loss. Freud speaks
of the identification of the ego with the lo st object, and this
hypot ,hesis i s invok ed to account for two ph eno men a. First,
identification
is made to account for the transformation
of an
object-loss into an ego- loss . Thi s seems superfluous.
If in fact
t he ego of the infant is fundamenta lly dependent on the parent,
the lo ss of the bond with the parent is per se an ego-loss . The
love-need th at is met through attachment is of fundamenta l
impor tance for th e gr owth of th e young child's personality;
and, conversely,
the disrupt ion of the attachment is in itself
deleterious
for the personali ty. It is the experien _ce of loss per
se that is fun dam en ta! to the aetiology of the depressive position.
Second, Freud links identification to hate for the lost loveobject. When identification with t he object has occurred,
se lfpunishment can tak e place as a means of expressing
hostility
towards the love-objec t. Freud regards identification as a means
of facilitating the expression of hatred. By contrast,
we would
speak of hatred as blocking the capacity for identification.
Moreover, when reproaches are turned on the lost love-obje ct,
they are dir ected outwards, towards act ual love-sources,
and
not towards internalised objects .
In sta ting this, we are not necessarily
assuming that there is
no possibility of identification taking place in some instances as
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a possible response to loss, e.g. as an attempt to recover the
lost object, when there is no defensive barrier to block such an
attempt. However, the two factors spec ifically mentioned by
Freud do not seem to require the hypothesis of identification to
account for their occurrence.
Inde ed, the invocation of this
hypothesis obscures both th e significance of sheer Joss, and the
form taken by hatred for the Jos t love-object, i.e. paranoia
rather than depression.
And Freud does not begin to consider
that a possible response to loss may be the actua l rejection of
the capacity for identification.
The aversion to identifying with a love-source of the same
sex implies, in other word s , an aversion to iden t ifying with the
same sex . On our given analysis, homosexual p arano ia always
involves this disidentificatory
defence within it s psychodynamic
structure.
This may in some instances t ake on a mor e concrete
form. We would suggest that radical disidentification
from a
same-sex love -sou rce, consequent on early trauma, is the cause
of the phenomenon known as transsexua li sm.
In essence, we would not see any qualitative difference
between transsexualism
and paranoid homosexuality.
It is
important to bear in mind that not all homos exuality is paranoid,
i.e. ambivalence towards a love -s ourc e of th e same sex need
not be reinforced by a defensive barrier of the severity known
as paranoid, and the resultant love - n eed still to be met will not
be as extensive as in paranoid homosexuality.
However, when a
defens ive detachment from a love-source of the same sex is of
the severity and magnitude that we have been discussing here,
radica l disidentification
is said to be involved. Hence psychodynamically there would seem t o be little difference between this
most radical form of homosexuality and transsexualism.
There
may be some difference of degre e, but there is certainly none
of kind. In both instances the norm al process of receiving love
from, and hence identifying
with, a love-source of the same sex,
has been b loc k ed by trauma in infancy. The difference between
the two conditions lies in the subject ive awareness of th e fact
of disidentificat ion. Only in certain instances do we find a
specific awareness of not being psyc hologically a member of
one's anatomic sex, which is a s ufficiently st rong sense of
aversion as t o lead to the demand for de-classifica tio n from one 's
anatomic sex.
When radical same-sex disidentification
has taken place , it
becomes logical for a person to experience a sense of gender
dislocation, and to press for reassignment
in accordance with
this sense of self-awareness.
It would be improper to regard
thi s as imaginary or delusional. Rather, it marks an accurate
and realistic repres entation of how it feels to be a person in
whom the process of same-sex identification ha.s been bloc k ed
from an ear ly age. There cannot be a same-sex identity where
t here has been little or no same-sex identification
d urin g the
process of growth. In deed, it would be illogical to expect this.
An identity is the produc t of a process of id enti fication, and in

th e absence of the cause one may not reasonably expect to find
the effect . Transsexualism
is not a denial of physiolo gy ( which
the transsexual
only too sadly acknowledges),
but an accurate
sta t ement of trag ic psychological re ality.
The question of body image may itself be directly linked with
disidentification.
The transsexual
is well aware of his physiological identit y , and it is this that is a source of unhappiness
for him. It cau ses unhappiness precisely in that it marks a like ness to that which the transsexual
has, in the dep ths of his
psyche, repudiated a likeness to and has been unable to identify
with. So long as the defensive detachment from the same sex
and the con sequent inability to identify with it, remai n embedded
in th e psyche, th e re will arise a di staste and even a revulsion
for whatever is contrary to this awareness of disidentification.
The repressed
and deeply embedded aversion for the same
anatomic sex that is a consequence of the original disidentificatory
trauma r esults in an inability to tolerate same-sex likeness in
one's own person. The demand for ge nder r eass ignment surgery
is the logical culmination of the disidentificatory
impulse .
The important point to note is this: one's own self-image is
dependent on and derivative from one's ability to have
identified with others of t he same anatomic sex. Converse ly,
disidentific ation directly affects the person's self-image. The
statement of an anato,nic male, 'I do not experience .myself as
male' derives from, 'I cannot be like him, a male. ' And similarly
for the self- identity of anatomic women. The statement,
'I do
not experience myself as female ' stems from, 'I cannot be like
her, a female .'
Homosexuals in general do not press for gender reassignment.
In many instances,
there is not in any case a sufficient degree
of underlying disidentification
to justify such a demand .
Paranoid homosexuality does involve r adical disidentification,
but the defensive detachment from the love- source may or may
not take on the form of a specific demand for de-classification.
Most typically , the transsexual
has been aware of gender dislocation since infancy. (This sugge s ts that the awa renes s of
dis iden tification may in suc h in stances come to the surface
actually at the time of trauma, or shortly thereafter.)
The
paranoid homosexual in general may not have experienced this
express sense of disidentification
in his growing years or even
in his adult life, but in a number of cases there may be some
fleeting sense of cross-gender
awareness,
stemm in g from the
otherwise laten t disidentificatory
mechanism.
In bringing toge th er radical homo sex uality (i.e. parano i d
homosexuality,
whether latent or overt) and transsexualism,
we would wish to note certain points arising out of the comparison. Paranoid homosexuality is a general category, of which
transsex ualism is a special instance. Even when . parano id homosex uality does not lead to a demand for gender de-classification,
it nevertheless
pres uppos es an und erlying dis i dentification from
the same-sex love-source.
Hence this ext reme form of homo-
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sexua li ty , no less than transse x ua li sm, is fundame n tally a
problem of gender identity,
r .ather th a n of sex u ality as such.
Converse ly, transsexualism
does not esse ntially differ from
homosexuality
in its most radica l forms. This is not to suggest
that transsexualism
is in fact a defensive rationalisation
of
homosexuality,
as has so metimes been suggested.
True to its
underlying
psychodynamic
structure,
transsexualism
makes
manifest the disident ifica t ion that has caused it . It is ent irely
proper to cont inue to regard it as a prob lem of gender i dent ity.
At the same time, though, it would be righ t to link this with
the point just made, that homosexuality
in it s extreme form marks
a similar prob lem of gend e r identity.
In both instances,
the
gender identity problem involves homosexual impulses, but in
neither case is there any defensive manoeuvre against homo sexual
impulses as such. The fundamental
defence, in each case , is
against the same-sex love-source,
which has resulted in the
normal need for love from the parent of the same sex remaining
unmet.
Th e chief point of difference
between the homosexual and the
transsexu al has been taken to be the desire for gender reass i gn ment. Howev er, this difference
proves to be more apparent
than
real, when the underlying
psychodynamics
are taken into
account . In practice,
it has often proved difficult to distinguish
betwe e n the female homosexua l and the female - to - male trans sexual (Stoller,
1972, 1975). We would now suggest that male
homosexuality
and male-to-fema le transsexualism
are similarly
close conditions,
a t any rate as regards psychody namic struc ture, if not in appearance.
We would also suggest that the same
aetiology applies for transsexua l s of both sexes, i.e. radical
disidentification
from the same - sex parental love-source.
The
young boy d isidentifies
from his father, the young girl disidentifies from her mother, as a result of a defensive detachment
from a love-source
that has been experienced
as hurtfu l . This
further implies that we are u nable to accept a theory of nonconflictual aetio logy for male t ranssexualism.
In both genders
transsexua lism is of a traumatic origin, indeed of a severely
traumatic origin.
The possibility
of defence against trauma in the aetiology o f
female transsexualism
has been recogn ised (Stoller , 1975), but
has not received significant
t heoret ical developme n t. More
attention has been given to male t r anssexualism.
The most
prominent hypoth es is to date has interpreted
male transsexualism
as the result of a non - conflictual learning process (Stoller,
1975). Hence male transsexualism
has been regarded
as a com pletely different
condition from female transsexualism
in their
respective
aetiologies.
Dn cons iderin g the facts of the case
histories,
however,
the similarities
seem more impress ive than
the differences.
Amidst differences
of de tail, it frequently
becomes possib le to isolate a common factor from su ch data as is
ava ilable, viz . early separation
- wheth er physical or psychological - from th e same-se x parent.
Even Stoller, whose theory
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is non-conflictual
, presents evidence of the absence of ·the
father in the early years of the male transsexual.
It would be
wrong to assume that all such early absence res ul ts in the
young boy disidentify ing fr om his father - clearly it does not
always, or even frequently,
do so. But it would be equally mistaken to assume - as Stoller 's theory does assume in effect that such absence cannot in itse lf be traumatic for the young
child. Ear ly parental absence is a potentia lly t raumatic event.
Hence those who wis h to asser t that it has not resul t ed in a
traumatic entail in given cas es, must assume .the burden of
proof for their statement.
.
In detail, the young male transsexual
may have experienced
any of a variety of traumatic events in h is childhood.
Walinder
( 1967) mentions foster homes; early illness; the parents'
divorce;
illeg itimacy; the father leaving home ; and the hospitalisation
of
the father.
Likewise with t he youn g female tr anssex ua l : foster
homes, or par ental divorce (Walinder,
1967); or the hospitalisation or emotional unav ailabilit y of the mother (Stoller,
1972;
Green, 1974). T he common fa ctor in all these instances is the
potential for causing a defensive de tachm ent from the needed
love -s ource of the same sex .
In consider in g the aetio logy of female transsexualism,
Green
(1974) lists four factors as important : giving the child a malederivative
name; a stable, warm father;
an unpleasant
or
emotionally un ava ilable mother; and th e reinforcement
of roughand-tumble
p lay . The first factor is ir relevant on our present
It is in any case not proven that male-derivative
hypothesis.
names are common among female transsexuals,
and whether the
incidence differs sign ificantly from th at in the general population.
More importantly,
the assignment
of a name takes place at the
time of birth, and the significant
separation trauma occurs later,
during the years of early infancy.
There is no basis on which
the two events may be linked. The fourth factor likewise seems
ins i gnificant,
though not totally unconnected . Rough-a n dtumble p lay may, inde e d, in these cases stem from gender dislocation, but its reinforc e ment or non -rei nforcement by the
parents is irrelevant
to the ac tual causation of the transsexual
condition.
The second and third factors are relevant to tl1e aetiology of
transsexualism:
t he unavailability
of th e mother crucially so;
and the warmth of the father as a very seco n dary factor,
relevant only in connection with the former factor, and not
otherwise.
The un availability of the mother results,
in t hese
instances,
in a defensive detachment
and dis i dent ification. This
by itself is the sufficient cause of the transsexual
cond ition.
T h e warmth of the father is not essentially
a separate condition,
since detachment
from the moth e r of it se lf implies th at the only
remaining bond of attachment is to the father. And the girl's
entirely normal attachm ent to her father becomes abnormal when
coupled with this defen sive detachment
from the mother .
Stoller (197 5) speaks of the e motional ab se nce of the ·mother of
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sex and making up for the missing identifi catory growth.
Our interpretation
of tra n ssexual ism as stemming from disidentification implies not only a theory of traumatic origin. Significantly, it also implies that transsexualism
is not - despite
appearances
- a cross-gender
disturbance,
but essentially a
It is a defensive
detachment from the
same-sex disturbance.
same (anatomic) sex; and it is this aversion from the same sex
that manifests it self in an apparent
sense of belonging to the
opposite sex. The cross-gender
awareness is not an illusion ,
but mere ly a misinterpretation.
Underlying
it is a genuine
absence of same-sex identity, based on an aversive detachment
from the same sex dating from early childhood. Similar ly, homosexuality shou ld not be defined - except secondarily - as a
difficulty in relating to the opposi t e sex. Essentially it marks a
difficu lt y in relating to the same sex. Its psychodynamic struc ture is same-sex ambiva lence, and love for the same sex marks
only one side of this ambivalence.
Gender identity and (homo)sexuality are intrinsically
linked, in that it is the defensive
detachment from th e same -sex love-source
that blocks the fulfil ment of identificatory
love-needs . It is through a continuing
and uninterrupted
love-attachment
to a parental figure of th e
same sex that the process of same-sex id entification takes place.
An absence of a same-sex identificatory
attachment since
ear ly childhood implies a state of radically inco mplete growth in
the adult personality . However, the potential for restoration
is
not absent. Th e very capacity for so-called 'homosexual ' love
marks the attemp t to fulfil the hitherto
unmet needs for samesex love and identification.
These needs as such are in no way
abnormal, but their lack of fulfilment in the normal process of
growth is, however, abnormal. The capacity for same-sex, i.e.
'homo sexual ' , love marks an inherent
reparative tendency,
towards making up for normal growth that has been missing.
However, just as the defensive detachment
from the love- source
originally diverted these needs from their fulfilment, so like wise there is always a possibility of the reparative attempt being
thwarted by the persistence
of the defens ive barrier.
The need
for same-sex love may be checked by the re-emergence
of the
other side of the same-sex ambivalence.
We have a lready considered this ambiva lence with regard to
paranoid homosexuality
in general . We shall now consider it
specifically in connection with the special form of paranoid
homosexuality t hat is known as transsexualism.
In many t ranssexuals something of the positive side of the ambiva lence emerges
from repression,
i.e. the capacity for a same-sex attachment in
which same-sex love - needs may begin to be met again. Fema le
transsexuals,
who in any case may be difficult to distinguish
from lesbians,
often have relationships
with members of the
same anatomic sex even before gender reassignment,
as well as
after. Male transsexuals
may have had 'homosexual' re lation ships or desires before reass ignm ent, and many enter such
relationships,
or woul d wish to do so, afte r reassignment.

the female transsexual,
and the frequency of emotional illness,
especially depression,
in the mother. He couples this with a
father who is psychologically
absent in two ways, i.e. he does
not support his wife in her depression,
and he does not
encourage his daughter's
feminin ity. Linking these two facts,
Stoller suggests that transsexua l girls become masculine becaus e
they substitute
for their fathers in trying to rescue their
mothers from depression .. By contrast,
we would suggest that it
is the emotiona l absence of the mother that directly results in
disidentification
in the daughter,
i.e. the daughter's
position i s
essentia lly one of anti-feminin ity rather than of masculinity. A
quasi-masculinity
may be considered the extreme manifestation
of this an t i-feminine,
i.e. disidentificatory,
impulse. We do ;not,
therefore,
see any attempt to 'substitute
for the father' in this
process. And, whether or not the father attempts to en courage
his daughter's
femininity,
this is irrelevant
once disidentification
has taken place. The crucial factor is the defensive detachment
from the same sex. So long as this persists,
nothing done by a
member of the opposite sex can confirm a same-sex identity,
since there is no Ion ger any process of same-sex identification
to be confirmed.
Likewise, once disidentification
has actually taken place, the
personality of the same-sex parent also becomes irre levant. We
must again differ from Stoller ( 1975), who states: 'Among the
factors that may assist a little girl in becoming feminine and
heterosexual
are a feminine and heterosexual
mother. ' 1 Such a
statement presupposes
a continuing process of identification,
which is precisely the factor that cannot in fact be presupposed.
If the girl is no longer able to identify with her mother, her
in that it is not being used as a
mother's identity is irrelevant,
model for identification . What assists a little gir l in becoming
feminine and heterosexual
is an uninterrupted·
attachment to the
that is
mother. It is the contin uin g capacity for identification
crucial.
Male transsexualism
is, we suggest,
an exactly comparable
process, involving a defens ive disiden ti ficat ion from th e samesex parent consequent
on early trauma. Rather than the non conflictual imprinting of femininity (Stoller,
1975), it involves
a defensive an ti -mascu linit y : an aversive impulse from the same
sex that may express itself in the form of quasi-femininity.
Stoller speaks of an absent father who does not protect his
son from the feminising effects of a close symbiosis with the
mother. Rather, it is th e father's absence that itself results in
disidentification.
This in turn implies that the boy's only remaining attachment is to his mother, but it is not the closeness to
the mother that causes transsexualism.
Conversely,
separation
fr om the mother would not make masculinity po ss ible for the
transsexual
boy . A defensive detachment from the same sex
cannot be made up for by undermining the attachment to the
opposite se x in addition.
The only means of restoring masculinity
would be by undoing the defensive detachment from the same
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Absence of such desires or acts would not controvert the given
hypothesis,
since it is assumed that the capacity for same-sex
attachment was repressed at the time of trauma and may emerge
from repression later as well as sooner, if indeed it emerges at
all. Nor does a limited amount of heterosexual
activity by the
pre - operative male transsexua l controvert our hypothesis.
The
physical capacity for heterosexual behaviour may be purely
superficial,
without implying a tru ly heteropsychologic
personality structure.
Moreover, any sense of closeness in the male
transsexual's
relationship to his female partner may perhaps
stem from his sen se of cross - gender identity. The closeness may
be genuine, but it is not to be interpreted
as comparable to the
clos eness experienced by someone who has completed the normal
process of masculine identification .
In a number of cases, it would seem that the negative side of
the ambivalence remains repressed.
However, there is evidence
to suggest that this is not always the case. A particular ly
interesting
piece of evidence is the fact that in some cases
where psychotherapy
has been undertaken,
an overt psychosis
has appeared in the course of therapy. A good examp le of this is
mentioned by Don (1963): after two months of therapy and some
initial improvement,
a male transsexua l developed florid ha lluci nations and ideas of persecution,
and was certified and hospitalised as a paranoid schizophrenic.
This wou ld seem to suggest
that the relationship vi s- a-vis a same - sex therapist initially
enabled the positive side of the ambivalence to emerge, and
that in this instance it was very shortly followed by a re emergence of the negative side of the ambivalence.
In other
words , the patient at first was able to form a restored attachment
to a same-sex love - source (i.e. the reparative
urge, towards
making up for missing growth), and this was presumably of
sufficient intensity to facilitate the emergence of the defensive
detachment from the love-source which had, since childhood,
bl ocked the fulfilment of the love-need.
Persons who are overtly psychotic or who are judged to be
latently psychotic are normally screened out by gender identity
clinics. However , the very fact that such clinics must expect to
receive a percentage of psychotic cand idates is itself suggestive,
and deserves further consideration.
It might be regarded as
unsafe to allow surgery for a psychotic candidate,
but this
consideration
is strictly irrelevant to the question of whether
or not such a candidate is genuinely transsexual.
To say that a
psychotic cannot be truly transsexual
because he is psychotic,
begs the question. Moreover, it would be analogous to saying
that a psychotic could not be truly homosex ual because he is
psychotic, though the existence of a link between these two
conditions is indisputable.
It is this very same link that we are
postulating in the case of the transsexual.
And, because the
ba s ic mechanism involve d is same-sex disidentification
and
ambivalence, we should not be surprised
at findi n g a variety of
clinical manifestations,
according to which aspect of the ambiv-
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alence has become prominent. However, in any given case a
partial manifestation of the underlying
structure should not
allow us to forget the nature of the phenomenon in its entirety.
Gitt leson and Levine (1966) present evidence from a review of
the literature that it is common for schizophrenics
to experience
a sense of confusion in sexual identity,
and that ideas of change
of sex occur in a number of cases. To see this as merely
delusional is inadequate.
We have already indicated that crossgender awareness is more truly interpreted
as the absence of a
same-sex identity, and that such an aware ness is psychologically
accurate if in fact the normal process of same-sex identification
has not taken p lace. May this not app ly in the cases here
refe r red to? The awareness of this absence of identification may
or may not be sufficiently strong as to lead to a demand for
gender de-c lassification,
but there is no a priori reason for
assuming that the awarene s s as such is inaccura t e or in itself
pathological.
What is pathological is the fact of missing growth,
not the awareness of this fact, which is entirely appropria t e to
the given circumstances.
Krafft-Ebing
( 1899) speaks of paranoid men with delusio n s of
persecution
who believed they had become women. Fortineau et
al. ( 1939) mention a similar case. Green ( 1969) speaks of an
overtly paranoid schizophrenic who wanted gender reassignment .2 Medication resulted in the control of his paranoid symptoms, but had no effect on his cross-gender
orientat ion .
Schreber himself, t hat most celebrated
of paranoiacs, had
doubts as to his sexua l identity,
with the impression of having
a feminine body and being changed into a woman. This keen
awa r eness of disidentification
suggests
tha t Schreber migh t be
regarded as at least a borderline transsexual.
The literature on autocastration
provides further material for
reflection . Self-castration,
that radical act of gender declassification,
is considered not uncommon among psychotics.
Of
particular interest are the cases mentioned by Blacke r and Won g
( 1963). The first case is one of acute homosexual panic with
many paranoid ideas. The three other cases all mention a strong
sense of feminine identification,
with or without a history of
homosexual desires or pract ices, and in one case with paranoid
tendencies being apparent. The discussion conc luqes by stating
that these men differ from transsexua l s , because of their
schizophrenic
tendencies and because their sense of cr oss-gender
identity is insufficiently
clear and persistent.
Neither consideration is incompatib le with our present understanding
of transsexua lism. The 'schizophrenic tendencies'
evidently refer to the
emergence of the negative side of the ambivalence; and the
awareness of disidentification
is no t as marked as in more
obvious cases of transsexualism.
But the data presented clearly
suggest an underlying disidentificatory
structure , and hence
there seems little to distinguish t h ese cases from accepted
instances of ·transsexua lism.
Lukianowicz (1959a, 1962) discusses
cross-gender
behaviour in
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psychotic episodes.
And Pauly ( 1969) ,3 just as Lukianowicz,
ra ises the question of whether cross-ge_nder
behaviour and
identity form part of a long-standing
process or are the acute
manife sta tion of a schizophrenic
reaction.
We would see these
two possib ilities not as genuinely a lternative
phenomena,
but as
two forms in which the same phenomenon may be manifested.
Disidentification
of this severity a lways originates
in early childhood . It may become apparent immediately,
but need not do so
until much later, if at all. Awareness of disidentification
may
emerge in isolation,
or within the context of one or other aspect
of the same-sex ambivalence involved in disidentification.
If
linked with the positive side of the amb ivalence,
disidentification
appears in the context of a homosexual relationship.
If linked
with the negative
side of the amb ivalence,
disidentification
may
eme rg e in what is termed a psychotic illness. But all t hese
possibilities
are manifestations
of the same und erlying phenomenon.
It is not that transsexualism
is a manifestation
of psycho sis,
but that an overt psychosis is a possible form of manifestation
of the underlying
s tate of disidentification.
Indeed, from our
discussion of paranoid ambivalence and its various manifestations,
we might do well to redefine the concept of psychosis as one of
radically incomplete growth, stemm ing from and maintained by
the persistence
of unresolved
early trauma. This is not 'madness', in the sense of something illogical or inexplicable.
Nor is
it unrealistic,
since the representation
of psychological
reality
is seen to be a ll too tragically accurate.
At this point, however, we must go on to r emind ou rselv es
that not all same-sex ·d isidentification
is of this order of severity.
The defensive barrier agains t a love-source
of the same sex
need not be as intense as in cases denoted paranoid.
And th e
unmet Jove-need,
i.e. the missing identificatory
growth, need
not therefore
be as extensive as in cases of radical disidentification. There is a spectrum of homosexuality,
i.e. there are
many instances
in which the degree of same-sex ambivalence is
much less marked. We have already sta ted that not all paranoia
is homosexual;
we must now complete this delimitation by asserting its already obvious complement, that not all homosexuality
is paranoid.
An interesting
line of thought in the psychiatric
lite rat ure
recognises
that many cases presented
as homo sexual in fact
involve non - sexual questions,
e .g. dependency
and aggressiveness vis-a-vis
the same sex. Thompson (1947) speaks of instances
where homosexuality
is but one of the manifestations
of a
character
problem, and state s that the homosexuality
tends to
disappear
when the more general character
disturbance
is
resolved.
Thus, homosexuality
may present it self in conjunction
with a fear of adu lt responsib ility, a fe ar of the opposite sex,
a need to defy authority,
a marked dependency
on the same sex,
or hatred for or competitiveness
with the same sex . Thompson
concludes that in such cases homosexuality
is never the cause
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of the overall neurotic st r ucture,
even if it may contribute
some
secondary
problems to it.
This line of thought is further
developed by Ovesey (195 4,
1955a) . He takes up the point made by Thompson and others
that non-sexual
problems are often covertly expressed
in homosexual relationships.
He, like they,
wishes to restrict the term
'sexual' to behaviour
with orgastic
satisfaction
as its aim. On
this basis, Ovesey concludes that homosexuality
must refer to
sexually motivated behaviour alone. Dependency
strivings and
power strivings,
even if they use se xual behaviour to achieve
their goa ls, must be regarded as pseudo - homosexua l. The great
majority of so-called homosexual anxieties are, he states, motivated by strivings
for dependency
and power; and it is mistaken
to interpret
this pseudo - homosexual conflict as evidence of tru e
homosexuality,
i.e. of sexually motivated behaviour,
as just
defined.
While accepting
the data of Ovesey and his predecessors,
we
should wish to differ with th e given interpretations
and con clusions.
We would agree that strivings
for dependency
and
power vis-a-vis
th e same sex are not essentially
sexual. However, the conclusion we would draw from this is that homosexuality
itself is not essentially
a sexual phenomenon.
We
would see the questions
of power and dependeiicy
as central,
and their eroticisation
as seconda ry and non - essential.
Author ity problems vis-a-vis the same sex, whether involving
defiance or hatred or competitiveness,
may all be considered
mani festations
of a defensive detachment
from the needed love source. Likewise, dependency problems vis-a-vis
the same sex
mark the love -nee d that has remained unfulfilled due to the
defensive barrier agai n st libidin a l attachment.
Thus, authority
prob lem s and dependency
proble ms are exactly complementary,
as the two sides of th e overall phenomenon
of sa me-se x ambivalence. Paranoid homosexuality is but the most radical form of
this ambivalence:
its need for love is an extreme form of the
dependency
problem, an d th e hatred for the needed lov e-source
is a very marked authority problem,
with which th e probl em
of unfulfilled
dependency
needs has to be correlated.
Non paranoid homosexuality
is marked by lesser degrees of ambivalen ce towards the same sex, but the difference
is fundamentally
one of degree rather than of kind. Homosexuality , of whatever
degree,
is marked by a psychodynamic
structu re of same-sex
ambiva lenc e.
It is the term 'homosexual' that is mis leading, since it tends
to focus on only one side of this ambivalence . Homosexuality
includes love for the same sex, but this is not the full defin ition
of the given phenomenon , even if one s ide of the ambivalence is
often more apparent
than the other.
Thus, we would disagree
with Thompson's
conclusion that homosexuality
is never the
ca us e of the overall neurotic str uctur e. Homosexuality
- understood as same-sex ambiva lence - is itself 'the overall neuro tic
str ucture' , whether or not erotic impu lses happen to occur in
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connection
with this. Freud (1905) stated that 'neurosis
is the
negative of perversion.'
We would re - apply this specifically
to
our understanding
of homosexua l ambivalence by stating that a
defensive detachment
- however manifested - is the negative of
an unfulfilled
love-need.
And, when this ambivalence happens
to be radical,
it is to be correlated
not with neurosis but with
psychosis.
In contrast
with Ovesey 's conclusions,
though not with his
data, we have stated that homosexuality
is not an essentially
sexual phenomenon.
In all cases it involves libidinal needs, but
the eroticisation
of such needs is not essential and may in fact
never take place, though in a number of cases it is clear that
this does happen.
The non-sexua l factors of authority
and
dependency
problems prove to be essential to the statement
of
the libidinal problem. The unfulfilled love-need,
i.e. the
dependency
factor, has only become problematic through the
defensiveness
towards the potential love-source
which constitutes the authority
problem. Moreover,
since all homosexuality
involves ambivalence towards a love-source
of the same sex,
this of itself implies that all hompsexuality
is a gender identity
problem. Same-sex identity
is normally built through
a libidinal
bond with the same sex, i.e. with the parent of the same sex.
Conversely,
the identificatory
process is checked to the extent
that the capacity for sue h a libidinal bond is affected.
There
are, of course,
greater and lesser prob lems of gender identity.
However, it would not be right to restrict
the term to problems
of radical de-classification
alone. It is proper to speak of a
problem of gender identity in any instance where the process of
same-sex identification
is in any degree incomplete.
To conclude our discussion of disidentification,
we must consider its implications
for the normal process of identificatory
growth. The first love-object
for girl and boy alike is the
mother, but this is the same-sex parent for the gir l and the
opposite-sex
parent for the boy. The heterosexual
posit ion
implies by definition an attachment
to the opposite sex - for the
boy, a love-object
of the same sex as his first love - object; for
the girl, a love - object of the opposite sex to her first loveobject. Hence the gap between the child's first attachment
and
the heterosexual
position of mature years is bridged by stating
that the girl has to change her love-object,
indeed to abandon
it, while the boy keeps his love-object
unchanged
(Freud,
1925;
1933 [ 1932]). However, from our earlier discussion
this would
seem to be a misleading and incorrect
statement of the way in
which this development
takes place. For the girl it is precisely
the abandonment
of the first love-object
that is pathological.
This change of love-object
is the· essence of the radical disidentificatory trauma we have just considered.
It is the retention
of
the first love-object,
the mother, that is essential for the girl's
normal identificatory
growth. Freud (1933 [1932]) asks how the
girl passes from an attachment
to the mother to an attachment
to the father,
i.e. from a masculine ph a se to a feminine phase.
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This question is self-contradictory.
If the girl does make such
an exchange
of attachments,
she has in fact passed from a
feminine phase to an anti-feminine,
quasi-masculine
phase. The
attainment
of femininity requires
the first love-object
to be
retained,
since it is in this attachment
that identificatory
needs
are met and thus a same-sex identity
is attained.
Likewise if a boy retains,
and does not change, his first loveobject, this is pathological,
in that it marks a blocking of the
same-sex identificatory
process . It is normal, and necessary,
for the boy to exchange his first love-object
for a love-object
of the same sex. It is only this new attachment
that permits the
attainment of a same-sex identity,
and conversely
it is the
blocking of this attachment
that thwarts the process of identification. Disidentification
in the boy implies a regression
to the
first love-object;
in the girl it implies the loss of the first loveobject. Thus, the boy's normal development implies a change of
Jove-object,
and the girl should retain her first love-object
for
norma l growth. In contrast
with the traditional
psychoanalytic
position we must state that it is the boy's process of growth that
is more complex, and the gir l 's is the simpler path of development.
To behave heterosexually
as an adult, one must have become
heteros - truly other than the love-object
one relates to. The
similar gender of the boy's first object (mother) and of his
final object (wife) must not mislead one into over looking the
complexities
of the intermediate
stage of development,
since
without this intermediate
stage the final object-choice
does not
become possible.
Exchange of the first object must precede the
re-attainment
of the female as truly other. It is not merely the
boy's choice of object that must be considered,
but his own
identity vis-a-vis
the object. The choice of love-object
is deter mined by the fulfilment or non-fulfilment
of one's own identity.
When same-sex identificatory
needs have been fulfilled, one has
become a psychologically
complete member of one's own sex and
by this same fact a person who is able to re late as truly other
to a member of the opposite sex. However, when the same - sex
identificatory
process is still incomplete,
there remains a need
to fulfil this process.
Hence, the reparative
urge dictates a
reparative
choice of love-object,
i.e. the restoration
and continuation of a libidinal bond in which same-sex identificatory
love-needs
may be fulfilled.
The capacity for heterosexuality
is the normal end of the
same-sex identificatory
process.
Indeed , it is not to be considered as something separate from this process,
but is it self to
be defined in these terms. Heterosexuality
is the ability to
relate to members of the op posite s ex as a psychologically
complete member of one's own sex. Heterosexua lity implies that samesex identificatory
needs have been met, and consequently
that
relationships
do not require to be governed by a reparative
urge towards the fu lfilment of one's own identity.
The homosexual
capacity involves th e dri ve towards the fulfilment of same-sex
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identificatory
needs, i.e. ultimately the homosexual capacity is
itself the drive towards heterosexua lity . It marks the inherent
reparative
urge based on the fact of incompletion and the consequent striving towards completion (of same-sex identity) .
Just as heterosexuality
is the normal end of this process,
so likewise the fulfilment of same-sex, i.e. 'homosexual', needs , is a
normal and necessary
part of this process. But it is not meant
to be the end of the process: the homosexual drive is instrumental to the goal, rather than the goal itself . However, it is a
necessary means to the given goal, and it cannot be bypassed.
True heterosexuality
is based on the fulfilment of 'homosexual'
needs. Conversely,
unless and until these 'homosexual' needs
are fulfilled, there can be no truly heteropsychologic
personality
structure.

i I

4 THE MALE HOMOSEXUAL

The psychodynamic
structure
of homosexuality is one of ambiva lence - of gr eater or lesser degree - towards the same sex.
Thus, in the male homosexua l we should expect to find certain
components of this ambivalence,
as follows. A defensive detachment from the same-sex love -source will be marked by hostility,
whether latent or overt, towards the father and towards other
members of the same sex. Such other persons would particularly
include authority figures, as obvious father-subs titutes; and
also homosexual partners,
sinc e in the context of a renewed
libidinal at t achment there is al ways the possibility of the other,
negative side of the ambivalence becoming manifest, as the
transference
develops.
Moreover, such a defensive detachment implies a blocking of
the normal identificatory
process.
In the more radical degrees
of disidentification,
this abs ence of masculinity - which is based
on a defensive anti-masculinity
- may be exper ienced as a sense
of femininity. In the less radical degrees of disidentification,
there is not likely to be any sense of cross-gender
awareness,
since the re has been sufficient of the identificatory
process to
produce a viable sense of same-sex identity.
However, whether or not there is an actual sense of femininity,
there should in any case be what is often termed a fixation on
the mother. What is meant by this is that, when there is a defensive detachment from the father, the only remaining channel
for attachment is to the mother. To be attached to the mother
is in itself entirely normal. What is abnormal is that this should
become the only channe l of attachment.
A mother-fixation
in the
male is not an abnormal attachment to the opposite sex, but an
abno rmal detachment from the same sex.
Detachment implies that the love-needs
which are normally fulfilled in the context of an attachment
remain unmet. At the same
time, there is a reparative
urg e toward s the restoration
of the
broken attac hment, and hence towards t h e fulfilment of the
unmet love-needs.
The capacity for a homosexual lov e-response
is itself th e expression
of this repara tiv e drive. Its aim is not
to meet abnormal needs, but to meet normal needs which have ab normally - been left unmet in the given instances.
The longing
for mascu lin e love is the longing to become fully masculine,
since the identificatory
process takes place through the medium
of a libidinal bond. The desire to attain masculinity is thus
another component of the homo sexua l phenomenon.
We shall now
conside r each of these componen ts in some detail.
39
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The classic example of homosexual hostility to the father-figure,
an ct indeed the most radical example, is that of paranoid homo sexuality,
as in the Schreber case. However, it is clear that
aggression
also has an important role to play in the object choice of homosexuals in general (Nun berg, 1938). Fenichel
( 1945a) speaks of their unconscious
hostility for and fear of
the father, and says that in the context of a homosexual relationship such persons 'unconsciously
may be governed by more or
less hostility toward the father figures they are submitting
to. '1
Bieber et al. (1962) detail a variety of cases in which the male
homosexual had a poor relationship
with his father during his
growing years. It is noteworthy
that in cases where the father
had been actually host ile, as distinct from indifferent
or ambivalent, the homosexual partner
was invariably
identified with the
father who had been hated and feared .2 It is thus hardly surprising that such relationships
should involve hostility and instability
and imp e rmanence . On the evidence presented,
Bieber et al.
conclude that much in the homosexual relationship
is destructive. 3
In the terms of our own hypothesis,
this impli es that the defensive detachment from the needed love-source
may at any time
reassert
it self to thwart the reparat ive urge . The problem is
not merely one of restoring
the needed attachment,
but of
maintaining
it in spite of the persistence
of the defensive
It is not that homosexual love as such is destructive,
reaction.
but that the pers isting sense of aversion to the love-source
may
at any time disrupt the restored attachment
again .
In some instances , th e negative side of the ambivalence may
be so deeply repressed
that it may not readily emerge into consciousness.
Th is would seem to be more true of the paranoid
e nd of the homosexual spectrum,
where the negative side of the
ambiva lence may not emerge or not fully emerge until well on
in to adu lt years, if at all. It is the lesser degrees of negativity
that tend to become more apparent,
as in non-paranoid
homosexuality.
These may become manife st in the context of a
li bidinal bond, i.e. in such cases the negative side of the
ambivalence
is linked with the re-emergence
of the positive side
of th e amb ivalence. Or the negative side of the a mbi va lence may
re - emerge in isolation, in which case it is lik ely to be expressed
in the form of authority
problems,
i.e. the link with a libidinal
need will not be overt ly apparent
here.
Such authority
probl ems may become manifest in individuals
or,
sometimes, collective ly. Homosexuals and heterosexuals
are
usually well mixed within soc iety as a whole, whether or not they
are a ware of each other's sexual identity.
Hence the possible
effect of homosexual authority
problems will be diluted (not to
mention that in many homosexuals
such problems will either not
be conscious or not very marked or may be largely restricted
to
the con text of libidinal relationships.
Moreover, heterosexuals
may ha ve their own au thority problems,
thou gh in such instances
these are not - by definition - link ed with their gender identity.)
However,
in societies that cater exclusively
or largely for homo -
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sexuals, a different pattern may at times become apparent.
It
has struck a number of observers
and participants
that homosex ual groups tend to have an unusually high incidence of
instability
and of authority
problems.
I should like to suggest
that thi s phenomenon becomes explicable when it is realised that
most of the persons involved have latent or overt authority
problems in some degree, i.e. the defensive detac h~ en! w~ have
already discussed.
Under the circumstances,
the high mc1dence
of such problems within the group as a whole is hardly surprising.
The potential for this is always present:
We should remind ourselves
that this hostility to members of
the same sex is realistic in its origin, whether stemming from
early trauma or from subsequent
difficulties
in the parent-child
rel ationship.
The causative factor may be neglect or hurtful
behaviour on the part of the parent;
or it may be some action
that was unintentionally
traumatic,
as is often - though not
al ways - the case in early separatio n . In all these instances
th e
child had reason to feel traumatised
, whether or not the traumatic event was wilful. And, whatever the details of the particular trauma; the common factor in every case is the blocking
of the needed libidinal attachmen t, in that the child's ac tu al
capacity for attachment is affected.
It is not the mere absence
of attachment,
but a defensive
detachment,
that constitutes
the centra l problem - though this in turn implies that the needs
normally met through attachment
remain unfulfilled . This
defensive position, with its concomitant
hostility,
is subsequently
manifested as a transference
reaction,
in that the residues of the
past relationship
are reactivated
in the context of present
reality . Paranoid homosexuality
is but the extreme example of
this. In all the lesser degrees of same-sex ambivalence,
the
reactivation
of past interpersonal
reality is likewise involved,
and hence the designation
of transference
is appropriate .
(Within a specifically therapeutic
relationship
one may look _for
a con trolled transference
. However,
it is not the therapeutic
context that is constitutive
of the transference,
but r ather t he
inherent tendency of the human personality
to reproduce
the
problems of the pas t - in a variety of contexts - for so long as
they remain unresolved.)
.
Hostility to the father or to other persons of the same s~x
may have as its correlate a sense o_f inju~ti~e experi~nced
m. .
relation to these same persons.
This agam 1s essentially
reahst1c
in its origin. Th e love-source
was hurtful, _whether deli1?erately
or unintentionally,
and hence a sense of bemg wronged 1s
readily comprehensible.
Bergler
(1961) speaks of 'injustice
collecting'
as one of the most salient character traits of the
.
homosexual.
He speaks of how this problem appears most particularly within the context of lon g- term homosexual relationships.
When these are att empted, Bergler
states that 'unsurmountabl e
4
conflicts of the injustice-collecting
type invariably appear . '
Inter esti ngly, he links this with the mother -fixa tion o~ the
male homosexual, and regards
in ju st ice-co llecting as d irected
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'histori cally and ge netic ally' tow ards the mother, not the father .5
As will become evident presently,
we. would regard th i s· as a
misinterpr e tation of the mother-fixation.
Such a fixation is
secondary to a defensive detachment from the father, and
injustice-collecting
is essentially and realistically
directed at
the same-sex figure from whom t he homosexual has become
detached.
Inju stice-collecting
in homosexua l re lationships is,
strai ghtforwardly,
the reactivation
of this same-sex conflict.
Where the identificatory
process has been rad ically b locked,
a sense of 'femin inity ' may be experienced.
If the sense of cro ssgender awareness is strong and pers istent, thi s wou l d be the
transsexual
condition,
which we have already discussed in some
detail. Where such awareness of the absence of masculinity is
somewha t less marked, but still experienced
to some extent as
'femininity',
we may have what Ferenczi (1916) would designate
as the 'subject' homosexual (which may originally have included
transsexua l s, prior to the isol atio n of this condition).
Cases of
this type are mentioned by Henry (1950), Bieber et al. ( 1962),
and throughout
the literature
generally.
Ferenczi 's other
category,
of the 'object ' homosexual, would imply a le sser degree
of disidentification.
The reparative
urge stemming from incomplete identification
is still apparent in the choice of a same-sex
love-object,
but there is a sufficient sense of same-sex id entity
established
so as not to involve any cross-gender
awareness.
The sense of femininity in t he man does not, however, stem
from an id ent i fication with the mother, and to suggest this is to
misinterpret
the essent ia l nature of the homosexual phenomenon.
The primary dynamic is same-sex disidentification.
This is not
to deny that a fixation on the mother, as the opposite-sex
parent,
is involved;
but it is to insist th at this is secondary to an d
consequential
on a detachment from the same-sex parent.
The
prominence of an effect should not be allowed to obs cur e the
true nature of the cause.
The concept of the mother-fixation
of the male homosexual has
been a standard ingredient of psychoanalytic
theory since Freud,
and it has been ascr ibed the kind of primary importance that we
would regard as misleading. Bychowski (1945) speaks of a homo - '
sexual identifying
with the mother, and thus submi ttin g to
father substitutes
and making them love him. Likewise, Fenichel
(1945a) speaks of a homosexual man identifying
with his moth er
in respect of loving men. The b asis of femininity in men is 'an
identification
with the mother in regard to instinctual
aim' . 6
This confuses the issue. The male homosexual disiden tifi es from
his father, as a result of which the attachment to the mother
becomes paramount.
However, the homo sex ual' s love for men is
but the boy's th warted love for his father, i.e. it is a masculine
and an identificatory
love which is intimately linked with the
building of the boy's gender id entity . Hence it is in no way
analogous to the love of the female for the male, since this latter
kind of love does not aim at fulfilling an incomplete gender
identity,
but rather presupposes
the completion of the identi -
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ficatory process. The capacity for homosexual response is to be
directly correlated
wit h sa me-sex disidentification,
in that it
marks the reparative
urge towards the restoration
of the i dentificatory process. We must disagree with Fenichel 's statement
that 'the probability of homosexual orientation is increased the
more a boy tends to identify with the mother . ' 7 It is not identification with the parent of the opposite sex, but disidentification
from the parent of the sa'Tne sex that is ce ntr al.
A detailed study of the male homosexual's
relationship with
his mother is presented by Bieber et al. (1962) . Here it i s
stated that 'an intimate mother-son
dyad occu rr ed frequently,
and ...
this intimate pairing was often associated with
restrictive
and binding maternal behavior. ' 8 Such behaviour is
characterised
as dominating or seductive or overprotective
or
discouraging
of masculine ac tivit ies . This intimacy of relationship permits the designation of the homosexual 's mother as
close-binding-intimate
('the CB I mother') . At the same time,
evidence is offered that detachmen t and often hostility are t he
most conspicuous traits of the fathers of homosexuals . Concrete ly,
this might involve the father spending little time with his son,
or not showing him affection, or showing preference for his
other children.
Either directly hurtful behaviour,
or neg lectfu l
behaviour,
or both, may be involved, but in every case the
result is an impaired relationship
between father and son. That
thi s is significant in the aetio lo gy of male homosexuality should
be evident from Bieber's statement t ha t, out of a sample of 206
male homo sexuals in psychoanalysis,
only eight had fathers who
, the father of the
related warm ly to them . 9 Characteristically
homosexu a l would tend to be - in order of frequency - detachedhostile, detached-indifferent,
detached-ambivalent,
or absent
altogether.
Thus, in most instances the father would be present
in the family, but psychologically
absent, at least as regards his
relationship
to th e son who was later designated homosexual.
Bieber does speak of the importance of identification
with the
same sex, and states that a detached father has an adverse
effec t on thi s identificatory
process . 10 However, the maternal
relationship
is ascribed central importance,
and difficulties in
th e father-son
relationship
are subordinated
to this. It is said
that a warmly-relating
father protects the son from engulfing
mater nali sm, while a detached father does not do so .11 This again
suggests
a conf us ion of cause and effect. If a poor father-son
re lationsh ip results in a defensive detachment from the father,
this of course leads to an undue prominence of the mother-son
relationship.
However, this does not imply t hat the mother,son
relationship
is pathological per se (though it may be as good or
as poor as mother-son relationships
are generally).
What is
patho log ical is the fact that such a relationship,
which may be
lar gely norma l per se, is in such cases isolated from a normal
father-son
relationship.
A warmly-relating
father does not 'save'
his son from defects in the mother-son
relationship,
but
balances the one attachm e nt by providing the relationship which
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is its essential complement. But the source and foc us of any
pathology is the defens ive detachment
from the father, and it is
this that requires
to be remedied.
The fact that - as Bieber
states - a warmly-relating
father in combination with any kind of
mother precludes
the development of homosexuality,
is enti rely
relationcongruent
with our hypothesis
that it is the father-son
ship that is of central importance.
Bieber states :12
The 'cla ssical' homosexua l triangular
pattern is one where the
mother is CBI and is dominant and minimizing towa rd a husband
who is a detached father, particularly
a hostile-detached
one.
From our st atistical analysis,
the chances appear to be high
tha t any son exposed to this parental combination will become
homosexual or deve lop severe h omosexua l problems.
We should wish to reshape this statement by asserting
that
the primary pattern for homosexual development is dyadic rather
than triangular.
Difficulties in the father-son
relationship
are
central.
Since these in turn affect the balance of the motherson relationship,
it becomes possible - secondar ily - to speak of
imbalance is an
a triangular
imbalance. But this triangular
effect of dyadic difficulties,
and hence may not be regarded
as
on a par with the latter. The triangular
imbalance is not in itself
causat iv e of a homosexual development,
even if - subsequen t
to dyadic disturbance
- it is apparently
the con t ext in which
such a development
takes p lace. The central factor is not a
It
CBI mother in combination with some kind of detached father.
is the detachment of the father that is central, and that is
directly causative
of the homosexual development.
Imbalance in
the a ttach ment to the mother is an effect of the disturbed
fatherson relationship,
but such a mother-son
attachment
is not
It may be regarded as either an
causative of homosexuality.
effect of homosexuality,
i.e. as an effect of a def ensive detachment from the father, or as part of the effect that is homosexuality,
i.e. of the position consequent
on the defensive
detachment
from the father. But th e dyadic disturbance
of the
father-son
relationship
is, and remains, primary.
We would agree with Bieber that homosexuality
is not constitutional,
but rather the outcome of pathologic parent-child
relationships
(though with the reminder that such difficulties
need not always stem from wilful misbehaviour
on the part of
the parent).
Our interpretation
of what is and what is not ·
pathological
differs from Bieber, though the difference is not
one of evidence but of t he assessment
of what conclusions
ought
to be drawn from the given evidence.
We must disagree most
particularly
with Bieber's overall conclusion tha t his study
provides convincing
support for the understanding
of homoit
sexuali t y as a fear of heterosexuality
. 13 On the contrary,
would seem to provide ample ev idenc e for our hypothesis
that
homosexuality
is essentially a disturbance
in the capacity for
re la ting to the same sex.
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Bene (1965a ) suggest s that the mother-fixation
of the male
homosexual may imply, not a stronger
attachment to the mother,
but merely a poorer relationship
with the father. The quality
of the mother-son
relationsh ip recalled by male homosexuals is
no more intense than that recalled by married men, and Bene
concludes that there is need to pay atten tion to the role of the
father.
It is unfortunate
that her suggestion,
with which we
entirely agree, has not had much impact on the mainstream of
psychoanalytic
thought.
The predominant
concept has been,
and still is, that of fixatio n on the mother, rather than of
detachment
from the father.
Bychowski (1945) spe aks of i dentifying
with the mother out of
a wish not to lose her. In contrast
with this, we must assert
that apparent
identification
with the mother stems from th e actual
lo ss of the bond with the father.
The question of losing or not
losing the mother does not arise. The so - called mother fixation
is but the converse of the disrupt ion of the bond with the
father, and it is this loss that is centra l to the problem.
Bergler (1961 ) describe s the homosexual relationship
as a
defence mechani s m, with the aim of escaping the motherattachment.
Th e male homosexual is in flight from the mother
and this results,
secondarily,
in the ascription of sexual attractiveness to men. This would seem to state the prob lem the wron g
way round. It is the disruption
in the libidinal bond with the
father which ipso facto results in a persisting
need for attachment to the same sex, i.e. for the restoration
of the disrupted
bond. It is the flight from the father that results in the pre dominance of a mother - attachment.
However, precise ly because
it is abnormal to be attached to the mother alone, the reparative
drive attempts to restore the balance, by re-establishing
a
libidinal bond with the male. In a purely secondary
sense, one
may speak of a flight from the mother, but this is not an attempt
to escape attac hment to the mother as such . The attachment
to
the mother, which is per se normal, is to be retained,
but in
addition the attachment to the same sex is to be restored.
What
the homosexual attempts to flee - quite right ly - is not the
mother, but the one-sidedness
of an attac hment to th e mother
alone.
One might add at this point that this would also exp lain such
au thority problems as the homosexual may exper ienc e vis-a-vis
the opposite sex. The primary authority
problems are those
v i s-a - vis the same sex, which are of their very nature express ive
of the defensive detachment which is central to the homo sexual
phenomenon.
However, we have seen that defensive detachment
from the same sex results in an undue prominence being given
to the remaining,
otherwise normal, attachment to the opposite
sex. And, in the absence of a compensati n g bond with the same
sex, it is not surprising
that this attachment to the opposite
sex shou ld be experienced
as oppressive,
whether latently or
overtly.
Thi s may be marked by such a ttitude s as fear, resentment, defens i veness, or specific authority problems.
However,
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in contrast to the homosexual's p.rimary authority problems, these
secondary prob lems stern not from a defensive detachment (from
the opposite sex) but from an abnorma lly isolated attachment.
In this way it is proper to differentiate
the two kinds of
authority problems, since the underlying
dynamics are by no
means similar. It is true that the solution to both is the restoration of the capacity for attachment to the same sex. But samesex authority
problems directly require the resolution of samesex detachment,
whereas opposite-sex
authority problems require
no modification in the opposite-sex
attachment
as such, but only
the restoration
of the complementary
attachmen t that has been
missing.
Perhaps the most developed version of the theory of motherfixation is that of Socarides ( 1968b) in his discussion of a case
of male homosexuality of pre-oedipal
origin. Here the fixation
to the mother is traced back to 'the undifferentiated
phase of
the mother-child
unity' . We would agree with this but only on
the understanding
that such a position is the consequence
of
radical same-sex disidentification
. In the absence of such an
und e rstanding,
the data must perforce be misinterpret e d .
Th us Socarides states:
In his narcissistic
object choice, the homosexual not only loves
his partner as he himself wished to be loved by the mother,
but reacts to him with sadistic aggression
as once experienced
towards the hostile mother for forcing separation.

I
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On the contrary,
it must be stated that both these emotions
are genuinely and realistically
directed towards the male, the
father-figure,
as a consequence
of the disidentificatory
trauma
which - in its most radical form - is the genesis of the homosexual paranoid position. It is separation from the father, not from the
mother, that is central to the aetiology of male homosexuality.
The male homosexual is seeking for lost love - objects, but this is
not to be equated with an attempt to return to the mother-child
symbiosis, since it is precise ly this position that has already
been forced on the homosexual - a fort iori the transsexual
- as
a result of the loss of the bond with the father. Socarides states
that in male homosexuality
'there is an extremely strong fixation
on the mother which cannot be dealt with.' This is hardly surprising, since it is not the bond with the mother that is problematic, but the absence of a comparable and complementary
bond
with the father. Nor is it surprising
that this 'mother-fixation'
should further involve a 'fixation on one's own sex ' . This is but
the reparative
attempt to restore the bond that was disrupted
by the defensive detachm e nt from the same-sex love-source.
On this unde rs tanding,
it is misleading to say, 'The obligatory
homosexual has been unable to make the progression
from the
mother-child
unity of earliest infancy to individuation 1 , or,
'He ha s failed to make the separation
from the mother at the
proper stage of development.'
Both of these statements of
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Socarides may be understood
as descriptive
of the consequences
of same-sex disidentification.
But neither is to be understood
as a statement of the causation of homosexuality,
as Socarides 's
position would seem to imply. When the father-son
bond has been
disrupted,
only the mother-son
bond is left. However, it is not
the mother-son bond that is the problem , but the absence of
the father-son
bond. This has to be reiterated,
since the point
is so centrally important, and yet it has been so comp letely
misunderstood
hitherto.
Moreover,
the definition of the problem
also vitally affects the definition of the desired solution. If the
mother-son
bond is seen as problematic
in itself, it may be
considered
desirable to weaken this attachment.
However, the
loss of one attachment can hardly be compensated for by the loss
of the other attachment in addition.
If such an attempt were
truly successful,
it is likely that the consequences
would be
harmful, if not actually catastrophic.
Ideally, the growing child
should have a bond with each of his parents.
But if two bonds
ar e better than one, one bond is certainly far better than none,
and hence it is vita l not to attempt to disrupt such an attachment. The therapeutic
goal must be seen as the overcoming of
the defensive detachment and the restoration
of the missing
at tachment.
It is the capacity for relationship
with the same sex,
ra ther than with the opposite sex, that must be the focus of
attention.
The attempt to restore the disrupted
libidinal bond does in
fact constantly
take place. The capacity for a homosexual loveresponse is it se lf the reparative
attempt, towards restoration
of the normal process of growth which has - abnormally - been
interrupt ed and left unfu lfilled. Most importantly,
this implies
that the homosexual response is not itself a problem, but rather
the attempted solution of an underlying
problem. The problem
is the disruption
of the child's libidinal bond with the parent of
the same sex, i.e . a defensive
detachment from the love-source,
which subsequently
prevents the fulfilment of the libidinal and
identificatory
needs that are normally fulfilled through such an
attachment.
Th e homosexual response aims _at restoring and
completing this proc ess of growth,
the end result of which is
ind ee d heterosexuality
, since heterosexuality
merely implies the
capacity for relating to members of the opposite se x as a psychologically complete member of one's own sex.
It may be asked at thi s point why, if the homosexual r-esponse
is essentially
reparativ e , does the reparative
process so rarely
attain completion? Or, in other words, why does the homosexual,
on fulfilment of his needs for a same-sex attachment,
not become
h eter osexual ? The ans wer is that in fact such needs are only
rarely fulfilled. In theory, they could and should be fulfilled,
and in practice it may be that they have been fulfilled more often
than is known. But there are ma jor difficulties which militate
against such fu lfilment. The chief of these is the persistence
of
the negative side of the ambivalence.
The defensive detachment
from the love - source may emerge from repression
and thwart the
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renewed attempt at attachment,
i.e. disrupt the relationship.
This is the central difficulty,
which is inherent in the very
nature of the homosexual phenomenon.
After all, if it had not
been for this defensive detachment from the love-source,
the
person would not have 'become homosexual' in the first place.
Another difficulty is the fact that in a homosexual relationship
both partners
have similar needs, and thus each is trying to
meet his own needs through another person in whom there is a
similar lack of fulfilment.
In addition,
if in one or both partners
there are very marked dependency
needs, it is possible that
the relationship
may never go sufficiently
deep to meet these
needs. In all cases some lengt h of time is required for the fulfilment of same-sex libidinal needs, and in these cases most
particularly.
But more will be said later about these deep
dependency
needs.
Bearing in mind these qualifications,
we shall here discuss how
the reparative
attempt works out in practice . The male homo sexual's longing for masculine love is in fact a d2sire to attain
masculinity - to restore and complete the same-sex identificatory
process that had been thwarted in greater or lesser degree.
N unberg ( 1938) discusses
the male homo sexua l's craving for big,
s trong men as partners.
He speaks of this as 'sy mp athetic
mag ic'. The homosexual believes that he may absorb strength
through contact with a man of strength
and thus, through confact with masculine men, become masculine himself. We would
state that this is not quasi-magical,
but the accurate realisation
that the identificatory
process takes place through the medium
of a libidinal bond; and that, once disrupted , this process
requires to be restored.
Bychowski (1945) speaks of the homosexual's
sense of loss of
virility and the consequent
search for virility outside hi s own
self. Unfortunately,
Bychowski links this with feminine identification, rather than with masculine disidentification.
He mentions
the possibility of a defective fa th er-identifi cation in some case_s,
but this is seen as subordinate
ra ther than central,
and certainly
not as the essential dynamic. Fenichel ( 1945a) likewise maintains
the centrality
of a mother-fixation,
thougri his description
of
the desire for masculinity
wou ld be more congruous
with our
14
hypothesis of disidentification
:
T he passive submission to the father covers the unconscious
idea of robbing him of hi s masculinity.
'Feminine' men often
have not entirely given up their striving to be masculine.
Unconsciously,
they regard their femininity as temporary,
as
a means to an end; they regard the condition of being a
masculine man's 1femin in e ' partner as lea rning the secrets of
masculinity from the 'master',
or as depriving him of those
secrets.
In such c ases, the pass iv e submiss ion to the father
is combined with traits of an old and original ( oral) identification love of the father .
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It is this last sentence that gives the key to the whole process.
The striving for masculinity in the context of a libidinal bond is
itself the renewal of the identificatory
process that was once
disrupted by disidentification
from the father. Examples of cases
where this str ivin g is notably prominent may be found in Henry
(1950), who instances inter alia homosexuals wanting virile men
for partners,
and passive relationships
to older men (i.e.
father substitutes)
or to very masculine persons.
In other cases,
this underlying
dynamic may not be so prominent,
but we would
wish to postulate that it is generally applicable:
in all cases, the
phenomenon is one of same -s ex disidentification
and the compensa tory striving for renew a l of the identificatory
bond.
A number of writers mention the desire for the acquisition of
masculinitf.
Bieb er et al. (1962) speak of the search for male
qualities. 1 The search for a large penis js partly for reasons of
symbo lic incorporation,
which in turn implies identification
with
the powerful male. Ovesey et al. (1963) discuss the dependency
needs of the homosexual.
The incorporation
of the penis is the
way in which the dependent
male un does his castration and
through which 'mas culine' strength
become available to him.
Socarides ( 1968b ) states that 'the homosexual makes an identifi cation with the mascu linity of his partner in the sexual ac t . '
When feeling weak, the homosexual wants a 'shot' of mascu linity,
and thus masculinity is ach ieved through identification
with the
partner's
penis. The man chosen as a partner represents
one's
forfeited masculin ity regained.
Socarides further states:

He has not given up his maleness at all; he urgently and
desperately
wants to be a man, but is able to do this only
by transiently
identifying
with the masculinity and penis of
hi s partner in the sexua l ac t.
It is true that the male homosexual has n ot 'given up' his
maleness, but this is only because he has not yet fully attained
it in the first place. He seeks to gain not what he has had but
has lost or given up; but what he has not yet attained.
And if
the libidinal bond cou ld be both fully restored,
and maintained
uninterruptedly,
the completion of the masculine identificato ry
pr oc ess could be attained.
.
Socarides la ter ( 1972) reiterates
the interpretation
of the homosexua l act as th e seeking of a 'shot' of masculinity.
At the same
time, he asserts that it ha s been sho wn clinically th at all male
homosexuals yearn to be men , rather than women, as commonly
supposed.
We would agree that th e reparative
yearning of
homosexuals is for the restoration
of the same-s ex identificatory
process, i.e. to 'become men'. But we would also assert that
t his yearning is only truly understood
on a presupposition
of
same-sex disidentification.
It may not properly be linked as
Socarides attempts to do - with the so-called mother -fi xation
that is itself a consequence
of same - sex disidentification.
Moreover, precise ly because of di_sidentification,
it is true to say
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there is in some homosexu als a sense of femini nity or an act u al
longing to be women, which is essen ti a lly an aver s iv e antiIt is n ot a mutually exc lusive quest ion of homomasculinity.
sex ua ls either wanting to be women or wanting to be men. This
is a false dichotomy, bas ed on a lack of appreciation
of disidenti fication and its twofold implic a tion s . Beca u se of di si dentification ,
there is in ho mosexua ls both an av ersive de sire no t to be men,
i.e . to be 'women', and a repar at ive desire for the restoration
of same-sex identificatio n, i.e. to be men .

, I

I

In this discu ss ion we have covered th e various aspects of the
phen omen on of same-sex ambiv a lence , ste mmin g from ge nd er
disident ific a ti on . Th is is t he condit ion commonly referred
to as
homosexuality or, in its most extreme form, tr ans sexualis m. It
has been demonstrated to be essentially a problem in the capacity
for relating to the same se x , rather t han to the opposite sex.
And the co rrec t definition of the pr ob lem must in turn affect the
definition of its r esol ution. The problem is of a twofold na ture:
a defensive barrier against the love -sourc e of the same sex and
the conse qu e nt lac k of fulfilment of the libidinal and identificatory
need s that are norm ally fulfilled throu gh the medium of such an
attachment . The resolution of the problem mus t involve b oth the
und oing of the defens ive detachment and the fulfilling of needs
lef t unmet hitherto.
The homosexual lov e- r espo ns e is itself th e
r eparative attempt towa r ds the meeting of u nme t needs. However,
alt h ough such needs may often begin to be met while the def en siv e bar rier persists in a st at e of repression,
they may n ever be
completely met until the defensive detachment itself is res olved.
Nunberg ( 1938) sp·eaks of the aim of homosexuality as a compromis e bet ween aggressive
and libidinal impulses. It would be
truer to say that the reparative
attempt towards libidinal attach ment may at any time be thwarted by the resurgence
of the
defensive detachment from the Jove - source. Ber gl er (1961)
states that homosexuality
is n ot a driv e, but a defence mechanism.
Rat her, it is bo th . There is ind eed a defen ce mechanism, and it
is directed towards the love-source
of the same sex, not the
opposite sex. At the same tim e, there is a drive, whet h er overt
or repressed,
towards the restoration
of the disrupted
attachmen t. The defence and the pos iti ve drive are to be correlated
with eac h other, and both al ik e ope r a t e in relation to the lovesource of the same sex.
The so - called mot her-fixation
of th e male homosexua l is to be
interpreted
as a flight from th e father, and on ly consequentially
as a flight t o the mother. Where male and female co - therapists
work together with male homosexuals,
they prov id e a concrete
representation
of th e parental dyad which may ma ke thi s pattern
of flight more evident and accessib le. It is vi t al t ha t thi s sho uld
not be misinterpreted.
Appa r ent flight to th e mother is not
ev id ence of heterosexuality,
but marks a continuing inability to
fulfil same-sex needs. It is an essentia lly pre- h e t erosexual
pos iti on, in that the flight from the father implies t hat the same-
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sex identific a tory proces s is still in some degree incomplete. It
is the detachment from the father,
not the attachment t o the
mother, that requires to be resolved.
In the transsexual,
this
flight from the father is so radical and so deeply embedded that
it man ifes t s itself in an apparent cross-gender
identit y . In lesser
degrees of disidentification,
the re may be a v ia bl e sense of
mascu line identity,
but the fli ght from the same sex may be acted
out in term s of authority problems or the disruption of libidinal
attachments.
It would not therefore be true to speak of h omosexua lity as a
flig ht from heterosexuality.
Th is would be t o miss the centr a l
point, viz. th e defect in the relat ion a l ca paci ty vis-a-vis the
same sex . Bieber et a l. (1962) speak of a fear of heterosexuality,
but the detailed evidence t he y present is in fa ct entirely supportive of th e theory of gend e r di sid entific a tion , as we h a ve
alr eady pointed out . Socarides (1968b) says that the homosexual
r un s from all women in orde r to resolve the separatio n from the
mother. We must rather say th at th e ho mo sexua l both runs from
and see ks for men, in consequence
of and in order to resolve
detachment from the father .
Th e homosexual does not re n ounce hetero sexuality : r ath er ,
he has not yet attained it. Bieber et al. (1962) declare that
continued fear of hetero sexua li ty in the adult homosexual is
we must
inappropriate
to his current reality . 16 On th e contrary,
sta t e that the non - practice of heterosexuality
is entire ly appropr iate to the reality of h is psychological
make-up. It is unrealis t ic to expect heterosexua l behaviour,
unless of a more or
less supe r ficial nature,
where t here is not yet an underlying
heteropsycho logic personality
structure . Until the same-sex
ident ificato r y process is comple t e, i.e. until homosexual n eeds
have been met, there is no basis for a tru ly heterosexual
response.
Once a pe rson has b e come a psychologically
comple t e
member of his own sex, he is by definition able to respond
heterosexually,
i .e. as a full membe r of on e sex towards a
member of the other sex. The fulfilment of homosexual needs is
It would be true to say
t he capacity for hete ro sexual response.
that all homose xu als are potentia lly hete ro sex ual , but ge n uine
heterosexuality
can only be att ained by the fu lfilme nt of homosexu al needs, and most certainly not by t he ab ro gatio n of such
fu lfilment, as is common ly suppose d. To b lock the fulfilment
of homosexual needs is to block the restoration
of the normal
process of grow t h. Or, in other words, to block the fu lfil ment
of homosexual needs is to block t he very path towards the
at tainment of heterosexuality.
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The psychodynamic - structur e of homosexuality
in the female is
analogous to that in the male, in that it too involves same-sex
ambivalence.
Here too we shall be able to examine the various
components of this ambivalence . Although female homosexuality
has gen er ally received less attention than male hom osexuality,
it should become apparent that there is in fact amp le material
for a comparable analys is of the fema le, and in some detail.
A defensive detachment from the same-sex love-source
will be
marked by hostility,
whether latent or overt, towards the mother
and towards o ther members of the same sex. This defensive
detachment implies a blocking of the normal iden tifi cato r y process. The consequent
absence of' femininity,
based on a defe n sive ant i- femininity,
may in more extreme cases manifest itself
in a sense of cross - gender identity,
i.e. a quasi-masculine
identity,
whether in the lesbian or in the female-to-male transsexual. However, both cross-dressing
and an apparent identification with the father are to be interpreted
in terms of this
de fen si ve an ti-f emininity: apparent cross-gender
identification
is a direct consequence
of same-sex disidentification.
Moreover, since disidentification
- espec iall y in its more
radical forms - results in the missing out of a major part of
normal growth, we may expect to find some expression
of this
incomp letion. In fact we find much evidence of childishness;
marked dependency
needs; jealousy and possessiveness;
a sense
of inferiority;
and depression,
some suicida l thoughts and
attempts,
and the phenomenon known as aphanisis or 'f ear of
total extinction'.
However, in spite of the defensive detachment
and its consequences,
there is - as in men - a reparative
drive towards
restoration
of the broken libidinal attachment,
and hence towards
fulfilment of the libidinal and iden tifi catory needs that are
normally fulfilled through the medium of such an attachment.
Thus, the female homosexual seeks for female love, which is an
essentially
materna l love. It is at times quite ev id ent that the
lesbian is looking for mother substitutes,
and many studies have
commented on the 'mother - daughter'
character
of the lesbian
relationship.
This need for the mother is often misleadingly
interpreted
as a mother - fixation, i.e. as an abnorma l attachment.
But it would be more -proper to interpret
this as an abiding
need for attachment,
consequent
on actual detachment.
In the
female as in the male, homosexuality
marks a defect in the
capacity for relating to the same sex .
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We may begin by reminding ourse lves that the defensive detachment from the same - sex love-source
is rea li stic in its origin.
Various writers (Caprio, 1960; Kenyon,
1968a; Barnhouse,
1977)
mention known difficulti es in the mother-daughter
re lationship.
In a number of instances the difficulty
may no t be known,
whether because of lack of information
or - significant ly through an inability to r ecognise what is likely t o result in a
defensive detachment in the child . This latter may be especially
true of the more radical forms of disidentification
in ea rly
infancy, i.e. the paranoid - homosexual
condition . The patho logic al
mourning response to early separation
(o r to early hostile
behaviour,
which - like separation
- is detrimental to the infant' s
capacity for attachment and hence results in a similar 'mourning'
response)
has not hitherto been linked with long-term effects on
identity and on homo-emotional needs.
For this reason, the
converse h as also been true: homosexuality
has either not been
linked with ear ly trauma of this nature;
or, if occasionally the
association has been made, the n a tur e of the link has not in
fact been understood.
What we are postulating
is that female
homosexuality
always stems from some actual difficul t y in t he
mother - child re lationship,
whether or not it is still possible to
identify this difficulty retrospective
ly. At the same time, we
would also assert that the difficulty
may be either wilful or
in voluntary on the mother's part.
It is sometimes, but certainly
not always, deliberately
bad behaviour
by the mother that affects
her daughter ' s capacity for attachment
to he r.
Hostility towards the hurtf ul love-source
is involved in this
defensive detachment;
and, the more radical the disidentification,
the more severe is the degree of hostility that maintains it.
Deutsch ( 1932) speaks of a 'murderous
hatred of the mother',
and Krafft-Ebing
(1899) mentions an ac tual murder by a lesb ian
of her Jover. Such an instance is, unfortunately,
not unique.
However, although all lesbianism presupposes
some degree of
hostility,
whether latent or overt,
towards the love -source,
not
a ll hostility is of this intensity.
Henry (1950) and Caprio (1960) speak of the aggressiveness
and amb iv alence of the lesbian in her love relationships;
and
Barnhouse
(1977) mentions the more gene r al aggressiveness
of
the lesbian,
which -may - for in stance - manifest itself in
antagonism towards more feminine colleagues at work. In both
instances
the hostility is directed towards the same sex, i.e.
towards the potential or actual love-source.
The negative s ide
of the ambivalence may re-emerge
either in isolation or within
the context of a renewed libidinal attachment.
West (1977)
reports that 'the explosively aggressive
quality of lesbian loves
has been he ld to reflect the agfressive
e lements in the original
mother-daughter
relationship.'
We would agree with this, but
differ from the interpretation
given. Hostile feelings do not
derive from the infant's sense of he lpl ess dependency per se.
And 'murderous
aggression towards the mother' is not to be
merely correlat e d with the fact that the mother can threaten
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and punish as well as offer love. · Unless such punishment
is
markedly severe or involves withdrawal of the mother from her
child Ci.e. separation),
it is unlikely actua lly to terminate the
child's capacity for attachment
to her mother, which is what we
are discussing
here. Unpleasantness
e xperienced
within an on!5°ing relationship
may arouse some degree of rese n tment, but it
1s the actual severance of relationship
that is in valved in disidentification
and that accounts for the emotion of severe hatred
(a pathological
mourning response
to the termination of attachment).
It has been the inability to interpret
hatred as a realistic res ponse to difficulties
in early relationship
that has been the ch ief
lim itation of theoretical work hitherto.
Jones (1927) states:
The fundamental
- and, so far as one can see, inborn - factors
that are decisive .. . appear to be two - n amely, an unusua l
intensity o f oral erotism and of sadism respectively.
The se
converge in an intensification
of the oral-sadistic
stage, which
I would regard .. . as the central characteristic of homosexual
development in women.
Such an account is descriptive
rather than ex planatory.
Jones
is correct in observing the intensity
of the two emotions of love
~oral erotism) and hate (sadism),
but he assumes that they are
mborn and makes no attemp t to explore possible precipitating
factors . He continues by asserting
that the sadistic temperament
'is accompanied by a ready reversal of love to hate. ' To assume
that such transformations
'just happen' in intrapsychic
life is
unsat isfactory.
It is more plausible to hypothesise
that changes
and re versals in emotional states occur for some specific reason.
The whole thrust of the present
study is in favour of this hypothesis.
The two emotions of hate (defensive
detachment)
and lov e
(the persisting
need for attachment)
are specifically correlated
with early interpersonal
trauma.
As a subsidiary
point, one might add that it is the relative
strength
of one or other side of this ambivalence that character ises the different types of lesb ian. Jones mentions two groups.
Where 'sad ism' is paramount,
there is an interest in men and in
being acc epted by men as one of themselves.
Where 'ora l erotism'
is paramount,
there is little or no inter es t in men but the libido
focuses on women. We would suggest that this division of type s
1s mor e apparent
than real. In a ll cases we would postulate an
underlying
ambivalence.
Howev er, in the former group the
ave rsiv e side of the ambivalence is more prominent,
i.e. the
flight from women and the apparent
cross-gender
interests.
In the latter group the reparative
side of the ambivalenc e is
more in evidence , i.e. th e drive towards restoration
of attach ment with women.
Deutsch (1932) discuss es the emotions of hate and love in a
particular
case of lesb iani sm. She links murderous hatred for
the mother with the mother's suppression
of the patient 's ear ly
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masturb atio n. We would not accept this particular
corre lation,
since it seems in sufficient to account for the termination of
attachment,
and at most s uggests
some disp lacement of emotion
from the fundamentally
traumatic event. ( It is quite possible
that, subsequent
to detachment,
the norm a l disc ip linary activity
of the mother might evoke ari abnormally
st rong response - but
this is quite different from s uggesting
that it is causative of
such detachment . ) In any case, Deutsch effectively qualifies
her statement by commenting,
'The reaction of hatred towards
her mother was perceptible
also in other situations of childhood
and was in acco rdance with the patient's
sadistic constitution.'
We have already criticised this suggestion
of an inherent
sadism not evoked by external events.
Deutsch goes on to speak
of a guilt reaction to the se feelings of hatred,
which causes
th e ir transformation
into feelings of lov e. If this merely intra psychic transfo r mation were correlated
with social reality, it
would be possible to speak of hatred as arising in response to
trauma and as repressing
the capacity for attachment,
so that
love-need s persist unmet.
It is possible to make a similar reassessment
of Bergler ( 1961) .
In addition to the 'injustic e- collecting'
that he regards as
c haracteristic
of all homosexuals,
Bergler speaks of a special
three - layer st ructure
in female homosexuality:
(a) masochistic
seeking of refusal by 'the Giantess and her successive representatives',
i.e. by the mother and by later mother-substitutes,
3
(b) defensiv e pseudo-hatred;
(c) defensive pseudo-love. 2 Thus :
Her homosexuality
was a defense against both her deeper
masochistic attach ment to her mother, and her more superficial
- t hough also unconsciously
determined
- pseudo-aggressive
hatred of her mot her.
Homosexual love is but the final manoeuvre in this three-tiered
strategy . It states,
'I do not hate her, I love her sexually.'
This libidinous defence is unconscious
and is transferred
secondarily
from the mother to other women. Bergler reaches
th ese conclusions
in answer to two questions which he poses to
the patient in question :4 'If you hate your mother so much ,
how do you account for the fact that , sexually, you turn to a
woman ?' And, 5 'How do you acc ount for th e fact that you became
a ttracted
to women when the first person who disappointed
you
so deeply was a woman? '
Bergler assumes that th e facts he draws attention to are contradictory.
However, what we are dealing with is not a contradiction, but a paradox,
which becomes explicable in terms of
disidentificatory
amb ivalence . Precisely because the mother was
hurtful,
this elicited ha tred and caused the daughter to repress
her capacity for attachment.
Th e need for attachment has thus
persisted
unm et, and th e homosexual response is the attempt to
r es tore this attachment.
Be rgler comments th a t his patient could
not ex pl ain how he r mother ' s bruta lity could account for her
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homosexuality,
and states that it is mistaken to assume a direct
conn ection betwe en the two. On th e present hypo t h es is, there
is no di fficulty in making t h is connection ; ind eed some such
difficulty in the mother-daughter
re lation s hi p is for us an
essen tial aetio log ical factor. At the same t ime , this would account
for the lesbian's tendency to construct
situation s in which she
is unjustl y treated . T his is not a merely unmot ivated masochism,
but rather the at tempt to replic ate the ear ly infantile situa tion
in which she had good reason for feeling unjustl y tr eated.
To conclude our prese nt discussion of Be rgler, we may suggest
that it is a false dichotomy to designate le sbian ism as an
aggressive
rather than an erotic co nflict. 6 This is to give undu e
prominence to what is only one s ide of an overall ambivalence,
in
which b ot h libidinal and aggressive
elements are properly
involved.
Moreover,
this ambiva lenc e is not pecu liar to female
homosexuality.
It is, as we h ave already exp la ined, th e essential
characteristic
of homosexuality
in both genders.
Another theory we must reassess
in the light of the dis identific atory hypothesis
is that of Socarides (1968 a). Here aga in there
is an overemphasis
on one side of the ambivalence . Homosexuality
is stated to involve an aggress ive conflict,
in which the
aggression
is secondarily
libidi nised. 7 T h e wish to love and be
loved is see n as a reaction formation and defence agains t
hatred, 8 rather t h an as the girl's normal capaci t y for attachment
that has been blocked by a defens ive reaction to trauma. There
is lit tle or no sense of h atred as a soc iall y re a li st ic r espo n se.
'Intense sadistic feelings' and 'mu rder ou s fantasies'
towards t he
mother are mentioned,
but are said to a r ise from pre-oedipal
fears .. 9
Is the acce ntu a ti on of sadism
congenital pred ispositio n ? Is
or t hat the prima l scene was
acute oral frustration
and in

i
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from the primal scene or is t here
it perhaps
due to ear ly wea ning
experienced
during the period of
conjunction
with it ? 10

The conflict is seen as s t emming from the young child 's
aggress ive and destruct ive impu lses towards her moth er and the
resultant
defences against the s e impuls es, i.e. th e conflict is
defined as purely intrapsychic
rather th an as a truly inter personal conflict with intrapsychic
repercussions.
The le sbian
is stated to be afra id of her own ora l aggressive
desires towards
11
her mother . Inste a d of actual trauma from the love-source,
Socarides speaks of the 'assumed murdero u s impulses of the
mother' . 12 The lesbi a n is sa id to project h er own fear and hatred
on to her mother . 13 The mother denied her the male organ as a
punishment,
especially
for masturbation
.. We have already
criticised
thi s latter v ie w in connection
with Deutsch. Here we
may add that t h e plausibility
of this view may be due in part
to the ro le played by masturbation
in lesbi an practices.
On our
own hypothesis,
this is to be regarded
as th e secondary ero ticisa tion of a cond ition that is not essent ially ero ti c . Socar ides,

however,
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a more central

ro le to this eroticisation

: 14

Invari ab ly present is an intense conflict over masturbation
which began early in ch ildh ood. In the homosexual ac t 'mother'
is sanctioning
masturbation
throug h a shar in g of the guilt
mechan i sm .
T h i s is to misinterpret
lesbianism
as the reassertion
of
suppressed
sex u al ac tivity, where as in •fact it is th e restoration
of a broken attachment
( which may, s econd arily , be eroticis ed ,
but need no t be thus expressed
at all). Even on Socarides's
acco u nt, lesb ian activity does not provide a so lution to ear ly
conflic t, since such activity may 'awaken sev ere sa di stic
impu lses' . 15 Or, in other words, the neg ati ve side of the ambivalence may re-emerge
within the context of a renewed libidinal
a tt achmen t , and may well disrupt
it again. Thi s does not imply
that homosexual love is it self sadistic,
but rather t hat th e normal
capaci t y for same-sex attach ment may repeatedly
be thwarted
by the re-emergence
of the persisting
defensive barrier against
t he love-source.
At this point, we may turn to co n sider some further implications
of this defensive anti-feminini ty . Henry (1950) speaks of homosex ua lity as an expression
of rebellion against being a female, 16
but such a s tat ement as th is is likely to be misinterpreted.
Due
t o th e interruption
of the normal identificatory
process,
psycholo g ical femininity has remaine d to a greater or le sser degree
incomplete in th e lesbian. The lesbian cannot 'reb el ' against
being something which she i s not in the first place. What is
involved in lesbianism is an ambivalence
to the same-sex lovesource, t hro ugh an attachment
to which one becomes a psychologically complet e member of one's own anatomic sex. It is this
that we are referrin g to when we spea k of a defens ive an tifemininity.
T he defence is not agains t a state already achieved,
but against the means t hrough which su ch a state may be
achieved.
It is vit a l to note this d ifference in emphasis.
J on es (1927) speaks of an identification
with the father in
female homos exua lity, which r epresen t s a denial of femininity.
This ma rks a confus ion of c a use and effect . It is th e di s id entification from the mother ( = 'a denia l of femininity .') which results
in an appa rent ident ifi cation with the father.
Socarides ( 1963)
likewis e speaks of how identification
with the fa th er keeps
feminine wish es repressed.
The lesbian in effect asserts,
'I
cannot possibly des ire a man ' s penis for my gratification,
since
I a lready possess one of my own, or at all events I want nothing
else t ha n one of my own.' However,
it is meaning less to speak
of the wishes of matur e femin inity being repressed,
when mature
femininity it self has not been attained . The essentia l 'feminine
wishes' involved in les bi an ism are the desire for a libidinal
attachment
to the female (mother) , i.e. the desire for the medium
through which a mature feminine ident it y may b e attained.
However, the repression
of this 'feminine wish' and an a pparent
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cross-gender
id entifica tion are both alike the results of samesex disidentification.
Moreover, when identification
with the father - rather than
disidentification
from the mother - is assumed to be primary,
it
becomes difficult to account for the lesbian's love of women.
Fenichel (1945a) speaks of a desire to love the mother in th e way
the father loved her. Socarides (1968a) suggests
that lesbians
may choose women who represent
themselves
and love them as
they would wish to have been loved by the father.
In either
case, lesbian love is seen as something abnormal.
In contrast,
we would see the lesbian's love for women as the restoration
of
the girl's normal attachment to her mother, which was abnorma lly - disrupted . It is not a quasi-masculine
love, but a
genuinely feminine, identificatory
love.
Granted this, it becomes fair to speak - secondarily
- of an
apparent
cross-gender
identity resulting
from same-sex disidentification
. In its extreme form. this may manifest itself as
transsexua lism. Howev er, we have indicated that there is little
to distinguish
this psychodynamically
from the most radica l form
of homosexuality,
and in the female there is often little overt
difference
between the two as well. It is unfortunate
that little
attention
has been paid to the phenomenon of female crossdressing.
The masculine appearance
of some lesbians has become
part of the popular stereotype,
but has received insufficient
serious investigation.
Fenichel (1945a) makes the chief theoretical
17
contribution:
'Making believe that one possesses a penis ' and 'playing
father ' are the unconscious
meanings of female transvestitism.
...
Transvestitism
in women is a displacement
of the envy
of the penis to an envy of masculine appearance.
This comment is reiterated
by Lukianowicz (1959b) , who adds
th at, since transvestism
is a symbolic denial of castration,
there
is no place for female transvestites.
Since 't ransvest ism' means,
e tymologically,
'cross-dressing
', it is perhaps unfair to restrict
the term to one particular
manifestation
of the more genera l
phenomenon.
This very restric tion may account for th e relative
lack of attention
paid to female cross - dressing.
Cross-dress
ing
may have various meanings, not ju st one. In th e female, crossdressing
is to be linked directly with disidentification.
It is not
a matter of wishing to identify with the father or envy of
masculinity,
but the consequence
of an aversive anti-femininity.
We would allow that secondarily
there may perhaps be some
genuine though superficia l cross-gender
identification,
but thi s
is to be seen ent ir ely as a consequence
of same - sex disiden tifi cation , in the absence of which it cou ld not occur.
Krafft-Ebing
(1899) and Henry ( 1950) detail cases of apparent
cross-gende r behaviour
in women. The disidentified
female may
be boyish in dress and att itude, may wish to be a male or even
fee l 'herself' to l)e a male. However, just as disidentification
may
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occur in e ither gender, so disidentificatory
cross-dressing
may
occur in the male as well as in the female. This study do es not
undertake
to discuss male tr ansves ti sm, as more narrowly
defined. But it is relevant to note here that the disidentificatory
cross-dressing
of the male transsexua
l is not the symbolic denial
of castration,
but its opposite:
it is the expression of the
psychological
castration that is involved in radical disidentification from the male .
Apparent
masculinity in the female implies the disruption
of
an attachment
to the mother. The normal attachment to the
father thus remains, abnormally,
as the only channel for
attachment.
This remaining attachme nt may of itself be good or
poor. Bene ( 1965b) emphas ises the significance of a poor fatherdaughter
r elat ions hip for female homosexuality;
but in specifically suggesting
that the mother-daughter
relationship
is less
important,
this would seem to be yet another instanc e of confusion of cause and effec t. Ren yon ( 1968a) notes that many
lesbians have had poor parental
relationships,
whether with
their mothers or their fathers,
but does not suggest what may
underlie thi s. The lesbian may sometimes also show hostility to
men in general (Fenichel,
1945a). Two reasons may be suggested
for this hostility to the male. Firstly,
it may arise in reaction to
the abnormality of being capab le of only masculine attachment.
Disidentification
may have rendered
same-sex attachment
impossible, but it does not for that reason make an abnormally
isolated cross-gender
attachment
entirely palatable . Secondly,
since the disidentified
female usually rema in s female to appearances, difficulties
may arise in relationships
with the father
and other members of the opposite
sex . The lesbian may resent
being t reated as female, and other persons may resent the
le sbian not living up to feminine expectations.
Hence, it is
hardly surprising
that difficulties
should arise, but these are a
consequence
of disidentification
and not it s cause.
Finally, it may be not ed that the father-daughter
relationship
for the disidentified
female is not as intense as the mother-son
relationship
for the disidentified
male. West (1977) makes this
point about the lesbian.JS and Pauly (1969) makes a similar com19
ment about the female-to-male
transsexual.
Although it is not
entirely clear why this should be the case, one may tentatively
link this with the different position of th e boy and the girl
v is - a - vis the first object, viz. the mother. Disidentification
for
the boy implies regression
to attachment
to the first lo ve-source,
and this may account for the relative
strength of the so-called
mother-fixation
consequent
on disidentification.
However, in the
case of the gir l, disidentification
implies a more radical loss, in
that the first lov e - source is lost, and th e gir l cannot regress
to
a father-attachment
but must progres s to it. Th e disidentified
boy reverts to an old attac hment , but the disidentified
girl must
move on to a new attachment.
It is possible that this may account
for the subsequent
difference
in intensity
of re lationships
with
the parent of the opposite ana tomi c sex.

..L_ _ _ ____________________________
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The childishness
of the radically disidentified
person is another
feature that deserves
comment, and one which may manifest
itself in a variety of ways . We shall discuss this in connection
with the female, but our remarks are to be taken to refer to
disidentified
persons of both genders.
The first and most
important point to note is that this childishness
is essentially
realistic.
If a normal channel of attachment
has remained blocked
since early infancy,
the person in question is - in certain
important respects
- a psychological
child. This is not to deny
that such persons
may attain physiological
and intellectual
maturity and, at least to appearances,
some kind of social
mat~rity.
But otherwise their state is one of radically incomplete
psycho logical growth.
Storr ( 1964) speaks of how the lesbian may demand the kind
of love and attention
'which a chilp of three or less may justifiably demand from its mother 1 • 2 For the present writer, this was
one of the most important clues with which this investigation
began. If someone behaves like a child of two or three, might
this not imply that they genuinely still have the actual needs of
a child of that age, and that something occurred at that age to
prevent further
maturation? The evidence gathered in this study
would seem to confirm this hypothesis.
In the case of the female, there is even an actual case history
available,
which illustrates
how separation
trauma may result
in disidentification.
This is the story of Laura (Bowlby,
Robertson and Rosenbluth,
1952). A study - including a film were made at the .time of Laura's visit to hospital for eight days
at age two-and-a-half.
A contrast
was noted between Laura's
expressed
desire for her mother and her inability to greet her
when she did come to visit. Moreover, the separation
was
repeated for a longer period only four months later, when the
mother was in hospital for four weeks while having a baby.
For two days after this, Laura did not seem to recognise her
mother - she was friendly,
but detached in attitude.
This
second separation
would seem to have reinforced
the effect of
the first, but the first alone was clearly traumatic.
Some months
after her stay in hospital,
Laura happen ed to see the film, which
her parents were watching. At the sight of this, Laura cried
out, 'Where was you, Mummy? Where was you?.-And she turned
from her mother to her father. 21 A clearer illustration
of the·
disidentificatory
process could not be asked for. It is only
unfortunate
that there is no information available about Laura's
subsequent
development . It is, of course,
possible that in this
instance th e trauma may in fact hav e been wholly or partially
resolved in childhood,
or that it may have remained repressed
and not (yet) become overt in the adult. But the given evidence
s uggests that Laura did undergo precisely
the process we hav e
been discussing.
The perpetuation
of childishness
is due to the disruption,
in
ea rly childhood,
of th e girl's normal and necessary
attachment
to her mother.
It is thus hardly surprising
that the lesbian
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relationship,
in which this broken attachment
is restored,
may
take on the character of a mother-child
relationship.
The childishness of th e radically disidentified
female may be particularly
striking.
Storr ( 1964) comments :22
This particular
woman needed the kind of mothering which is
only given to small babies.
She needed to feel that, fo r a time,
her requirements
were paramount,
so that, if she wanted
attention
from her mother-substitute,
the latter should at
once abandon every other pursuit
and rush to her side.
Moreover,
she was unable to tolerate any kind of attention
being given to anyone else, and would fly into violent rages
in which she attack ed the mother-substitute
physically if she
believed th at her place was being usurped by another.
We may compare this with Simon's
female-to-male
transsexual:

description

(1967) of a

In this patient,
masculine attitudes
are consistently
belied by
infantile behavior in relation to her huge , maternal partner.
When frustrated,
she becomes hopelessly angered, manifesting
an incredible childlike appearance
with petulant looks, pouting
lips, and clenched fists. In turn, immedi ate maternal caresses
are elicited from the partner.
This observable
sequence is a
remarkable
caricature of a mother-child
relationship.
In each of these instances
the childishness
has become apparent
within the context of a restored
attachment.
It is quite possible
th at such childishness
may not always be apparent.
When there
is no attachment
or only a relatively
superficial attachment
(i.e.
one in which the full extent of dependency
needs is not realised),
there may sometimes be little or no overt childishness.
Moreover,
even within the context of a deep, restored
attachment,
the
childishnes s may become apparent
chiefly when the person is
thwarted.
Otherwise,
it should be possible for the person to
function not a bly better than previously,
since at last the missing
channel for growth has been restored.
We might note in passingthat Walind er's comments ( 196 7) on psycho-in fan tilism do not
seem sufficiently
spec ific to delineate the kind of .childishness
we are discussing
here. As it is, Walinder reaches the conclusion
that 50 per cent of transsexual
men, i.e. eighteen in the given
study,
show signs of being psycho-infantile,
but only two of
the transsexual
women. 23 On the present hypothesis,
all transsex ual s - whether male or female - must by definition be psychoinfantile,
but some may show it less than others.
Jealousy and possessiveness
are two characteristics
which are
(a) childish,
in that they relate direct ly to a ctual deprivation
in
childhood;
(b) only likely to become apparent within the context
of a fairly deep renewed at tachment.
Possessiveness
marks the
urgent desire to retain the restored
attachmen t - an attachment
that is so much needed and that has for so long rem ained unful -
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filled. Jealousy likewise stems from the fear of renewed loss or
deprivation.
The literature
contains frequent
references
to these
characteristics,
e.g. Caprio (1960), Storr (1964). Barnhouse
(1977). Jealousy is likely to involve hostility towards the love source, and thus may link with the re-emergence
of the negative
side of the ambivalence.
Krafft-Ebing
( 1899) speaks of violent
jealousy in lesbian love, an d even murder, as does Caprio (1960).
The hatred that may some tj mes fully re-emerge
in the disidentified
indicates
how great a hurt was involved in the trauma of disidenti fication.
In the majority of instances,
it would seem that the
repressed
hurt and hate never re - emerg·e so fully as to be acted
out in this way. But even in the absence of acting out, the situation is one of human tragedy,
and social disturbance
is only an
end -pro duct of this long-standing
tragedy.
Another characteristic
is a sense of infer iority. Socarides
24
(1968a) speaks specifically
of 'a deep sense of inferiority'.
Not all feelings of inferiority
are the corre late of disidentification,
but where disidentification
has occurred a marked sense of
inferiority
- whether fully conscious or not - is its correlate.
The sense of personal worth which the child normally receives
from its parents'
love, cannot be received if the child 's capacity
for attachment
has been repressed
consequent
on trauma.
Whether or not love is offered, it can no longer be received.
And
if love canno t be received,
then neither can a sense of worth.
Th e resultant
state may be designated
'inferiority'
( Socarides,
1968a) or 'masochism ' ( Bergler,
1961). Whatever the label, it is
important to note its socially rea li stic referents:
intrapsychic
damage is a consequence
of early interpersonal
difficulties.
Alternatively,
the sense of loss consequent
on defensive
detachment
may manifest itself in a state of depression.
This is
of quite frequent
occurrence
in the lesbian (Kenyon,
1968a,
1970; Saghir et al. 1970b), and in the fema le-to-ma le transsexual
(Walinder,
1967). Suicidal thoughts
or attempts may occur
(Caprio,
1960; Walinder, 1967; Socarides,
1968a). Saghir et al.
( 1970b) estimate that as many as 23 per cent of homosexual
women may attempt suicide.
Since the loss is one of attachment,
the restoration
of attachment may result in the lifting of depression;
and, conversely ,
the dissolution
of an attachment
- which implies a r enewa l of the
loss - may result in depression
or some other manifestation
of
response
to loss . Deutsch (1932) details the case of a woman
whose suicidal depression
disappeared
when an overtly lesbi an
relationship
was established
. This is hardly surprising.
The
loss underlying
th e depression
was one of attachment
to the
mother, and the loss began to be made good within the renewed
attachment
provided by th e les bi an relationship.
On th e other
hand, the break-up
of a relationship
will often precipitate
depression
( Saghir et al., 1970b). I n its most extreme form,
this renewed sense of los s is known as 'aph anis is' (Jones,
1927).
This is misinterpreted
as being 'the total extinct ion of the
capacity for sexual enjoyment'.
It is non - sexua l, though it is
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linked with th e radical diversion of the growth of gender
identit y from its normal channe l s. Aphanisis marks the sheer
se nse of loss experienced
in disidentification.
In the adult it is
the replication
of the feeling·s of the infant who has 'lost her
mother',
i. e. has lo st the capac ity for attachment
to her mother.
The sense of lo ss in the adult is entirely
realistic,
in that the
loss has persisted
since childhood and has not yet been made
up for. Aphanisis may occur on the loss of a love-object,
or if
in the course of therapy it is attemp t ed to separate the lesbian
from her partner
(Socarides,
1968a). Any such attempt must be
utter ly counter-therapeutic,
since the lesb ian re lationship is
itse lf the reparative
attempt to restore missing growth through
a restored
at ta chment. The attachment
is not the problem, but
the attempt to solve the problem (of missing growth).
Disruption
of th e atta chment can only renew the problem and not reso lve
it.
Dep ression and aphan isis may occur when a restored attachment i s terminated.
Both of these responses
mark the sheer
sense of loss itself . Alternatively,
renewed loss may bring
renewed anger for loss. Hastin gs ( 1941) mentions a lesbian who
. showed paranoid manifestations
whenever her homosexual
relationships
broke up. However, when relationships
are terminated by external circumstances,
the negative
side of the
ambivalence need not always become apparent,
unless it was
already close to re-emergence
from repression.
What happens
more commonly is that the relationship
is disrupted
from within,
with th e negative side of the a mbival ence itself causi.Ft,g the d isruption.
The perennial problem of the homosexual ambivalence
is that the reparative
attemp t may at any time be thwarted by
the re-emergence
of the defensive
barri er. There is a tendency
towards renewal of loss , through renewal of detachment,
that
is inherent
in the very structure
of the homosexual phenomenon.
A major consequence
of defensive
detachment
is that dependency needs remain unmet. The meeting of such needs would of
itself imply the meeting of libidinal and identificatory
needs.
Thus, so long as dependency
n eeds remain unmet, the needs to
receive love from and identify with the parent of the same sex
cannot be met. Barnhouse
(1977) speaks of unsatisfied
dependency needs as connected with inadequate
mothering in childhood. 25
Unfortunately,
she immediately negates this insight by stating
that 't he h omosexual adaptation
in such cases is essen t ially a
regressive
attempt to secu re the safety and pleasure of identification with the maternal principle. ' 26 In fact, the logical corollary
of her former statement is that the homosexual adapta tion is
essen ti a lly the attempt to meet unmet n eeds. It i s not unresolved
mother dependency
th at is at issu e, but rather unfulfilled mother
dependency.
Moreover, the at tempt to meet suc h needs cannot
fairly be termed regressive,
since to meet these n eeds of itself
promotes further
growt h. However,
missing grow th will not be
restored
if we assume tha t there has not been any growth missed
out on in the first place . We may not speak of regression
to a
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certain point when progress
(growth)
from that point has not
yet taken place.
In order to meet the problem of missing growth consequent
on
detachment,
the lesbian seeks a renewed attachment.
This is
essentially
a search for a mother substitute,
whether or not the
lesbian is awa r e of this. The overtly 'mother-daughter'
character
of many lesbian relationships
is a commonplace of the
psych iatric literature
(Freud,
1933 [1932); Deutsch,
1932;
Fenic hel, 1945a; Henry, 1950; Caprio, 1960; Bergler,
1961;
Storr, 1964; Socarides,
1963, 1968a). In connection with this,
it is often suggested
that a mother-fixation
is significant
in the
aetiology of female homosexuality
(Jones,
1927; Fenichel,
1945a;
Capr io, 1960; Bergler,
1961; Socarides,
1968a; West, 1977) . The
apparen t mother fixation marks, not a per sis ting attachment,
but
a persisting
need for attachment,
consequent
on actual detach ment. The term 'fixation' is misleading in that it tends to mask
the tr u e nature of the problem. Moreover, it may lead to the
assertion that the lesbian's need is for separation
from the
mother ( Socarides,
1968a; Barnhouse,
1977). Such separation
is,
of course, the very problem of lesbianism,
and most emphatically
not its solution.
Barnhouse
( 1977) sta te s that basic gender identity for both
boys and girls depends on separation
from the mother . 27 This
must be denied . While proper for the normal growth of boys,
such a process i s pathological for g irl s and detrimental
to the
development of a feminine identity.
Like wise, to state that the
father is necessarily
other to the girl, however tang ·led the
relationship
with him, is to beg the question _2B The father
should indeed be other, but when disidentification
from the
mother has occurred,
the girl has only a father - attachment
left,
and this necessarily
reduces the normal sense of otherness
in
the re la tionship.
Barnhouse
further
states that a pathologically
c lo se mother-child
relationship
cannot affect a girl's sense of
femininity,
and hence that true transsexualism
is unknown in
women. 29 Her premise is correct,
but her conclusion is mistaken .
Transsexualism
is caused by disidentification
from the parent
of the same sex. In the boy, an abnormal intensity
in the otherwise normal mother-attachment
is the result of this. In the girl,
however, transsexualism
stems from an unresolved
disruption
in
th e mother-child
relationship.
True transsexual ism is certain ly
to be found in th e anatom ic female as well as in the anatom ic
male.
It is often suggested
that a mother who values her own
femininity is important as a model for identific ation (Storr,
1964;
Barnhouse,
1977). St oller (1972) actua lly states th at a feminine
and heterosexual
mother is needed for the girl to become feminine
and heterosexual.
This is to misunderstand
the nature of the
id e ntificatory
process.
It is not the availability
of models, but
the capacity for rela tin g to such models, that is crucial.
Whether
models are good or bad in themselves
is stric tly irrelevant
when
disidentification
has occurred,
since the capacity for relationship
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has itself been repressed.
The fundamental
requirement
for
sa me-sex identification
is an uninterrupted
attachment to a
figure of the same sex. This attachment
is of itself identificatory.
External modelling c a n be only superfi cial in the absence of such
an attachment.
And in the con text of such an attachment ,
external modelling may be good or poor but cannot contradict
the fundamental
sense of identity that is being received through
the attachment
itself. Th e interruption
of a relatio nship with a
mother - whether she is heterosexual
or homosexual - is
certainly
pathological.
Conversely,
an unint errupted
relationship
will itself guarantee
basic gender identity,
even if the mother is
herself homosexual rath er than heterosexual.
It is not the mother 's self-image
or her attitude towards her
daughter 's gender role that affec t s the daughter's
femininity,
but the daugh t er's own capacity
for re lation sh ip to her mother.
Similar ly , t he father's
at titud e becomes ir re levant if disidentifi cation has taken place. Socarides
(1969) sees it as important
that the fathe r should accept his daughter's
femininity.
A
father's acceptance
may reinforce
his daughter's
femininity if
the girl is attached
to her mother, but such acceptance can do
nothing t o promote femininity in the absence of a motherattachment.
Thus, we must also disagree with Bacon ( 1965), 30
who states that a woman with a good relationship
with one parent
will not develop overt homosexuality.
If th at parent is the mother,
there will be no homosexual development
iri the first place. But
if that p arent is the father, and the mother - attachment has
actually been disrupted,
there is certainly
at least lat ent homosexuality . And, howev er deeply repressed,
there is always the
possibility
of th e latent becoming overt. No cross-gender
at t achment, how ever good, can ever make up for a missing same-sex
attachment.
The hypothesis
of disidentification
implies an environmental
rather than biological aetiology for the conditions of homosexua lity and transsexualism.
However, this does not imply that
all the children in a given family should be similarly affected.
A
general similar ity of environment
is not the point at issue, but
rather a specific (and often unintentional)
trauma to one child
or - sometimes - to more than one child. The fact that a lesbian
or female transsexu a l may have a feminine and heterosexual
sister (Bergler,
1961; Pauly, 1969) is not in any way remarkable.
Since h omosexuality
and transsexualism
are essentially
dis orders in the c apa city for relating to the same sex, it is improper
to define them in terms of repu lsion from or fear of heterosexuality
(Fenichel,
1945a; Barnhouse,
1977). To speak of
renouncing
mature heterosexuality
(Bacon, 1965) or abandoning
the heterosexu al position (Socarides,
1968a) is illogical. One
cannot renounce or aba n don what one has never yet attained.
Bacon (1965) actually perpetuates
popular misconceptions
by
defining homosexuality
as 'the perversion
or turning away of
instincts
from their normal heterosexual
channels into other
channels. 31 This is incorrect.
Het erose xuality has not yet been
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attained - and will n e ver be truly attained unless and until
'homosexual' needs have been met . Barnhouse
( 1977) states that
no woman who is properly
relat e d to her contrasexual
component
ever becomes homosexual. 33 This again misdefines the issue. It
is the woman who is properly
related to her 'homosexual' component who never becomes homosexual,
since the fulfilment of
homosexual needs itself implies the attainment of heterosexuality.
The adult homosexual is, paradoxically,
a person in whom homosexual needs have not been met and in whom they still remain
to be met.
_
At the conclusion of her study, Ba rnhouse states that
homosexuality
may provide some satisfaction,
but does not mark
the achievement of the goal of complet eness . 34 This is true, but
not in quite the sense that Barnhou se intends.
Homosexuality
is marked by incompletion,
i.e. the absence of some degree of
normal growth, so the homosexual cannot - unless superficially
ac t as if growth has been completed.
But homosexuality
involves
both a state of incompletion and also a striving for completion.
The homosexual respons e is its elf the reparative
attempt towards
comp letion. It is not enough to acknowledge that homosexu ality
involves incompl et ion. It must also be recogni sed that completion
cannot be attained without the fulfilment of homosexual needs.
Homosexuality may not be the goal of human gro wth, but it is
cert a inly the normal, and indeed only, means towards the goal.

6 TOWARDS THE HEALING OF THE
DEEPLY WOUNDED

For a problem to be solved, it must first be clear what the
nature of the problem is. The solution, and the means used
toward the solution, depend on how the problem is defined at
the outset. This may sound like a statement of the obvious, but
we would wish to assert that it is precisely this consideration
t h at has been neglected and hence has led to confusion.
In
connection with this, two particular
conclusions arise from this
study. First, that homosexuality
essentially
involves a defect in
the c apaci ty for relating to the same sex - not the opposite sex,
as is commonly assumed.
To define homosexuality
as same-sex
love is misleading , not because this definition is untrue per se,
but - significantly
- because it is only partially true (and therefore, taken in isolation,
is partially
untrue).
The whole truth of
homosexuality
is that it is a phenomenon of same-sex a mbivalenc e .
It is this difficulty that needs to be tackled a nd met.
Second, homosexual love (one side of the homosexual ambivalence) is n ot itsel f the problem at iss ue, but rather the means
toward th e so lu tion of the problem. The underlying
problem is a
twofold one. There is a defen s ive detachment from the Jovesource. And, in consequence
of this, needs for love, dependency
and id en tification whi ch a r e normally met through the medium of
such an attachment,
remain unmet. Since the problem is one of
a disruption in attachment
and its consequences,
the restoration
of attachment must be seen as the means of resolving the problem , sinc e in this way missing growth may begin to be restored.
It is nothin g less than tra gic that the attempted solution to a
problem should be mistaken for the actual problem. The capacity
for homosexual response
is itself the reparative
drive . The
attempt to disrupt or suppress
this response is in effect the
attempt to en sure that the problem cannot be resolved.
A difficulty hitherto has stemmed from the fact that the overall
phenomenon of same-sex ambivalence
has so many different
facets. This has inevit ably led to on e or more aspects being
given undue prominence,
in isolation from the phenomenon as a
whole. Apparently
contrary
facts - in pa rt icular, love and hate
towards the same Jov e-sourc e - have been found difficult to
reconcile with each other in any meaningful way. Effects, e.g.
the so-ca lled 'mother-fixation'
of the male homosexual , have
been mistaken for causes. Explanations
have dealt with intrapsychic transformations
in i so lation from genuinely interpersonal
tran sac tion s . And, as we have ju st stated, the solution itself
has been mistaken for the problem.
67
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There is, moreover,
a dichotomy between psychoanalysts
and
learning theorists in their understanding
of the aetiology of
homosexuality.
Psychoanalytic
authors wou ld claim that early
disturbances
in parent-child
relationships
lead to subsequent
homosexual orientation.
Learning and social learning theorists
would maintain that homosexuals have failed to learn appropriate
behaviour for their sex. The learning process involves conditioning, and reinforcements
of behaviour,
leading to the establishment and confirmation of certain types of behaviour patterns.
Moreover, the hypothesis
of early trauma influ enci ng subsequent
patterns
of behaviour
is rejected,
and thus a sharp contrast
between the two approaches
is postulated.
Is this, however,
justifiable?
We wish to suggest here that it is not, and that on
the present hypothesis
the two approaches
may well be correla t ed
and co-ordinated.
A learning
theorist would postulate that the development of
gender ide ntity and gender-appropriate
behaviour is decisively
influenced by observational
learn ing and by processes of
modelling. On this very hypothesi s, however,
is it not important
to consider the possibility
of the blocking or disruption
of the
learning process? A learning theorist is not, after all, committed
to an understanding
of positive learning alone. There is negative
learning as well as positive learning,
and it is precisely on the
issue of negative learning that th e concerns of analysts and of
learning theorists
should converge.
Positive le arning requires
not merely the sheer presence of same-sex models, but also most importantly - ,the ab ility to identify with them and thus to
learn from th em . Conversely,
the learn ing process will be affected
not merely by the absence of same-sex models, but - again,
most significa ntly - by an inability to identify with such models
even when they are available.
This latter possibility
has not yet
been sufficiently
taken into account, or indeed even iso lated as
a possible factor.
What we a r e postulating
here is that traumatic disruption
in
relationship
actually blocks the ability to identify,
through
repressing
the capacity for attachment.
Disidentification
takes
place, and hence the learning process is altered and radically
diverted.
Learning theorists
have not yet done sufficient justice
to the possibility of traumatic conditioning,
i.e. negative learning. Trauma itself can thus be spoken of within the framework
and terminology of learning theory.
Disidentification
due to unresolved trauma is itself a form of negative conditioning
- a very
se vere and radical form of aversion conditioning,
one might say.
[t is important to remember that learning takes place in the
context of, and through the medium of, personal relationships.
It should be note d that the relations hip may be satisfactory
or
in some degree unsatisfactory;
in either case, the learning
process can take place, though for better or for worse. But the
case is differe nt if the relationship
has been fundamentally
disrupted and not genuinely healed, despite,
perhaps I some measure
of su b sequent ad ju stme nt on the surface.
Even a bad relationship
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can a llow for learnin g ~o take place. But a disrupted and nonexistent relationship
cannot,
since here the defensive repression
of the attachment
need has radically
affected the individual's
actual capacity for relationship.
T he failure to learn wha t are
considered
appropriate
behaviours
stems from unresolved
trauma,
in that this has affected the very ability to learn.
Learning patterns
are not to be considered
in isolation from
the relationships
that form the actual matrix and channels o f
learning . It is the same-sex libidinal attachment that is itsel f
identific atory . In the presence
of such an attachment,
external
mode lling may a lso be of value, secondarily.
But in the absence
of such an at t achment, externa l modelling can at best be only
superficial,
since it is the attachment
itself that is central and
mos t crucia l . Inde ed , when disidentification
has occurred,
the
presence of same-sex mode ls may on ly confirm the disidentific atory impulse . This is because they are no longer un der stood
as models for like ness, but on the contrary as models of what
the person cannot be like, stemming from and reinforcing
the
aversive impulse. It would on ly be the restoration
of attachment
to such models t hat would be genuinely ident ificatory.
Disturbance
in relationship
leads to disturbance
in learning
patterns,
and it is a weakness of behaviour therapy that it trie s
to modify the effects, but not their ca use. This is further complicated by the common assumption
that a defect in relating to
the opposite sex is invo lve d, rather than a defect in the samesex relation al capacity . For James ( 1967b) treatmen t implies:
Firstly,
the extinction of the h omosexual respon se
secon d ly, the e xtinction of avoidance res ponses to
sex and the encouragement
of approach responses.
extinction of the homosexual response
is somet imes
method used.

and,
the opposite
The
the sole

Haynes ( 1970) assumes that the task is one of reducing or
elim in at ing homosexual behaviour
and promoting heterosexua l
behaviour.
Mac Dona ugh (1972) likewi se speaks of avoidance
conditioning
and the need to promote the acqu isitio n of approach
respo n ses to females. In each case the nature of the problem
itself is radically misunderstood.
Th e fundamental avo idan ce
respo n se in the homosexual is avo i dance of the same sex , i.e. a
defensive detachmen t r esulting
in same - s ex amb iv alence . It is
this type of avoidance that req uir es to b e overcome. Likewise,
and in consequence
of thi s , the requis it e approach response to
be promoted in the homosexual must be one of approach to the
same sex. The love - response of the homosexua l is itse lf the
reparative
attempt,
and as such it is to be promoted and cer t ainly
not abrogated.
The elimination of the homosexua l response
does
not imply the el imination of the homosexual need, but mere ly its
suppression.
Thus, the person is confirmed in a s tate of incompletion by the suppression
of the striving for completion.
Moreover, to promote so - called heterosexual
responses in such a
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person can nev er be more than re latively superficial,
prec_isely
because it is the attempt to elicit th e responses
of comp letion
while forcing the person to remain in a sta t e of inc omple t ion.
True het ero sexuality,
as distinct from pseudo-heterosexuality,
presupposes
the attainment of a heteropsychologic
personality
struc ture. And such a struct ure can only be attained by the
fulfilment of same-sex,
i.e. homo sexual, personality
needs .
For th ese reasons,
we must consider th e cu rren t typical aims
of behaviour therapists
vis -a -vis ho mosexua ls as esse ntiall y
counter-therapeutic.
A misunderstanding
of the nature of the
problem leads to a misunderstanding
of the nature of the .
.
so lution. To abro gate the fulfilment of homosexual needs 1mphe s
the confirmation of the individual in a pre-heterosexual
pos ition.
To en courage such a person to make a close r acquaintance
with
the opposite sex can do nothing towards fulfi llin g same-sex
defi cit s, and may eve n , especially in cases of radical disidentification, reinforce a sense of cross -ge nder identity . Increased
contact with the opposite sex is by definition irrelevant to t he
problem of a disruption in a same-sex
identificatory
attachment.
James (1967b) states th at homos ex uality in valves maladapt ive
responses tha t have been learned and can therefor e be unlearned
and rep laced by newly learned responses.
We would agree with
this in princip le, but not in detail . What in fact is it that has
been learned and requi res to be unlearned?
The only maladaptive
response tha t has been learned by the homosexual is a defensive
detachment from the same sex, wh ich has thwart ed t he fulfilment
of homosexual needs and hence the attainment of hetero se xuality.
It is th is traumatically
based detachment,
itself a form of ave rsion
conditioning,
that require s to be undon e . A re stored attachment
to the same sex is to b e promoted, of suc h a quality th a t missing
growth is fully made up for, and thus heterosexuality
may be
attained.
We have emphasised the twofold nature of the prob lem in our
discussion of same-s ex amb ivalenc e. The persisting
defensive ness vis-a-vis
the love-sou rc e is to b e overcome and undone;
in add ition, th e growth missed out through the dis ruption of
attachment is to be made up for. It would be wrong to assume
that the undoing of th e defens ive ba r ri er would itself mark th e
resolution of th e overa ll problem. It may facilitate re solution ,
but that is all. The person in question wou ld still be in a state
of incomplete growt h until such time as thi s wou l d be compl ete d
through the medium of a renewed attachmen t. Th e restoration
of at tachment does not in stantly resolve the problem, since an
att achment is a means (tow ards completion of growth) and not
an end in its e lf. But the restoration
of attachment begins to
solve the problem , and without thi s the problem can never b e
solved.
Within the psychoanalytic
frame of referenc e , the need to
make up for missing grow th is to be understood
in terms of the
deve lopme nt of the transference.
In that the transferen<ie
revives the residues of th e past, it involves a potential for
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working through both past distortion
and past incompletion.
Distort ion may be !ink ed with the ne e d to achieve insight, and
incompletion is to be correlated
with th e need to recap itulate
missing growth . In other words, there is a need both to undo
distortions
of what has been, and to make up for and reconstruc t
what has not yet been . T he transfere n ce relations hip , as a new
attachment,
is itse lf the means for further growth . The u se
of th e transference
is twofold, just as the nature of the pr oblem
is twofold.
A renewed lib idinal attac hm ent is especially important in its
potential for meeting hitherto unmet dependency needs. Sin c e
normal growth involves the fu lfilment of dependency needs, the
disruption of normal grow t h involves a corresponding
deficit in
this specific area. This may not always be very marked, but the
g reat er the degree of missing growth, the greater the r emaining
dependency
needs . In the area known as psychosis , this defici t
is par ti cularly marked. Psychosis,
in our view, involves a st ate
of radically incomplete gr owth . T h e pathological man ifestations
of this may become apparent only in adu lt years, but the incompletion of growth has been prese nt since ea rly childhood , when
the process of growth was diverted
from its normal course. T he
meeting of dependency needs s hould b e centr al t o the treatm ent
of psychosis,
and is significant to some degree in the treatment
of various disorders.
Unfortunately,
the significance
of thi s factor has not been
suffic iently recognised hitherto.
Dependency needs may b e
temporarily
accepted,
but are not encouraged . The rationale for
this lie s in the desire t o promote independe nce. We woul d agree
with this goal, but dispute the means used to promote th is goal .
Indep endence grows from the fulfil ment of dependency needs,
not from their abrogat ion. A dependent
ad u lt is someone in whom
dependency
ne eds have not been fulfilled in the normal pr oc ess
of growth.
It is important to consider th e implicati ons of this in the case
of radically incomplete growth . In a discussion of sc hi zoph renia,
Limentan i (1956) spea ks of a feeling of fu sion that may best be
described as 'symbio t ic ident ifica tion ' . An overt psychosis
developed when some upset occ urred in thi s rela t ionship of the
pat ient with h i s mother. The patien t would search for 'a strong
figure with whom to feel as one a nd with whom -to establ i sh a
new symbiotic identific ation'. This is considered to mark an
unconscious
wish to remain a small child, rather than - as we
would view it - a realistic awareness
of missing growth. As a
consequence,
it seems entirely natural that such a person
shoul d become 'dependen t , borrowing
strength by feeling that
he was part of th e therapist',
sinc e on our accou nt this wou ld
mark th e res toration of the no rma l process of growth. To accept
suc h needs only temporarily is to allow the process of growth to
begin, but not to con t inue. T h e patient 's symbiotic re lationship
is not 'a defense against the h ostility resulting from ear ly
depr iv a ti on ' , but simply the unmet dependency needs ste mming
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fro m early de priva tion. Such deprivation may well als o have
re sulted in hostility , but mis sing growth is it se lf a con se quenc e
of unre so lv e d trauma, and n ot a de fe nce against it.
Lidz (1975) speaks of the sch izop hrenic 's egocentricity
and
in ability to differ e nti ate between h is mother's feelings and hi s
own . 1 Re a lity is distorted to hi s own need s an d point of view 2
- or, as we might say, the abiding psy ch ological r ea lit y' of
incomplete growth is insisted on . Lidz emphasise s the importance
of forming boundaries between the se lf and others, and se es
the confusion of self an d non -se lf as a matter of profound
regression.
To spea k of regression
begs the question: a person
cannot strictly b e said to regr ess to a point from which he may
never hav e adva nced in the first pl ace. More s ignific an tty, th is
blur r ing or absence of ego- bou ndari es is not corr elat e d, as it
s hould b e , with abiding dependency need s. The 'abse nce of egoboun da ri es' marks a need for a uxilia ry ego-strength.
It is not
per se abnorma l , b ut rathe r the n ormal state of so meon e in whom
there are marked dependency need s , i.e. a young child or less usually - an adul t whose psychologica l st ate is one of
radically incomp lete growth . Auxiliary ego-strength
is th e
corr e lat e of dependency needs, and it is provided by an a ttachment figure, when there is no defect in th e capacity for r elatin g
to such a figure . Lidz st ates : 3
Problems . . . arise becau se of th e primitive charac t er of th e
pati en t's a tta chmen t to his therapist.
The patient's
relatedness
i s more an anaclit ic attachment th an a transference
relationship
at the star t. The patient may . . . be more interested
in
retaining the th erapist than in engag in g in psychotherapy.
This is neither illogical nor problematic,
sin ce the attachment
to the ther apist . is it self the fundamental form of therapy for
such persons.
Thi s i s still a ge nuine transference,
but one of a
more primitive n ature than in persons where mor e growth may .be
presupposed.
In her discussion of childhood psychosis Ma hler (1969) notes: ~
The essential feat ur e of symbiosis is ...
the de lu s ion of a
common boundary of the two actually and physically sepa rate
individuals.
And

5

An ego which is unable
symbiotic partner tries
fan t asy of oneness with
her into func ti oning as

to function separate ly from the
to re-entrench
it se lf in t h e delusional
the omnipotent mother , by coercing
an extens ion of the se lf.

Again ,6
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the mother duri n g the separa tion -ind ividua t ion phase has
failed, and the de lusiona l sym bioti c omnipo tent fusion with t he
mother is still being maint a ined.
We would not regard this as de lu sional , but as acc ur ate to
intrapsychic
reality. The growing e go is meant to develop 'in
tandem'. If the capac it y for a ttac hme nt is somehow affected,
t he needs that are norma lly met through att a chment must rem ain
unmet. The expression of an a biding need for a close and int ense
If sepa ration atta ch ment is quite rea li stic on this understanding.
individu ati on fails, it is because dependency needs are not any
longer being met. A pe rson thus affected is dep endent in th e
sense of not being able to func tion indep enden tly, but that i s all.
He is not dependent in t he se n se that hi s psychological de pendency needs are in the process of being · met. There is an unfortu nate ambiguity in the term 'depen d en t', sinc e it may in this way
be used to cover two ent irely contr as tin g states. In the form er
sta t e, t he soluti on must be one of restoring
tru e dependency,
since tr ue indep endence is the end - product of fulfilled dependency needs. The culmination of the process may not be achieved
if the process itself is abrogate d s hort of fulfilment. The concept
of separation-individuat
ion tends to be st a ted too ab solutely. The
period of six to thirty months may mark a period of r e lat ive
in d ividuatio n in the young child, but it is important to note that
th e capaci ty for gre ater in depe ndence cif b e haviour is b as ed on
a cont inuin g state of clos e dependency . If absolut e separation
t akes place during thi s pe ri od, as in di sidentifi cation, the process of gro win g independence
is terminated precisely because
its necessary
substratum
- of the cont inuing meeting of dependency needs - has been terminated.
Moreover, it is import ant to pay attention to the fat her-child
relationship,
as well as the mother-child
relationsh ip. A so-ca lled
mother-fixation
may no t be pa thol ogica l per se, but may mark a
defensive detachment fro m the father, as in th e homose x ualparanoid position in men and the heterosexua l-paranoid posit ion
in women. Socarides ( 1968b) an d Stoller (1975) use Mahler's
concept of mother-child
sy mbios is fo r their discussion of male
homosexu a lity an d tran sse xu ali sm, without realising th at in the se
instances the mother-attachment
is a n effe ct of detachment from
the fa th er. Alternatively,
an appa r e n t fixation to the mother may
mark an abi din g need for attachmen t to her, a need based on
actual det achment from her. This would be tru e of the homosexua l-paranoid posi ti on in women and the heterosexual-paranoid
posit ion in men . The se variations
in de t ail sh ould suggest
caution in the use of the term 'mot her-fixa t ion ' as a generalisation.
Why is early se pa r atio n from mother or fa th er traumatic? It is
because the growing eg·o of the you ng child requir es auxiliary
eg·o-strength
and is unable to function proper ly on its own . For
this reason other-loss i s, of itself, ego-loss. Th e risk in separa t ion is no t just the immediate loss of auxili ary ego-s tr ength,
bu t the possibility of permanent l y damaging th e child's capacity
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for attachment,
i.e. of indefinitely
prolonging
the loss of
auxiliary
ego-strength,
since the child is no longer able to relate
(other than superficially)
to the potential source of such
strength.
The nature of the child's tie to his father as well as to his
mother is to be seen in these terms. The psychological
need for
auxiliary
ego-strength
is as essential to the growing child as
are physiological
needs. Separation
anxiety stems from the
threat to auxiliary ego-strength.
The pathological
response
to
separation
focuses on the child's attachment-need
and attachmentcapacity.
The provision of auxiliary
ego-strength
is the central
parental
function;
and the restoration
of this should be a
central therapeutic
function,
in order to make up for earl ier
deficits . Much of the therapeutic
process should have the
character
of fostering
or re-parenting.
A transference
may arise in current
relationships,
based on
incompletion
in past relationships
and marking a striving
for
completion.
It is this striving
for completion that we would see
as the force underlying
the creation of the transference,
rath er
than a repetition
compulsion as such (Freud,
19 14a) . The past
is reactivated
or 'repeated ' only so long as it remains distorted
or incomp lete. The purpose of 'repetition'
is to find the fulfilment
not previously
attained.
Transference
arises spontaneously
in all human rela tionshi ps
(Freud,
1910 (1909]) . The therapeutic
context may hope to
provide a controlled transference,
but it does not crea te the
actual capacity for transference.
Natural transferences
are
particularly
noteworthy
in the case of same-sex ambivalence.
The
reparative
urge towards restoration
of the same - sex attachment
is a pr ime example of a positive transference
being used to
facilitate further
growth. In other words, homosexual relation ships are themselves
natural transferences.
They are positive
so long as the reparative
drive is predominant,
but become
negative
transferences
if the other side of the ambivalence
e merges from repression.
In either case, the current
reality of
relationship
is shaped by the unmet needs, and distortions,
of
the past.
Taking this into the sphere of controlled
transferences,
it
should become evident that there is a need for gender-specific
therapy . A therapist
of the same ana tomic sex as the homosexual
and transsexual
is required,
if deficits in same-sex attachment
(and the needs met through
sa me-sex attachment)
are t o be
met. A therapist
of the opposite anatomic sex cannot by definition
cure homosexuality
or transsexua lism, as same-sex disidentification and ambivalence.
The use of a therapist
of the opposite
se x might hav e been plaus ibl e when it wa s assumed that the
disorder
was one of re la ting to the opposite sex . Moreover,
it
is true that not all disorders
require gender-spec
ific therapy
(though this might well be of greater value than previously
rea li sed). However, when the disorder
is specifically
a same-sex
relational
defect, to get her with the consequences
of such a
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defect, it is only gender-specific
therapy that can hope to
achieve full healing . The very intensity
of the natural ge n derspecific transferences
that occur should encourage
us to rea li se
that here there is a therapeutic
instrument
of great potent ial.
It is clear that such natural transferences
are rarely selffulfilling.
As already mentioned,
they may be thwarted by the
re-emergence
of the negative
side of the ambivalence;
by the
intensity
of the dependency
needs involved;
and by the
similarity of the needs of both partners
in the rela tion ship. This
must not be ta ken to imply that a same-sex relationship
is nontherapeutic,
but rather that its great therapeutic
value may be
hindered
by a var iety of obstacles.
A controlled ·gender-specific
transference
will still have to face the f irst two difficulties
mentioned.
However , unless the therapist
is himself homosexual,
A single -s ex rela tionship
the third difficulty will be obviated.
in which one person is homosexual but the other is heterosexual,
has th us a greater potential for stability than a single-sex
relationship
in which both partners
are homosexual.
In parenthesis,
this is no t to a sser t that a homosexual therapist could not help a fellow -h omosexual.
Indee d , he wou ld have
the advantage
of understanding
the condition from within. The
s imilarity of his own psychological
needs might prove to be more
of a limitation in some cases t han in others.
In any case, until
heterosexua l th erapi sts are prepared
to prov ide controlled
single-sex
relationships,
the only kind of ther apeutic relat ionship available to the homosexual will be the natural transference
of an ordinary
homosexua l relationship,
where, as it happens ,
emot ional nee ds t end to be ac ted out sexually.
A controlle d
gender-specific
tran sference would seek to meet such needs
without the over lay of secondary
eroticisation
.
A controlled
si n g le-sex relationship
would perm it of an intense
attachment
to be formed. The attachment
as such is neither
improp er nor pathological,
but simp ly the restoration
of a normal
attachment
that was abnormally disrupted.
Within the context of
such an attachment,
hitherto unmet needs for love, dependency
and identity
may begin to be met again.
The primary therapist
in all cases of same - sex ambivalence
should b e a member of th e same anatomic sex as the cl ien t.
Granted thi s , there will a lso be scope for work by other therapists. Male and female co-therapists
will be helpful through
encouraging
t he underlying
psy chodyn am ics t o become mor e
evid ent : there is a flight from the same sex, which it is vi ta ! to
interpret
as su ch and not to mistake for a flight to the op pos ite
sex. Opposite-sex
therapists
by th emselves may provide genera l
support or some more specific therapeutic
he lp according to th e
individual's
needs, but from the very nature of the problem
must not usurp the central pos ition of the same-sex t herapi st.
Where radical dis id entification
has taken p lace and marked
depend enc y needs are invo lv ed, it will be necess ary for th e
primary,
same - sex therapist
to undertake
prolonged and intensive
work with the clien t. A one -t o-o ne relat ionship will be central ,
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in t hat it aims to recapitulate
the relation of parent and you ng
child. Besides this central dy ad , there may be some u se of a
tri ad , consisting
of t he primary dyad and one other same-sex
therapist,
i.e. this t riad should involve co-therapists
of the
same sex, one of whom should be the primary therapist.
This
triad is to suppor t and reinforce the work of the dyad, hence
the inclusion of a therapist of the oppos it e sex would in this
case be inappropriate,
as diluting and indeed radically altering
the requisite dynamics.
In the case of radical ·disidentification,
a lengthy process of
intensive therapy is likely to be indicated.
A few years is
prob.ably the minimum requirement in such cases, and quite
it sho uld be borne
possibly longer. If this sounds excessive,
in mind that the normal process of growth for a young child
takes the better part of the first two decades of li fe . Where
unresolved trauma has blocked the normal process of growth
since the age of two or three, it is quite unrealistic
to expect
this to be made up for in less than a few years . The process
may be somewhat accelerated by the relative social maturity of
the client, bu t it is bound to be lengthy. Length combined with
intensity make this a difficult therapeutic
proposition in view of
available resources . But the task of reconstructing
a human life
can hardly be less than demanding, and would undoubtedly
be
an immensel y rewarding enterprise.
In practice,
there is of course a particular
difficulty inherent
in radical disiden tification, which requires partic ul ar c are in
handling, viz. the defensive barrier.
This may not present
exceptional difficulties in lesser degrees of same-sex ambivalence,
but in radical disidentification
the defensive detachment is the
condition known as paranoia, which has generally been labelled
as incurable.
However, this is but one side of the ambivalence.
The defensive barrier implies an unmet love-need,
and it should
be possible to commence therapy by beginning to meet this
unmet need and encouraging
the development of a pos itive trans ferenc e . (This would also be true of heterosexual
paranoia,
which we are not discussing in detail here.) Indeed, even where
paranoid symptoms are presented,
their control must not be
treated as an end in itself, but as a means tow ar ds facilitating
the meeting of unmet attachment-needs.
Thus, the contro l of psychotic symptoms may be a necess ary
means towards healing, but is not to be confused with healing
as such. Mere control of symptoms is not to be equated with the
achievement of a post-psychotic
state, but simply implies the
res toration of a pre-psychotic
state. A genuinely post-psychotic
s tate woul d be psychologically
rather than just tempor a lly
subsequent
to psychosis , and would imp ly the actu a l r eso lution
of the psychotic sta te. It will by no means be easy to achieve
this goal, but it s impor-tance should by now be apparent,
from
our analysis of the meaning of the pre - psychotic state. Th is
state implies a deeply repressed
longin g for love, a persisting
defensiveness
and negativ ity towards the lov e-so urce, and a
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r ad ical ab se nc e of normal and necessary
grow th . Such a s tat e is
a human tragedy,
whet he r or not accompan ied by socially disturbi ng behaviour.
fh e therapeutic
goa l cannot be merely socia l
control, bu t must involve the reso lut ion of t he unme t love-need,
with all that this implie s . Nothing less than this may be regarded
as true h ealing .
It will b e evident th at true hea ling is more readily to be
achieved in the ca se of less radical disidentification,
where
neither the defen s ive barrier nor th e corresponding
deficit in
growth are of marked severity.
In principle,
t hough, we would
hope that any degree of disidentification
could be healed, even
if the therapeutic
process may be lon g and complex in some
cases.
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7 SOME CONCLUSIONS

If healing is desirable,
prevention is even more vital. The task
of undoing and making up for past deficits may often be obviated
right from the start, if more adequate care and precautions
are
taken. Early separation
of a child from a parent is particularly
significant.
It is not being postulated
that all such experiences
have serious pathological consequences,
but that there is a
notable risk of pathological sequelae, and that it seems to be
large ly a matter of luck as to whether or not the child overcomes
such a potentially
traumatic event. The circumstances
of such
trauma will also vary. A number of examples may be considered:
1 The illness of the child, especia ll y when thi s involves
hospitalisation,
i.e. a large measure of separation from parental
care.
2 The illness of a parent.
Even when this does not involve
hospita li sa ti on, it may mark a period of inability to care for the
young child, which may in turn affect the child's capacity for
attachment
to the parent.
3 The birth of a sibling, especially when this involves the
mother's absence due to hospitalisation,
or a conspicuous
les sening in t he amount of care she gives to the child s he has already.
4 The temporary,
prolonged,
or permanent absence of a
parent.
5 The separation
or divorce of the parents.
6 The death of a parent.
7 Adoption,
fostering,
or living in an orphanage.
8 Being brought up by a succession of nurses,
governesses,
etc . , i.e. a constantly
changing succession of 'parental'
figures.
9 Ill-treatment
by a parent.
It should be noted that in the majority of these instances
the
traumatic event is or may be involuntary.
Deliberate ill - treatment is but one possible cause of a rupture in attachment . (For
this r-eason it may be considered
that the Schreber case is in
fact atypical as an example of radical disidentification.
Actual
separation
would more usually cause this condition.)
Tlle
question of the parent's
responsibility
will arise in some instances
- perhaps more frequently
as r-egards lesser degrees of disidentification
- but in some cases no responsibility
can be
allocated.
A human tragedy does not always stem from human
culpability.
In some instances some responsibility
may be a llocat ed
indirect ly, as where a marriage fails and the child suffers as a
result of this. It is true that no t every marriage th at stays to-
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get her provides a suitab le envir onment for childr-en, but in
theory the availability of two parents is the ideal for human
growth, since in this way each child has an attachment-figure
of the same sex and of the opposite sex to relate to (provided
tha t the actual capacity for attachment
is not d amaged ) .
The effects of tempor-ary separation
may to some extent be
mitigated by substitute
care, from relatives or other persons.
Despit e this, some risk of trauma will remain, since it is not just
care as such, but the source of care , that is significant.
In
this way, substitute
care cannot fully make up for a specific
attachment.
The r isk in separation
is not that the child may be
neglected,
but that the specific attachment
may not be maintained and reinforced;
and that the absence of the specific
attachment-figure
may result in long -term damage to the child's
capacity for attachment . There is no determinism in this. Sometimes there may be lit tle damage or the tr-a uma may be resolved
spon t aneously.
But there is a risk of ser ious damage, which
requ ir es that far more attention
should be paid to events with
a high pathogenic
potential.
Frequent visits when a ch ild or
parent i s hospitalised
should be not mere ly encouraged,
but
active ly pro moted (and, if necessary,
subsidised),
as being
vital to the maintenance of psychological
well-being.
And, when
possible,
separations
should be minimised or avoided. It is
temporary
separat ion s, and not just prolonged ones, that are
highly pathogenic
for the young child, and it has been a mistake
hitherto to underestimate
their significan ce , as Mahler, for
inst ance, does: 1
The anamneses of children with predominantly
autistic or
primarily symbiotic psychosis
did not indicate, or only very
rarely, that separation of any significant
duration from the
mother had actually occurred.
In the majority of these cases,
there was no r ea l loss of the symbiotic object. I refer to such
ubiquitous
traumata as transient
separation
from the mother
due to the birth of a sibling or due to hospitalization
of
either mother or child . . . Since real and prolonged separation
from the mother was conspicuously
absent in the anamneses
of our psychotic children,
it must be emphasized ·th at actual
object loss was not an aet iologic al factor in th eir psychotic
break with reality.
Such a statement rests on an in ability to recognise that any
separation
may be 'significant'
and 'rea l' for the young child. A
temporary
separation does not always or necessarily
result in
pathological consequences,
but it would be equa lly mistaken to
assume , as Mahler does here, that such a separation cannot have
such consequences.
The r isk is there, even if - fortunately
it does n ot always materialise.
The patholog ica l effects of childhood trauma may only become
apparent
in later years, but the actual damage to the personality
has been there since early child hood , even if masked by a super -
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ficial adjustment.
However, if therapy is undertaken in early
years, this makes a difference of some significance to the therapeutic goal. In all cases, whether children or adu lt s, unresolved
trauma requires to be resolved. But the earlier therap y is
undertak en, the less is the extent of missing growt h. If the
process of normal growth ~as in some sign ificant respect blocked
at age two, the adu lt thus affected requires to make up for all
the growth that was missed during childhood and adolescence.
However the child thus affected may only require to make up
for a few years of miss i ng growth, after which the process of
growth may be r es umed in the normal way.
It is generally cons id ered that the fundamen tal sense of ge nd er
identity - core gender identity - is firmly established in the
ear ly years of lif e:
Though gender imprinting begins by the first birthday,
the
critical period is reached by about the age ot' eighteen months.
By the age of two and one-half years, gender ro le is already
well established.
(Money, Hampson and Hamp son, 1955b).
We would agree with this as a genera l proposition,
but its
implications require careful scrutiny.
Subsequent to the
establishme nt of core gender identity, a change of gender role
that is imposed by the decision of others is probably not feasible.
The fundamental sense of gender identity may not, once
established,
be arbitrarily
reversed.
However, one may not
assume that it is altoge ther irreversible.
Gender role may be well
established
by the age of two-and-a-half,
but it is not, however ,
safely established.
The future transsexual
has as normal an
identity as anyone else until disidentification
takes place. As a
general statement we may say that gender identity is irreversible
except by trauma that disrupts
the id entifica tory attachment to
the parent of the same sex.
The early years are particularly
vulnerable to su ch trauma,
sin ce a defensive detachment at this age disrupts the ident ificatory process only shortly after it ha s commenced. Moreover,
this does not imply a genuine r eve rs al of identity. The transsexua l does not acquire a true cross-gender
identity, but is
merely aware of a radical absence of same-sex identity.
The
longing for an identificatory
attachment to a member of the sam e
anatom ic sex may be repr esse d, but the transs exual is still
essentially a member of his own anatomic sex, even if a thwar ted
and radically incomp lete member. Despite appearances,
the
transsexual
is no real exception to the general rule that gender
identity tends to be congruent
with physiological sexuality .
The fact that this tendency may be repressed and not attain
fulfilment does not deny this genera l rule, but rather provides
a paradoxica l confirmation of it.
What is p hilosophic ally more puzz ling than transsexualism
is
the occurrence of discrepant
iden titie s in members of the physio-
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logical intersexes
( hermaphrodites)
. Where the gender ident ity
accords with both the role of assignme nt and rearing and also
with the preponderance
of physio logica l sexuality, this problem
does not arise. However, it is clear that as a general rule
hermaphrodites
develop a sense of identity in accordance with
the role of assignment and rearing, even when this disag r ees
with sign ificant physiological variables (Money, Hampson and
Hampson, 1957) . Why this should ha ppeJ? is something that we
are unable to answer here. The fact t hat a minority of hermaphrodites develop an ident ity different from their assigned role
but congruent with certa in physiolog ical c harac teri stics , seems
less problematical.
One may hypothesise here that, despite the
assigned role, a diff erent i dentity is in fact being received
through the process of attachmen t , even if this only becomes
ap par ent in later years. Such examp les mi ght be seen as consistent with the general rule of iden tity congruent with physiological sexuality.
This does not, of course , ac count for hermaphrodite
identities
t h at are established contrary to certain significant aspects of
physiological sexuality. But the occurrence of these may not in
any case be t aken to imply t hat t he role of assignment and re aring is more significant ge ner ally than physiological criteria of
sexuality.
It is difficu lt to see how far one may legitimately
extrapolate from the phys io logical inter sexes. The fact remains
that for the vast major it y of the human race gender iden ti ty
tends to be congruent with physiological sexuality.
Transsexual ism has been shown to be no true exception to this; an d
large numbers of hermaphrodites
(those correctly ass igned;
and those who develop an identity congruent
with preponderant
ph ys iology despite t heir assignme n t) are likewise no exception
to this general rule. If the role of assignment and rearing were
crucial, this would imply that any physiologically normal child
could be br ought up as a member of the opposite sex:: and
develop an identity as such . Obviously, such an experiment
would never be undertaken,
for ethical reasons . But one might
venture to predict that in any case the experiment 1Vould fai l.
The evidence to date is in sufficient to suggest that gender
identity is capable of random assignment, or that there is no
innate or instinctual basis for it. The evidence provided by
transsexualism
and homosexuality is that matu re gender identity
requires a lengthy process of gender identification,
which may
in some cases be disrupted.
But the direction for development,
whether this is fulfilled or repressed,
is a given fact and has
not been a matter of choice.
Identity is received through the medium of an attachme n t .
This still leaves unanswered
the question of why a boy receives
masculinity through his at tachm ent to his father, while a girl
does not receive masculinity t hrough her attachment to her
father. This is obviously a matter for further research,
but here
we will suggest that there would seem to be some predis positi on
involved, which learning alone may not account for. A masculine
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physiology generally predisposes
a person to receive masculinity
through a masculine attachment
(but not femininity through a
feminine attachment).
A feminine physiology generally predisposes a person to receive femininity through a fem inin e
attachment
(but not masculinity
through a masculine attachment).
This general predisposition
may tentatively
be termed a biopsychic tendency.
There is a vital d ifference between an identity that has been
received through an attachment,
and an apparent
ident it y (more
truly, an absence of iden ti ty) that is based on a defensive
detachment . In the latter case, there remains (t h ough it is
sometimes repressed)
a reparative
striving for identification,
stemming from the state of incompletion.
A mature identity is
non -reparative.
It might be of value to investigate
whether
hermaphrodite
identities,
especially discrepant
identities,
are
actually non-reparative.
They may in fact be so, or some may
prove not to be so, but the point is that this particu lar question
has not as yet been asked or answered.
If a non-reparat
ive
·
identity has been established,
this provides a strong argument
for allowing the person to live in a role that accords with this
identity,
if they are not already doing so . Gender reassignment
in such an instance wou ld confirm a complete identity,
rather
than - as in the case of transsexuals
- a radically incomplete
one.
At present,
gender reassignment
surgery for transsexuals
marks the culmination of the disidentificatory
imp ul se. Surgical
measures have been adopted on a prag matic basis as the best
available method of treatment,
since the overwhelming
consensus
of expert opinion has been that transsexualism
is inaccessible
to psychotherapy
or to any other known method of therapy.
In our present study,
we have indicated that an alternative
is
availab le, at least in theory,
for the transsexual.
An identity
congruent
with physiological
sexuality may be reconstructed
through a long and complex process of therapy,
of a more intensive nature than much therapy
as currently
pract ised. This will
in fact meet, rather than thwart, the transsexual's
own deepest
longings (for a same-sex attachment and he nce for identificatory
growth).
At the same time, there is a risk that the therapist
may not be able to deal with the negative side of the t ransference,
so this form of therapy is not to be lightly embarked
upon.
Surgery for hermaphrodites
is not an entirely comparable
matter. If, in some instances,
disiden tification has taken place,
the person will be essentially
transsexual
or homosexual as well
as hermaphrodite
. Where disidentification
is not involved, a nonreparative
identity sh ould be confirmed,
on the assumption
that
when the identificatory
process has been genuinely completed,
it cannot be undone. Corrective
surgery for hermaphrodite
children may be undertaken
to confirm or to correct the gender
of assignment,
but here another consideration
arises.
It is often
suggested
that it is desirable
for s uch surgery to be undert aken
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as early as possi bl e (Money, Hampson and Hampson , 1955a,
1957; Jones and Verkauf,
1970). T he assum p tion is that early
surgery will minimise the risk of undes ira b le psychological
consequences from physio logica l ambiguities.
This may be the case,
but we have already indicated that early hospitalisation
for
whatever reason is itself potentially
pathogenic.
A child with
physiological ambiguities
but a lso a continuing
attachment to his
parents will be psychologically
more healthy than a child in
whom such ambiguities
have been corrected,
but at the cost
of disrupting
a parental attachme nt.
Although this risk may not al ways mate r ia lise , it is not to b e
minimised. An example of th is kind of deve lopment is reported
by Lewis et a l. ( 1970). A female with the adrenogenital
syndrome
was declared male at birth and reassigned
female at five months.
Corrective surgery
took place at age three -and-a-ha lf. Many
months of her first years were spent in hospital,
harnessed
to a
metabo li sm bed for urine collect ion. Her la t er history showed a
serious inability to accept her femininity,
with su icid al tendencies and severe ago raphobia.
On such evidence as is ava ilable,
this case report suggests
precisely the kind of pathol ogic a l
development we have warned against . In view of th is risk, we
would not recommend early surgery
for hermaphroditic
children.
Hospitalisation
during the first five or six years of life is to be
avoided if at all possible.
Sexuality in the adult is intended to be the expression
of a fulfilled, i.e. non-reparative,
identity.
Where the norma l process
of growth has taken pl ace unhindered,
the process of same-sex
identific ation will have been completed;
and hence the same-sex
attachment - through
which such an identity is attained - will
have become redundant,
through the fulfilment of its purpose .
The process of identification
should take p lace through an uninterrupted
parent-child
attachment,
and in the majority of cases
this does in fact take place. However, in a numbe r of instances
it is clear that the process of identification-through-attarhment
has not been completed by the time that adult y ears are reach ed.
Psychological
needs t hat are essen tiall y non-adult
remain in a
person who is in other respects
adult . But to attempt to meet
these psychological
needs through the medium of sexual expression is to mistake the character
of these needs . It is understandable that someone who has attained physiological
maturity
should in terpret
libidinal needs as sexual. However, this
secondary eroticisation
of outstanding
deficits in growth is
essentially
a confusion:
the emo tional needs of the non-adu lt are
confused with t he physio logical desires of the adult . This is no t
to deny th e importance of a close emotiona l bond as a means of
overcoming past deficits.
But these legitimate libidinal needs
could well be met without erotic isat ion .
Sexual expression
is not appropriate
to the normal parent-child
re lati onship and, as a corollary to t hi s , sex ual expression
is not
appropriate
to any relationship
which attempts to meet non-adult
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attachment needs. A relationship
for the attainment of identity
is not to be confused with a relationship
which expresses
an
identity already at t ained. Is any given relationship
based on an
incomplete identity and therefore
reparative,
or on a complete
identity and ther e fore non-reparative?
A reparat ive relationship
is not to be erotic ised. Rather, needs for reparative
growth
shou ld be fulfilled (non-sexually)
and thu s the basis for a
sexually-expressed
relationship
will be attained.
Sexuality is
meant to be non-repara ti ve, i.e. it should express the desires
both of phys iologica l maturity and also of psychological
maturi t y.
The two should be co-ordinated,
rather than the former iso lated
from . the latter. In the absence of such co-ordination,
sexual
expression
must necessarily
be of a relatively
superficial
nature,
since its psycholog ic al basis is incomplete.
Homosexual relationships
are inherently
self-limiting.
First,
the re-emergence
of the negative side of the ambiva lence may
disrupt the attachment
short of its fulfilment.
Second, if a
negative transference
is somehow negotiated
and attachmentneeds are fulfilled, the attachment
will have made itself redundant. The fulfilment of homosexuality
is itself the attainment
of heterosexuality
- not a premature attempt to make persons
who are still homosexual behave heterosexually,
but the fulfilment of homo-emotional
needs and hence the attainment of a
g e nuine ly heteropsychologic
personality
structure.
Heterosexual
relationships
may be stable or unstable,
according to the
qualities of the individuals
concerned,
but they are not in - .
herently self-lim itin g as homosexual relationships
are of their
very nature.
Sexual orientation
is an expression
of gender identity.
Where
this identity is incomplete,
there is a reparative
striving towards
the fulfilment of the id entificatory
process.
Instinctual
drives
are to be linked with their interp _ersonal fulfilment,
or lack of
fulfilment . Identity is attained through a libidinal attachment to
a member of one's own sex. Object - choice i s a function of one's
own identity:
homosexual object - choice stems from an incomplete
identity,
and truly heterosexual
object-choice
is based on the
completion of the gender identificatory
process .. Rosen ( 1974)
states that 'the only difference
between the lesbian and other
women is the choice of love object. '2 This is precisely the point
at issue, since underlying
this difference of object - choice there
is a fundamental diffel'ence
of personality
structure
between the
homosexual and the heterosexual
.
Some persons may be categorised
as bisexual.
Where this is not
merely superficial,
it may be taken to mark a partial fulfilment
of homo-emotional needs sufficient to promote heterosexual
activity . However, to the extent that homo-emotional needs
have not been fulfilled,
there is a corresponding
absence of a
heteropsychologic
personality
structure,
and hence true heterosexuality has not yet been attained.
Bisexuality
may not be
understood
as involving both true heterosexuality
and true
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homosexuality
- on an equal basis, as it were - since this would
be a contradiction
in terms. Continuing
homosexuality
implies
that a heteropsyc hologic structure
has not yet been attained.
Heterosexuality
would imply that homo-emotional needs have in
fact been fulfilled. The bisexual is not yet truly heterosexual,
but the underlying
state of incomp letion may be less t h an in
most homosexuals.
It is often suggested
that we are all bisexual.
This idea of a
universal bisexuality
is an imprecise concept, and for this
reason not particularly
helpful.
Its physiological application
derives from the discovery that the urogenital
systems of the
two sexes derive from a common embryonic origin. However, as
Rado (1940) notes:
In the final shaping of the normal individual,
the doub le
embryological origin of the genita l system does not result
any phy siological duality of reproductive
functioning.

in

As a psychological
concept,
bisexuality
may be given various
interpretations,
but is most commonly taken to .imply that the
a dult has a potential for sexual expression
vis-a-vis
members of
both sexes. In view of the present
study, such a statement
must be regarded
as untrue.
The atta inment of heterosexuality
implies the fulfilment of homo-emotional
needs, so that a same-sex
att achment is no longer required
in order to fulfil those needs.
The adult whose homo-emotional
needs have been fulfilled no
longer has a potential for sexual expression
towards members of
his own sex. Bisexuality
is neither universal nor normative,
but mark s the incompletion of the normal process of psychological
growth. Ford and Beach (1965) state: 3
Men and women who are totally lacking in any conscious homo sexual leanings are as much a product of cultural conditioning
as are the exclusive homosexuals
who find heterosexual
relations distasteful
and unsatisfying.
Both extremes represent
movement away from the original,
intermediate
condition which
includes th e capacity for both forms of sexual expression.
It is not cultural conditioning,
but the vicissitudes
of psychological development,
that account for exclusive heterosexuality
and exclusive homosexuality.
In the former instance,
the process
of identificatory
growth has been completed; in the latter, it is
still decisiv ely incomplete.
The assumption that there is an
'original, intermediate
condition'
must be regarded
as unfounded.
No on e who has a ttained true heterosexual it y can be bisexual
or latently homosexual.
In connection with th i s, it should be added that numbers alone
do nothing to prove the normality of homosexuality.
Although
- the incidence of homosexuality
is undoubtedly
considerable
(Kinsey et al. 1953a, 1953b), it is a logica l fallacy to assume that
sheer numbers imply a normative character.
If a substantia l
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minority of the population developed a particular
disease, this
would not imply the normality of such a disease. This is not to
suggest that homosexuality i s a disease, but is to indicate that
argumen ts of normality based on frequency of incidence merely
beg the question.
The occurrence
of homosexu ality does imply pathology,
but
it is crucial to distinguish
bet ween what is and what is not
pathological in the homosexual condition.
What is pathological
is the defensive detachment from the love-source,
and the
missing growth consequent
on this. Needs for love, dependency
and identification
which are norma lly met through the medium
of an attachment to a (p arental) love-source
of the same sex,
have remained unmet. The capacity for same-sex lov e is the
attempt to restore this disrupted
attachment and hence to make
up for missing growth. Thus, the homosexual response is not
itself the problem, but rather th e attempted solution to the
problem. It is itself · the reparative
drive towards restoration;
it presupposes
an underlying
pathology,
but is not itself
pathological.
It is vital to take this into account.
Psychological testing does not necessarily
provide evidence
of pathology in homosexuals.
This may in part be due to the
limitations of the tests themselves,
but another reason may be
the non-pathological
nature of the homosexual love - response.
If the person tested is someone currently
involved in a positive
homosexual relationship,
the therapeutic
effect of this natural
transference
may be sufficient t o mask the underlying
pathology .
(By way of analogy, tests for physica l disorder will produce
different results according to whether the individual is currently
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receiving medication or not. )
Rosen (1974) regards lesbianism as a way of life, rather than
as a sickness. 4 We would not regard homosexuality as merely an
alternative
life-style,
but to speak of it as a sickness may be
equa lly misleading.
The overall homosexual phenomenon,
of
same - sex ambivalence,
involves both a problem and its cure. The
homosexual love-response
in itself is the means of healing, and
not the problem.
ln conclusion,
we must reiterate
that homosexuality
and a
fortiori transsexualism
involve a defect in the relational5
capacity vis - a-vis the same sex. Freud (1905) states:
No doubt the strongest
force working against a permanent
inversion of the sexual object is the attraction
which the
opposing sexual charac t ers exercise upon one another .
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Unless it is merely tautologous,
asserting
that heterosexual
object choice is promoted by the growth of heterosexuality,
this
statement is mistaken. Most particularly,
it begs the question.
For members of the sexes to be truly 'other' and 'opposite',
a
same - sex identity must first have been attained.
When the same sex identificatory
process is still in some degree incomplete, one

is unable to relate to the opposite
sex as a psychologically
complete member of one's own sex. Converse ly, however, if
will take
homosex .ual nee~s are really fulfilled,
heterosexuality
ca re of itsel_f, smce heterosexuality
is the relational capacity
of someone 111 w~om homosexual needs have been fulfilled . A
heteropsyc~ologic
personality
structure
cannot be achieved by
the abrogation of homosexual needs,
but through their fulfilment
and only through their fulfilment.
'
Nor!1'1al and universal needs are involved in homosexuality.
What is abnormal is that these needs should have been left unmet
~nd i:ot fulfilled in the normal way and at the normal time, i.e.
m childhood and adolescence,
through the attachment to the
parent of the s&me sex. The adult heterosexual
is someone who
ha.s had ~hese needs and in whom they have been fulfilled.
In
this particu lar sense, every adult who is not homosexual may be
termed ex - homosexual, 1.e. someone whose needs for an identificatory attachment .have been met and fu lfill ed. The adult homo se~ual is someon e m whom these needs have not (yet) been met.
It is n?t the needs as s uch that are pathological,
but their lack
of fulfilment.
An analog-y th at we may use in the evaluation of homosexuality
(~nd t~anssexualism)
is that of the orphan. Although this conit is no! a matter of the orphan 's personal
dition ~s. unfortunate,
cu)pabil ity. One would not thmk of punishing the orphan for
bemg an orphan. Like.wise with the homosexual. The analogy in
fact proves to be particularly
close, since the homosexual has
suffered from some deficit in the parent-child
relationship
( whether or not this was wilful on the part of the parent) . The
homosexual may thus be ur:derstood
as a kind of psychological
orphan.
In the cas~ of radical disidentification,
this state of
orphanhood
is part icularly severe.
The question to be asked
?ere_ (and to a lesser degree in lesser states of disidentification)
1s t~is: Shou;d a boy of two or three be permanently
depr ived
of hi~ father . Should a gir l of two or three be permanently
deprived of her mother 9 If your answer to thi s is no, you may
not condemn the homosexual response,
since this is itself the
solution to preci sely thi s kind of problem.
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